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A poet, I believe, once said, “The whole universe is in a glass of wine.” We shall never 
know in what sense he meant it for poets do not write to be understood, but it is true that if 
you look at a glass of wine closely enough you will see the entire universe … And if our 
small minds for some convenience divide this glass of wine, this universe, into parts – to 
physics, biology, geology, astronomy, psychology – remember Nature doesn’t know it, so 
we should put it back together and not forget, at last, what it is for. Let it give one final 
pleasure more; drink it up and forget about it all. 
 

-Richard P. Feynman, “The Relation of  
Physics to the Other Sciences,” 1961 
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ABSTRACT 

The gut is where food is digested and nutrients are absorbed, therapeutics are often 

delivered, and many infections take hold. The gut microbiota is in symbiosis with its host, 

and can influence host health and behavior. Though the gut holds these central roles, little 

is understood about the physics of how soft materials interact with and shape the 

physicochemical environment of the gut. Soft materials abound in the gut in the form of 

particulates (e.g., microbes, viruses, therapeutic particles, food granules) and polymers 

(e.g., dietary fibers, therapeutics, food additives). This thesis explores the soft matter 

physics of the gut and how physicochemical interactions can influence gut structure and 

function. This is studied through a combination of mouse experiments and numerical 

calculations. In the first part of this thesis, we investigate how particulates interact with 

polymers in the small intestine. We find that polymers from dietary fiber can aggregate 

particulates by a mechanism that is qualitatively consistent with depletion interactions. 

This mechanism is distinct from agglutination via specific chemical interactions. In the 

second part of this thesis, we investigate how polymers interact with the colonic mucus 

hydrogel. Colonic mucus is the nexus of host-microbe interactions. It is a barrier which 

protects against microbial infiltration, and alterations to its physical structure have been 

linked to changes in host health. Here, we find that polymers compress the colonic mucus 

hydrogel. For uncharged polymers, this mechanism can be described by a simple, mean-

field model based on Flory-Huggins solution theory. Further, we find that microbes can 

modulate the extent of mucus compression by degrading polymers in the gut. In the last 

part of this thesis, we find that charged polymers (polyelectrolytes) compress mucus by a 

Donnan mechanism.  
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1 
C h a p t e r  1  

INTRODUCTION1 

The physicochemical environment of the gut 

Polymers are ubiquitous in nature. DNA and RNA are the polymers which encode life. 

These are far from the only polymers found in 

organisms, as they are secreted as mucus, 

glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and extracellular 

matrices (to name a few examples). Polymers are 

regularly ingested by many animals for sustenance in 

the form of dietary fibers. In addition to the examples 

given above, humans also ingest polymers in the form 

of food additives and therapeutic polymers. Polymers 

are macromolecules (i.e., very large molecules). These 

macromolecules are chains of repeating molecular 

units, or monomers. Depending on the stiffness of the 

polymer and its interactions with the solvent, these 

macromolecules can take on different  conformations 

in space, ranging from a jumble of monomers  to a 

random walk (depicted in Figure 1.1) to  almost rod-like (1).  

The motivation of this thesis is to understand how polymers in the human diet influence 

the physical structure of the gut through physicochemical interactions. By the “physical 

structure of the gut”, we mean this in the most literal sense; the physical constituents of the 

gut environment and their spatial distribution.  This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The physical 

constituents of the gut include particulates (e.g., microbes, food granules, and therapeutic 

                                                
1 Sections of this chapter are adapted from a manuscript in preparation. 

Figure 1.1. Schematic depicting 
an “ideal” polymer chain in 
which the polymer takes on a 
random walk configuration. 
Each individual arrow (!"##⃗ ) is a 
vector corresponding to a 
monomer. %#⃗  is the end-to-end 
vector of the chain (i.e., the sum 
of all the individual vectors, !"##⃗ ) . 



 

 

2 
particles), dietary and secreted polymers (examples given in the preceding paragraph), the 

mucus layer, and the epithelium (2–6). By “physicochemical interactions”, we refer 

specifically to forces that arise and can be predicted from polymer thermodynamics. In the 

subsequent work, we focus on how polymers interact with two aspects of the physical 

structure of the gut: particulates and the colonic mucus hydrogel.  

 

 

Particulates abound in the gut in the form of microbes, viruses, cell debris, particles which 

carry drugs, and food granules (2,4,7–9). It has been shown that the way in which these 

particulates are spatially structured is important to their function. In the case of therapeutic 

particles, it is thought that the aggregation or clumping of particles hinders their uptake at 

mucosal surfaces, impeding effective delivery (8,10) (see Figure 1.2 for an illustrated 

example of an “aggregate” of particulates). For microbes, aggregation is linked to their 

function in the gut. How aggregation influences microbial function appears to vary on a 

case by case basis. It has been shown that the aggregation of the pathogen Salmonella 

Typhimurium via a form of chemical agglutination promotes its clearance and protects 

against infection (11). Additional experimental evidence suggests that aggregation may 

promote clearance of other bacteria (11,12) and keeps microbes separated from the 

Figure 1.2: (A) Schematic of the human gastrointestinal tract adapted from ref. (29). 
(B) Schematic depicting the “physical constituents” of the gastrointestinal tract. 



 

 

3 
epithelium (13). In contrast, recent experiments have suggested that in some instances 

bacterial aggregation can promote colonization (14).  These are just a few examples which 

demonstrate how the spatial distribution of particulates can affect their function in the gut. 

Mucus in the colon has a two-layer structure (15,16) (see Figure 1.3 for illustration). The 

inner layer is a polymer network (i.e., hydrogel) which is held together by chemical cross-

links, physical entanglements, 

and electrostatic interactions 

(17–19). The outer layer is a 

polymer solution, in which the 

polymers are mucins, and is 

where the microbiota resides 

(15,16). The primary mucin in 

both layers is MUC2, and the 

prevailing hypothesis in the 

literature is that this outer layer 

is formed due to proteolytic 

cleavages of MUC2 (15). This 

two layer structure is also found 

in germ-free mice (mice without 

microbes), suggesting that these 

proteases are endogenous (15). 

Why the transition between the outer and the inner mucus layers appears to be so sharp in 

micrographs of colonic mucus remains unclear. Moreover, this two-layer structure is 

conserved across both rodents and humans (5).  

The inner mucus layer in the colon (which will also be referred to in this thesis as the 

“colonic mucus hydrogel”) has been shown to play several key roles in shaping the gut 

environment. It mediates host-microbe interactions by acting as the physical barrier which 

separates microbes from the host (15,16). It has been demonstrated experimentally that 

Figure 1.3: Schematic depicting the two layer 
structure of colonic mucus. The inner mucus layer 
(labeled “Inner mucus”) is a cross-linked hydrogel, 
whereas the outer mucus layer (labeled “Outer 
mucus”) is a loose layer of mucus  (a solution of 
mucin polymers), which extends into the lumen of 
the colon. Approximate thicknesses (t) of both layers 
are those reported for mice in ref. (15). 



 

 

4 
changes in the physical properties of this barrier, such as its mesh size and thickness, are 

correlated to changes in host health (20–22). Recent work has demonstrated that a thin 

mucus hydrogel is correlated with both microbial encroachment upon the epithelium and 

increased gut inflammation (22). In mouse models of colitis, the colonic mucus hydrogel 

has been shown to be more penetrable to bacteria, and humans with ulcerative colitis have 

mucus which is more penetrable to particles (20). Muc2-deficient mice, which do not 

secrete colonic mucus, have been shown to develop colitis and colon cancer (21,23).  

Using polymer physics to understand gut physiology 

Upon examination of the works we have referenced up to this point, it may lead the reader 

to conclude that investigations of the gut are all conducted using techniques from 

microbiology, molecular biology, genetics, and biochemistry. Without question, these have 

proven to be powerful tools for understanding the gut microbiome, deciphering complex 

interactions between microbes and their host, and understanding gut physiology. In this 

work, however, we will leverage approaches from polymer physics to understand the 

interactions between polymers and the physical structure of the gut. As (we hope) the 

reader will see, this will yield a mechanistic understanding of gut physiology that both 

builds upon and complements our current understanding of the gut from the perspectives 

of these different disciplines. In this approach, we will focus on how the physical properties 

of dietary polymers (e.g., size, concentration, charge) can influence gut physiology. 

Furthermore, it will be reductionist and coarse-grained in nature; instead of keeping track 

of every individual atom that composes this system (the system being that which is 

described in Figure 1.2), we will seek the minimal set of parameters needed to explain and 

predict the interactions between dietary polymers and the other physical constituents of the 

gut. Two theoretical approaches will be used to describe these interactions. One will be to 

write down the total free energy of the system and solve for the chemical potentials of its 

components at equilibrium. This approach will be leveraged in Chapter III. The other 

approach will be to predict the behavior of the system in terms of forces which stem from 

the polymer osmotic pressure. This approach will be leveraged in Chapters II and IV. These 

two approaches both find their roots in the statistical thermodynamics of polymers, and 



 

 

5 
one could re-write any section of this thesis in the language of either approach and should 

reach the same conclusions.   

Continuing in the same vein, one way to contextualize this work is to think of the 

phenomena described in this work as forms of polymer-driven osmotic effects. In Chapter 

II, we find small intestinal polymers aggregate particles in a manner that is qualitatively 

consistent with polymer-induced depletion interactions. Polymer-induced depletion 

interactions arise when large polymers are excluded from the space between particles, 

leading to a difference in the osmotic pressure between the polymer solution and the space 

between particles (24–26). This acts as a driving force bringing particles together. In 

Chapters III and IV, we study the interactions between polymers and the colonic mucus 

hydrogel. One can think of the colonic mucus hydrogel as acting as a semi-permeable 

membrane for polymers where exclusion is on the basis of physical size, electrostatic 

interactions, and chemical interactions (27). This leads to an osmotic pressure difference 

between the polymer solution and mucus, resulting in compression. Overall, the described 

phenomena support the idea that polymers can influence gut physiology through simple, 

osmotic forces that stem from their physicochemical properties. 

Thesis outline 

This thesis will move longitudinally through the intestines, starting with the small intestine 

then moving to the large intestine.2 In all sections, we will combine in vivo and ex vivo 

mouse experiments with numerical calculations grounded in the statistical physics of 

polymers to understand the problems at hand. In Chapter II, we investigate the aggregation 

of particulates in the small intestine. We find that particulates aggregate spontaneously in 

luminal fluid from the small intestine. Our results suggest that mucins and 

immunoglobulins are not necessary for this aggregation to occur. Instead, we find that by 

feeding mice dietary fibers of different molecular weights, we can control aggregation. Our 

                                                
2 The reader may notice that we are skipping over the cecum. Interestingly, the anatomy of the mouse cecum is very 

different than that of humans (28). In mice, it is much larger (relative to other sections of the gut) and more of a “sack”, 
while in humans it is more of a small protrusion or a “cul-de-sac”. It has been relatively understudied in mice for this 
reason. In humans the function of the cecum is not entirely clear. 
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results are qualitatively consistent with polymer-induced depletion interactions, which is 

distinct from aggregation via chemical agglutination (in which polymers bind or stick to 

particles to clump them). In Chapters III and IV, we investigate the interactions between 

polymers and the colonic mucus hydrogel. In Chapter III, we find that polymers can 

compress mucus. We find that the extent of compression can be modulated by tuning the 

molecular weight and concentration of the polymer. This mechanism can be described 

using a simple, mean-field model based on Flory-Huggins solution theory.  Furthermore, 

we find that gut microbes can indirectly modulate mucus compression by degrading 

polymers in the gut. In Chapter IV, we add in the additional complexity of polymer charge, 

and find that charged polymers (polyelectrolytes) compress mucus by a Donnan 

mechanism. 
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Abstract 

The lumen of the small intestine (SI) is filled with particulates: microbes, therapeutic 

particles, and food granules. The structure of this particulate suspension could impact 

uptake of drugs and nutrients and the function of microorganisms; however, little is 

understood about how this suspension is re-structured as it transits the gut. Here, we 

demonstrate that particles spontaneously aggregate in SI luminal fluid ex vivo. We find 

that mucins and immunoglobulins are not required for aggregation. Instead, aggregation 

can be controlled using polymers from dietary fiber in a manner that is qualitatively 

consistent with polymer-induced depletion interactions, which do not require specific 

chemical interactions. Furthermore, we find that aggregation is tunable; by feeding mice 

dietary fibers of different molecular weights, we can control aggregation in SI luminal 

fluid. This work suggests that the molecular weight and concentration of dietary polymers 

play an underappreciated role in shaping the physicochemical environment of the gut. 

Introduction 

The small intestine (SI) contains numerous types of solid particles. Some of these particles 

include microbes, viruses, cell debris, particles for drug delivery, and food granules (1–5). 
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Little is understood about the state of these particles in the small intestine; do these particles 

exist as a disperse solution or as aggregates? An understanding of how particulate matter 

is structured as it moves through the SI would contribute to fundamental knowledge on a 

host of topics, such as how microbes, including probiotics and pathogens, function in the 

SI (6–10). Knowledge of how particle suspensions change during transit would also 

provide insight into how the uptake of drugs and nutrients is affected by the physiochemical 

properties of the SI environment (3,4). It would also give us better comprehension of how 

the SI acts to clear potential invaders and harmful debris (2,11). 

Polymers abound in the gut in the form of secretions (e.g., mucins and immunoglobulins) 

and dietary polymers (e.g., dietary fibers and synthetic polymers). It is well known that 

host-secreted polymers can cause aggregation of particles via chemical interactions; for 

example, mucins (12–16), immunoglobulins (17–25), and proteins (26) can cause bacteria 

to aggregate via an agglutination mechanism. However, non-adsorbing polymers can also 

cause aggregation via purely physical interactions that are dependent on the physical 

properties of the polymers, such as their molecular weight (MW) and concentration (27–

33). Here, we investigate whether these physical interactions play a role in structuring 

particles in the SI. For this work, we study the interactions between polystyrene particles 

densely coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and the luminal contents of the SI. It has 

been demonstrated previously that PEG-coated particles have little or no chemical 

interactions with biopolymers (34,35), so using PEG-coated particles allows us to isolate 

and investigate only the interactions dominated by physical effects. 

Results 

PEG-coated particles aggregate in fluid from the murine small intestine 

It has been observed that both bacteria (19–21,23,25,26) and particles (3,36–38) aggregate 

in the gut. Experiments have been performed in which mice are orally co-administered 

carboxylate-coated nanoparticles, which are mucoadhesive, and PEG-coated nanoparticles, 

which are mucus-penetrating (3). The carboxylate-coated particles formed large aggregates 
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in the center of the gut lumen. In contrast, PEG-coated particles were sometimes found co-

localized with carboxylate-coated particles and also penetrated mucus, distributing across 

the underlying epithelium of the SI as aggregates and single particles. 

To evaluate the distribution of particulate suspensions in the SI, we suspended 1-µm-

diameter fluorescent PEG-coated particles (see Materials and Methods for synthesis) in 

buffers isotonic to the SI and orally administered them to mice. We chose 1 µm-diameter 

particles because of their similarity in size to bacteria. We collected luminal contents after 

3 h and confirmed using confocal fluorescence and reflectance microscopy that these 

particles aggregated with each other and co-aggregated with what appeared to be digesta 

(Figure 2.1C and D; Materials and Methods). On separate mice, fluorescent scanning was 

used to verify that particles do transit the SI after 3 h (Figure 2.1A and B; Materials and 

Methods). 

Figure 2.1: PEG-coated particles aggregate in the murine small intestine (SI). (A and 
B) Fluorescent scanner image of gastrointestinal tract (GIT) from a mouse orally 
administered a suspension of 1-µm diameter PEG-coated particles (green). Scale bar 
is 0.5 cm. (see Figure 2-S1 for image processing steps and how contours of gut were 
outlined). (C and D) Confocal micrographs of luminal contents from the upper (C) 
and lower (D) SI of a mouse orally gavaged with PEG-coated particles (green) 
showing scattering from luminal contents (purple). Scale bars are 10 µm. Stm = 
Stomach; USI = upper SI; LSI = lower SI; Col = colon. 
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Given the rich complexity of the SI, wherein particles co-aggregate with digesta and 

bacteria, and are subjected to the mechanical forces of digestion and transit (39), and other 

phenomena, we developed an ex vivo assay to characterize the structure of particles in 

luminal fluid from the SI of mice. As a simple starting point, we sought to understand 

interactions among particles of known chemistry and the luminal fluid of the SI. To 

minimize chemical interactions with the biopolymers of the SI, we again chose PEG-coated 

polystyrene particles. PEG coatings have been shown to minimize biochemical interactions 

between polystyrene particles and biopolymers in a variety of contexts (34,35), and thus 

PEG-coated particles are commonly used in drug delivery (3,38,40). 

To create PEG-coated polystyrene particles for the ex vivo experiments, we took 1-µm-

diameter carboxylate-coated polystyrene particles and conjugated PEG to the surface 

(Materials and Methods). We used NMR to verify that PEG coated the surface of the 

particles (see Materials and Methods and Table 2.S8). We found that by coating with PEG 

5 kDa and then coating again with PEG 1 kDa to backfill the remaining surface sites on 

the particle allowed us to achieve a lower zeta potential than applying a single coat of PEG 

5 kDa (Table 2.S8). We chose these particles for use in our assay. It has been suggested in 

the literature that a near-zero zeta potential minimizes the interactions particles have in 

biological environments (35). 

To collect luminal fluid from the SI of mice, we excised the SI of adult mice (8-16 weeks 

old), divided it into an upper and lower section, and gently collected the luminal contents 

on ice. To separate the liquid and solid phase, we centrifuged the contents and collected 

the supernatant. To further ensure that any remaining solid material was removed from the 

fluid phase, we filtered the supernatant through a 30-µm pore size spin column and 

collected the filtrate (see Materials and Methods for more details). We then placed the 

PEG-coated particles in the SI luminal fluid at a volume fraction of ≈0.001. A low-volume 

fraction was chosen because bacteria in the healthy SI are found at similarly low-volume 

fractions (41–43). We found that, despite the PEG coating and low-volume fraction, 

aggregates of particles formed in 5-10 min (Figure 2.2A-D), a timescale much shorter than 
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the transit time for food through the SI, which can be as short as ~80 min in healthy humans 

(39) and ~60 min in mice (44). On longer timescales, peristaltic mixing could also play a 

role (39); during fasting, the migrating motor complex (MMC) cycle first consists of a 

period of quiescence for ~30-70 min, followed by a period of random contractions, then by 

5 to 10 minutes in which contractions occur at 11-12 counts per minute (cpm) in the 

duodenum and 7-8 cpm in the ileum. After eating, MMC is substituted with intermittent 

contractions in the SI and waves can occur at a frequency of 19-24 cpm in the distal ileum 

1-4 h later. We therefore chose to focus on aggregation at short timescales (~10 min) 

because we sought to understand the initial formation of aggregates before aggregation is 

influenced by mechanical forces such as shear due to peristaltic mixing and the transit of 

food. 

To quantify the amount of aggregation in samples of luminal fluid, we developed a method 

to measure the sizes of all aggregates in solution using confocal microscopy (see Materials 

and Methods). From these datasets, we created volume-weighted empirical cumulative 

distribution functions (ECDFs) of all the aggregate sizes in a given solution. We used these 

volume-weighted ECDFs to compare the extent of aggregation in a given sample (Figure 

2.2F and H). To test the variability of aggregation in samples collected from groups of 

mice treated under the same conditions, we compared the extent of aggregation in pooled 

samples taken from three groups, each consisting of three male mice on a standard chow 

diet. We plotted the volume-weighted ECDFs of each sample (Figure 2.2F and H) and 

observed that the variation among the groups under the same conditions appeared to be 

small compared with the differences between the samples and the control. 

To quantify the variability of aggregation among groups using an additional method, we 

bootstrapped our datasets to create 95% bootstrap confidence intervals (CI) of the volume-

weighted average aggregate size of each of the three groups and the control in Hank’s 

balanced salt solution (HBSS) (Figure 2.2G and I; see Materials and Methods for complete 

details of the bootstrapping procedure). All 95% bootstrap CI either overlapped or came 
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close to overlapping, again suggesting there was little variability among pooled samples 

treated under the same conditions (male mice on a standard chow diet). 

 
Figure 2.2: PEG-coated particles aggregate in fluid from the murine small intestine (SI) ex 
vivo. The 1-µm-diameter PEG-coated particles form aggregates in fluid collected from the 
upper (A-C) and lower (D) SI in ~10 min. (A and D) Maximum z-projections of 10 optical 
slices taken on a confocal microscope. (B and C) 3D renderings of aggregates found in 
panel A. (E) Maximum z-projection of the same particles in HBSS. Scale bars are 10 µm 
in 2D images and 2 µm in 3D images. (F and H) Volume-weighted empirical cumulative 
distribution functions (ECDFs) comparing aggregation of the particles in pooled samples 
from the upper (F) and lower (H) SI of three separate groups of male chow-fed mice (each 
group consisted of three mice) and a control (particles suspended in HBSS). The vertical 
axis is the cumulative volume fraction of the total number of particles in solution in an 
aggregate of a given size. The horizontal axis (aggregate size) is given as the number of 
particles per aggregate (N). (G and I) Box plots depicting the 95% empirical bootstrap CI 
of the volume-weighted average aggregate size (given in number of particles per aggregate, 
N) in samples from the upper (G) and lower (I) SI (the samples are the same as those from 
panels F and H). The line bisecting the box is the 50th percentile, the upper and lower edges 
of the box are the 25th and 75th percentile respectively, and the whiskers are the 2.5th and 
97.5th percentiles. USI = upper SI; LSI = lower SI. See Materials and Methods for 
bootstrapping procedure.  
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Fractionation of SI fluids suggests polymers play a role in aggregation of PEG-coated 

particles 

Given that polymers can aggregate particles and bacteria via several mechanisms (12–33), 

we hypothesized that biopolymers in SI luminal fluid are involved in the aggregation of 

our PEG-coated particles. We therefore sought to first quantify the physical properties of 

the polymers in the luminal fluid of the SI. To do this, we used a 0.45-µm filter to remove 

additional debris and ran samples from a group of three chow-fed mice on a gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC) instrument coupled to a refractometer, a dual-angle light scattering 

(LS) detector, and a viscometer (details in Materials and Methods). Chromatography 

confirmed that polymers were indeed present in the SI fluid (Figure 2.3A and D). Because 

we do not know the refractive index increment (dn/dc) of the polymers present in these 

samples and the polymers are extremely polydisperse, we cannot make exact calculations 

of the physical parameters of these polymers. We can, however, calculate estimated values 

by assuming the range of the dn/dc values to be about 0.147 for polysaccharides and about 

0.185 for proteins and then dividing the sample into different fractions based on retention 

volume (estimates of concentration and MW of polymers are displayed on Figure 2.3A and 

D). The estimates suggest that the SI is abundant in polymers with a range of MWs. 

To qualitatively test our hypothesis that biopolymers in the SI were involved in the 

aggregation of our PEG-coated particles, we collected SI luminal fluid from a different 

group of three male, chow-fed mice. We performed an additional filtration step (0.45-µm) 

to further ensure the removal of any solid materials. This filtrate was then separated into 

aliquots and each aliquot was run through a different MW cut-off (MWCO) filter (see 

Materials and Methods). We then collected the eluent of each aliquot and compared the 

aggregation of our PEG-coated particles in each (Figure 2.3B, C, E, and F). We generally 

found less aggregation in the fractionated samples compared with the 30- and 0.45-µm 

filtered samples. When the MWCO was decreased to 3 kDa, the observed aggregation in 

the eluent matched the extent of aggregation observed for particles in HBSS. Overall, these 
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data supported our hypothesis that polymers were involved in the aggregation of these 

particles. 

Interestingly, in the lower SI, we observed more aggregation in the 0.45-µm filtered sample 

compared with the 30-µm filtered sample. From handling the samples, we observed that 

the 30-µm filtered samples appeared to be more viscous than the 0.45-µm filtered samples. 

We postulate that this increase in viscosity was due to the formation of self-associating 

polymeric structures, although we did not test this assumption. We attribute this decrease 

in aggregation in the 30-µm filtered samples to slower aggregation kinetics due to 

decreased diffusivity of particles in this viscous medium. This decrease in aggregation at 

high polymer concentrations or viscosities is also observed in solutions of model polymers, 

as discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 2.3: Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) of fluid from the small intestine (SI) 
and aggregation of PEG-coated particles in fractionated fluid from SI. (A and D) 
Chromatograms of samples from the upper (A) and lower (D) SI from a group of three 
chow-fed mice. Dashed lines indicate the three retention volumes the chromatograms were 
divided into for analysis: 11-16 mL, 16-20 mL, and >20 mL. Estimated concentrations and 
molecular weight (MW) are reported in green on the chromatograms for each retention 
volume. (B and E) Volume-weighted empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) 
of aggregate sizes in the upper (B) and lower (E) SI liquid fractions of chow-fed mice 
which have been run through MW cut-off (MWCO) filters with different MWCOs. As a 
control, aggregate sizes were also measured for particles placed in HBSS. The vertical axis 
is the cumulative volume fraction of the total number of particles in solution in an aggregate 
of a given size. The horizontal axis is aggregate size (number of particles per aggregate, 
N). (C and F) Box plots depict the 95% empirical bootstrap CI of the volume-weighted 
average aggregate size (given in number of particles per aggregate, N) in the samples from 
panels B and E, respectively (see Materials and Methods for bootstrapping procedure). The 
line bisecting the box is the 50th percentile, the upper and lower edges of the box are the 
25th and 75th percentile respectively, and the whiskers are the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles. 
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Aggregation of PEG-coated particles in model polymer solutions shows complex 

dependence on the concentration and MW of polymers. 

Before exploring the complex environment of the SI further, we sought to first understand 

how our PEG-coated particles behaved in simple, well-characterized polymer solutions 

with similar MW and concentrations to those polymers we found in the SI in the previous 

experiments (Figure 2.3A and D). It has been demonstrated that the aggregation of colloids 

and bacteria can be controlled by altering the concentration and size of the non-adsorbing 

polymers to which particles are exposed (27–33). In these controlled settings, particles 

aggregate due to what are known as depletion interactions (27–29). Many groups have 

focused on depletion interactions with hard-sphere-like colloids; they often use 

polymethylmethacrylate particles sterically stabilized with polyhydroxystearic acid, 

because these particles closely approximate hard-sphere-like behavior (45,46). In these 

scenarios, depletion interactions are often described as forces that arise when particles get 

close enough to exclude polymers from the space between them, resulting in a difference 

in osmotic pressure between the solution and the exclusion region, leading to a net 

attractive force (27–31). Others have instead chosen to describe the phase behavior of the 

colloid/polymer mixture in terms of the free energy of the entire system (33,47). Short-

range attractions (polymer radius is ten-fold less than particle radius) between hard-sphere 

colloids induced by polymers have been described successfully in the language of 

equilibrium liquid–gas phase separation (48,49). 

Some groups have explicitly accounted for the effects of the grafted polymer layer used to 

sterically stabilize colloids when studying interactions between polymer solutions and 

colloids (50–58); this includes groups studying mixtures of polystyrene particles sterically 

stabilized with grafted layers of PEG (MWs of 750 Da and 2 kDa) and aqueous solutions 

of free PEG polymer (MW from 200 Da to 300 kDa) (51,52). It has been found 

experimentally that in mixtures of polymers and sterically stabilized colloids, the colloids 

form aggregates above a threshold polymer concentration. At even higher concentrations, 
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as the characteristic polymer size shrinks, the colloids cease to aggregate, a phenomenon 

referred to as “depletion stabilization.” 

To test whether our PEG-coated particles behave similarly to what has been previously 

found in mixtures of polymers and sterically stabilized particles, we created polymer 

solutions with PEG at a range of polymer concentrations and MWs and measured the extent 

of aggregation in these polymer/particle mixtures (Figure 2.4A-D). We chose PEGs that 

have MWs similar to the MW of polymers we found naturally occurring in the SI (Figure 

2.3A, D): 1 MDa, 100 kDa, and 3350 Da. Using PEGs with similar physical properties (i.e., 

MW, concentration) as a simple model of polymers found in the SI allows us to focus solely 

on physical interactions between the particles and polymers. We created PEG solutions in 

HBSS at mass concentrations similar to those measured for polymers in the SI (Figure 2.3A 

and D) and imaged the polymer/particle mixtures after ~10 min. HBSS was chosen because 

it has a similar pH and ionic strength to that of the SI (59,60). At the high ionic strengths 

of these buffered aqueous solutions (~170 mM), any electrostatic repulsions that can occur 

between particles should be screened to length scales of order the Debye screening length 

~0.7 nm (61,62), nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the estimated length of the 

surface PEG brush (~6.4 nm; see Materials and Methods for more details). We again chose 

to look at aggregation on short timescales (after ~10 min) because we sought to understand 

the initial formation of aggregates; in the SI, on longer timescales, aggregation will likely 

also be influenced by mechanical forces such as shear due to peristaltic mixing and the 

transit of food. 

For PEG 1 MDa and 100 kDa solutions we found aggregates of similar sizes to those 

observed in the SI luminal fluid (Figure 2.4A-D). We did not detect any aggregation for 

the PEG 3350 Da solutions (Figure 2.4D). Because the pH is known to vary across different 

sections of the gastrointestinal tract and this could affect the observed aggregation 

behavior, we measured the pH in luminal fluid from the upper and lower small intestine 

(see Figure 2-S2 and Materials and Methods). We found that the upper small intestine 

(USI) luminal fluid was &' = 6.0 ± 0.1 and for the lower small intestine (LSI) &' =
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7.5 ± 0.3. For the HBSS used, &' = 7.6 ± 0.1 (See Materials and Methods), which 

matches that of the LSI but not the USI. We therefore conducted the same in vitro 

experiment for PEG 1 MDa in phosphate buffered saline with &' = 6.0 ± 0.1 (Materials 

and Methods and Figure 2.4 – figure supplement 1). We found some differences in the 

aggregation, but the overall trends were similar to before. 

Overall, though our system is not at equilibrium at these short timescales, we found trends 

consistent with what has been observed in the literature for depletion interactions with 

sterically stabilized particles (50–58). At dilute polymer concentrations, the extent of 

aggregation increased with concentration. At higher polymer concentrations, the extent of 

aggregation began to decrease as the solutions begin to “re-stabilize.” Additionally, the 

extent of aggregation was greater for longer polymers. Interestingly, we found that the 

curves for the long polymers in Figure 2.4D could be collapsed by normalizing the polymer 

concentration by the overlap concentration (which denotes the transition between the dilute 

to semi-dilute polymer concentration regimes) for each respective polymer solution (Figure 

2.4 – figure supplement 2). We next sought to describe the inter-particle potential using 

theory that combines depletion interactions with steric interactions. 

We applied previously established theoretical frameworks that combine depletion 

interactions with steric interactions to better understand our system (50,54,58). To account 

for the depletion attractions between colloids we used the Asakura–Oosawa (AO) potential 

(Udep) (27–29): 
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where Udep is given in joules, ΠP is the polymer osmotic pressure (in Pa), a is the radius of 

the colloid (in m), RP is the characteristic polymer size (in m), and r is the separation 

distance between bare particle surfaces (in m). This form of the depletion potential equation 

assumes that a >> RP, a condition satisfied for 1 µm particles we used. For the polymer 
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osmotic pressure, we used the following crossover equation for a polymer in a good solvent 

(63,64): 

ΠB = 	
KLMNOP
QR

SB T1 + U
SB
SB∗
W
X.Y

Z (IJ. 2.2) 

where ΠP  is given in pascals, NAvo is Avogadro’s number, k is the Boltzmann constant, T 

is the temperature (in kelvins), MW is the molecular weight of the polymer (in Da), SB is 

the polymer mass concentration (in kg/m3), and SB∗  is the polymer overlap concentration (in 

kg/m3). This equation describes the polymer osmotic pressure well in both the dilute and 

semi-dilute regime. 

For the characteristic polymer size, we used the concentration-dependent radius of gyration 

(31,65). This can be written as: 
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where %B(SB) is the concentration-dependent radius of gyration or the characteristic 

polymer size given in meters, Rg(0) is the radius of gyration (in m) at dilute concentrations 

and ΠP is given by equation 2.2. The characteristic polymer size is given by the dilute 

radius of gyration at low concentration and is close to the correlation length of the polymer 

solution, or the average distance between monomers, in the semi-dilute regime. Therefore, 

using equations 2.2 and 2.3, we acquire the correct limits for the depletion potential; the 

Asakura–Oosawa potential in the dilute regime and the depletion potential described by 

Joanny, Liebler, and de Gennes in the semi-dilute regime (66). Similar crossover equations 

have been found to adequately describe experimentally observed depletion aggregation in 

polymer-colloid mixtures where the polymer concentration spans the dilute and semi-dilute 

regimes  (67). Using literature values for the hydrodynamic radii of the PEGs (68) and the 

Kirkwood-Riseman relation, which relates the hydrodynamic radius to the radius of 

gyration (68–70), we estimated Rg(0) for each polymer. We estimated Rg(0) ≈ 62.6, 16.7, 
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2.9 nm for PEG 1 MDa, 100 kDa, and 3350 Da, respectively. Using both the estimates of 

Rg(0) and the MW of each polymer, we then estimated S4∗  for each polymer (63,71). We 

estimated cp* = 1.6, 8.6, and 52.6 mg/mL for PEG 1 MDa, 100 kDa, and 3350 Da, 

respectively. 

To account for steric interactions between the two grafted layers upon close inter-particle 

separations, we used equation 2.4 (50,52). For inter-particle separation distances between 

L and 2L, where L is the length of the grafted layer, the steric interactions between the two 

grafted layers can be described using the Flory–Huggins free energy of mixing: 
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4@COP
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where 1a,cde is the steric interaction energy due to mixing (given in joules), a is the particle 

radius (in m), gX is the volume of a water molecule (in m3), iF
jkkkk is the average volume 

fraction of the grafted polymer (unitless), m is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter for 

the grafted polymer and the solvent (unitless), and L is the length of the grafted layer (in 

m). For PEG in aqueous solvents, m = 0.45 (72). Our NMR measurements (see Materials 

and Methods for details) suggest that the grafting density of PEG is within the brush 

regime. We therefore use the Alexander–de Gennes approximation (63) and our NMR 

measurements to estimate the length of the grafted layer (L) as L ~ 6.4 nm and the average 

volume fraction to be iF
jkkkk	~	0.43. 

For inter-particle separations closer than L, one needs to account for elastic deformations 

of the grafted layers (50,57). This is far greater in magnitude than Udep, so one can simply 

assume that at this point the potential is extremely repulsive. For inter-particle separations 

greater than L: 

1(!) = 	 p
1a,cde + 1234	;<!	n < ! < 2n

1234	;<!	!	 ≥ 2n (IJ. 2.5)  
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Using this theoretical framework, we can build a physical intuition for the system (Figure 

2.4E-G). Long polymers have depletion layers that extend out past the brush layer and 

overlap, inducing attractions between the particles (Figure 2.4E). For short polymers (RP 

< L), the depletion attractions are buried within the steric repulsions induced by the brush 

and there are effectively no attractions among the particles (Figure 2.4F). We can use this 

crossover to estimate the magnitudes of the minima in the inter-particle potentials for the 

three PEG solutions (Figure 2.4H). It should be noted that we have made several 

simplifications; for example, we do not consider interactions between free polymers and 

the grafted layer, which could lead to partial penetration of free polymers into the grafted 

layer or possible compression of the grafted layer by the free polymers (50,56,57). Despite 

such simplifications, we find that the calculated minima display similar concentration 

trends to the trends seen in the average aggregate sizes (Figure 2.4D). These calculations 

offer an explanation for why there is no aggregation of PEG-coated particles in solutions 

of PEG 3350. 

 Another factor that needs to be considered at the short timescales and low-volume 

fractions we are working at is aggregation kinetics (73–75). The probability that particles 

collide in solution is directly related to the diffusion coefficient and the volume fraction of 

the particles. As we increase the polymer concentration we increase the viscosity of the 

solution and decrease the diffusivity of the particles. In Figure 2.4I, we plot theoretical 

estimates of the diffusion coefficients of the particles against the concentrations of the PEG 

solutions. These diffusion coefficients were estimated using literature measurements, the 

Stokes–Einstein–Sutherland equation, and the Huggins equation for viscosity (63,68). 

Because our system has not reached equilibrium, in this case the non-monotonic 

dependence of aggregation on polymer concentration for long polymers is due to a complex 

interplay between thermodynamics and kinetics (which we have not untangled). However, 

both the dependence of diffusivity (Figure 2.4I) and the equilibrium prediction of inter-

particle minima (Figure 2.4H) on polymer concentration suggest that we should expect a 

decrease in aggregation at high polymer concentrations. The inter-particle minima also 
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suggests that we should not expect short polymers to induce aggregation. Both trends are 

consistent with what we observe. Understanding how our PEG-coated particles behave in 

these so-called “simple” polymer solutions with similar physical properties to the intestinal 

polymers we detected (Figure 2.3A and D) informs the interpretation of the results of the 

next sections. 

 
Figure 2.4: Aggregation of PEG-coated particles in model polymer solutions shows 
complex dependence on molecular weight (MW) and concentration of PEG. (A) 
Aggregates of 1 µm diameter PEG-coated particles in a 1 MDa PEG solution with a 
polymer concentration (c) of 1.6 mg/mL. Image is a maximum z-projection of 10 optical 
slices taken on a confocal microscope. Scale bar is 10 µm. (B and C) 3D renders of 
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aggregates found in panel A. Scale bars are 2 µm. (D) Volume-weighted average sizes for 
serial dilutions of PEG solutions of three MW (1 MDa, 100 kDa, and 3350 Da). Volume-
weighted average sizes are plotted on the vertical axis in terms of number of particles per 
aggregate (N) against polymer mass concentration (cp) in mg/mL. The vertical error bars 
are 95% empirical bootstrap CI (see Materials and Methods for bootstrapping procedure). 
Shaded regions indicate the concentration ranges of detected intestinal polymers of similar 
MW. (E) Schematic depicting depletion interactions induced by “long polymers” (polymer 
radius (RP) > length of the brush, L). Free polymers are depicted as purple spheres. Colloids 
are depicted in green with the grafted brush layer in purple. The depletion layer around 
each colloid is depicted by dotted lines. The overlap region between the two depletion 
layers is indicated in grey. (F) Schematic depicting depletion interactions induced by “short 
polymers” (Rp < L). The depletion zone does not extend past the length of the brush and 
there is effectively no overlap in the depletion layers; the depletion attractions are “buried” 
within the steric layer. (G) Schematic depicting the different contributions to the inter-
particle potential (U(r)) against inter-particle separation distance (r). The hard surfaces of 
the particles are in contact at r = 0. Udep depicts the depletion potential for a short polymer 
(RP,short) and a long polymer (RP,long). Us,mix shows the contribution to the steric potential 
due to mixing. Us,el + Us,mix shows the contribution due to elastic deformations and mixing 
at close inter-particle separations. (H) The magnitude of the minima of the inter-particle 
potential (Umin/kT) plotted against polymer concentration for the three PEG solutions in 
(D). (I) Diffusion coefficients estimated from the Stokes–Einstein–Sutherland equation for 
1 µm particles in the PEG solutions used in (D). Diffusion coefficients of particles in 
polymer solutions (DP) are normalized by the diffusion coefficients in water (DW) and 
plotted against polymer concentration. Figure supplement 1 shows the dilution series for 
PEG 1 MDa at pH = 6.0 compared to pH = 7.6. Figure supplement 2 shows the dilution 
series displayed in Figure 2.4D where the polymer concentration has been normalized by 
the overlap concentration of each polymer solution. 
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Figure 2.4 – figure supplement 1: Aggregation of PEG-coated particles in model polymer 
solutions with different pH. (A) Volume-weighted average sizes for serial dilutions of 1 
MDa PEG solutions in a phosphate buffered saline solution with &' = 6.0 ± 0.1 (labeled 
pH = 6.0) and in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) with &' = 7.6 ± 0.1 (same data 
from Figure 2.4D). Volume-weighted average sizes are plotted on the vertical axis in terms 
of number of particles per aggregate (N) against polymer mass concentration (cp) in 
mg/mL. The vertical error bars are 95% empirical bootstrap CI (see Materials and Methods 
for bootstrapping procedure). 
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Figure 2.4 – figure supplement 2: Aggregation of PEG-coated particles in model polymer 
solutions from Figure 4D normalized by polymer overlap concentration. Volume-weighted 
average sizes for serial dilutions of 1 MDa PEG solutions in Hank’s balanced salt solution 
(HBSS). Volume-weighted average sizes are plotted on the vertical axis in units of number 
of particles per aggregate (N) against the “normalized polymer concentration.” The 
normalized polymer concentration is the polymer mass concentration (cp) in mg/mL 
divided by the overlap concentration of each polymer solution (cp*) in mg/mL. The overlap 
concentrations for PEG 1 MDa, 100 kDa, and 3350 Da are cp* = 1.6, 8.6, and 52.6 mg/mL, 
respectively. The vertical error bars are 95% empirical bootstrap CI (see Materials and 
Methods for bootstrapping procedure). 
 
 

 

MUC2 may play a role in the aggregation of PEG-coated particles, but is not required for 

aggregation to occur 

It has been demonstrated that mucins can aggregate and bind to bacteria in vitro (12–16); 

thus, we wanted to test whether mucins, such as Mucin 2 (MUC2), which is the primary 

mucin secreted in the SI (76,77), drive the aggregation of PEG-coated particles in SI fluid. 

It is known that in the presence of Ca2+ and at &'	 ≤ 6.2, MUC2 can form aggregates or 

precipitate out, but it is soluble without Ca2+ or at higher pH (78). Our measurements of 

the pH throughout the SI suggest that it is possible that MUC2 precipitates out in the upper 
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small intestine; however, because it is unclear how much Ca2+ is in the lumen of the upper 

small intestine, there could be soluble MUC2 in the upper small intestine. Additionally, the 

literature suggests that, based on the pH, there should be soluble MUC2 in the lower small 

intestine. We therefore tested if MUC2 drives aggregation in both the upper and lower 

small intestine. To do this, we compared the aggregation of our PEG-coated particles in 

samples from MUC2 knockout (MUC2KO) mice to samples from wild-type (WT) mice. 

To carefully preserve the native composition of the SI fluid, we used a protease-inhibitor 

cocktail when collecting the samples (see Materials and Methods). We confirmed mouse 

MUC2KO status via genotyping and Western blot (Figure 2.5E; Materials and Methods). 

The Western blot detected MUC2 in the colons of WT mice and not MUC2KO mice, as 

expected, however it did not detect a signal for MUC2 in the SI of either the WT or 

MUC2KO mice. We speculate that the lack of MUC2 signal in the SI of WT mice may be 

due to low levels of MUC2 present in the luminal contents of the SI. 

We observed aggregation in samples from both the MUC2KO and WT mice (Figure 2.5A-

B). To test the strength of the aggregation effect in the different samples, we serially diluted 

the samples and measured the average aggregate size to see when the effect disappeared 

(Figure 2.5C-D). As explained in the previous section, we do not necessarily expect to see 

a linear decrease in aggregation with dilution. For simplicity, we will refer to the dilution 

factor at which aggregation begins to disappear as the “aggregation threshold.” We found 

differences in the aggregation threshold in the samples from MUC2KO and WT mice 

(Figure 2.5C-D), suggesting that although MUC2 is not required for aggregation to occur, 

it could play a role in the aggregation of PEG-coated particles. 

We wanted to test differences in the MW distribution of the polymers found in these 

samples, so we 0.45-µm-filtered our samples and analyzed them by GPC (see Materials 

and Methods). The chromatograms from the refractometer (Figure 2.5F-G) suggest that the 

polymer composition of MUC2KO and WT samples were qualitatively similar. Following 

the same methods in Figure 2.3, we made estimates of the physical parameters of the 

detected polymers. These estimates are summarized in Tables 2.S1–S2 for both the upper 
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and lower SI of MUC2KO and WT mice. We find that these estimates suggest there are 

some differences in the polymeric composition of the SI of these two groups. 

 To test whether these measured differences in polymeric composition are reflected in 

differences in aggregation, we looked at aggregation in the 0.45-µm-filtered samples. We 

found that the undiluted samples from both groups displayed aggregation (Figure 2.S3A-

B). We then created serial dilutions of the samples and found different aggregation 

thresholds for the samples (Figure 2.S3C-D). These results further confirm our conclusion 

that although MUC2 may play a role in particle aggregation, it is not required for 

aggregation to occur. 
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Figure 2.5: Quantification of the aggregation of particles in the small intestine (SI) in 
MUC2 knockout (MUC2KO) and wild-type (WT) mice. (A and B) Volume-weighted 
empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) comparing aggregation of the 
particles in undiluted, 30-µm filtered samples from the upper (A) and lower (B ) SI of two 
separate groups of wild-type (WT) and MUC2-knockout (MUC2KO) mice to the control 
(particles suspended in HBSS). The vertical axis is the cumulative volume fraction of the 
total number of particles in solution in an aggregate of a given size; the horizontal axis is 
aggregate size in number of particles per aggregate (N). (C and D). Volume-weighted 
average aggregate sizes (Vol Wt Avg Size) for serial dilutions of 30-µm-filtered samples 
from the upper (C) and lower (D) SI of two separate groups of WT and MUC2KO mice. 
The dilution factor is plotted on the horizontal axis; a dilution factor of 1 is undiluted, ½ is 
a two-fold dilution. The vertical error bars are 95% empirical bootstrap CI (see Materials 
and Methods). (E) Western blots of 30-µm filtered samples from the SI and the colon of 
WT and MUC2KO mice. WT USI = WT upper SI; KO USI = KO lower SI; WT LSI = WT 
lower SI; KO USI = KO upper SI; WT Col = WT colon; KO Col = KO colon (F and G). 
Chromatograms of samples from the upper (F) and lower (G) SI of groups of WT and 
MUC2KO mice.  
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Immunoglobulins may play a role in aggregation, but are not required for aggregation to 

occur 

It has also been demonstrated that immunoglobulins can bind to bacteria and induce them 

to aggregate (17–25). We therefore wanted to test the hypothesis that immunoglobulins 

drive the aggregation of PEG-coated particles in the SI. To do this, we compared the 

aggregation of our PEG-coated particles in samples from groups of mutant mice that do 

not produce immunoglobulins (Rag1KO), to samples from groups of WT mice. Again, to 

carefully preserve the native composition of the SI fluid, we used a protease-inhibitor 

cocktail when collecting the samples (see Materials and Methods). Because Rag1KO mice 

are immunocompromised, they need be fed an autoclaved chow diet. To control any 

potential differences in diet, both the Rag1KO and WT mice were fed an autoclaved chow 

diet for 48 h before samples were collected. 

The mice were confirmed to be Rag1KO via genotyping and Western blot (Figure 2.6E). 

According to the literature, IgA is abundant in the SI (79). As expected, we saw a signal 

for IgA in the upper and lower SI of WT mice. We also tested for less abundant 

immunoglobulins such as IgG and IgM (Figure 2.S4 and Figure 2.S5, respectively), but did 

not detect their presence in the luminal contents of either WT or KO mice. 

We observed aggregation in 30-µm-filtered samples from Rag1KO and WT mice (Figure 

2.6A and B). To test the strength of the aggregation effect in the different samples, we 

serially diluted the samples and compared the volume-weighted average aggregate sizes at 

each dilution (Figure 2.6C and D). We found differences in the amount of aggregation 

between the Rag1KO and WT samples at different dilutions, suggesting that although 

immunoglobulins are not required for aggregation to occur, they could play a role in the 

aggregation of PEG-coated particles. 

We wanted to test differences in the MW distribution of the polymers found in these 

samples, so we 0.45-µm-filtered our samples and analyzed them by GPC (see Materials 
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and Methods). The chromatograms from the refractometer (Figure 2.6F and G) suggested 

that the Rag1KO and WT samples were visually similar. We again made estimates of the 

physical parameters of the polymers in these samples (summarized in Tables 2.S3–S4). 

These estimates suggest that there are some differences in the polymeric composition of 

the SI of these two groups of mice. 

To test whether these measured differences in polymeric composition correspond with 

differences in aggregation, we quantified aggregation in the 0.45-µm-filtered samples. We 

found that the undiluted samples for both groups displayed aggregation (Figure 2.S6A and 

B). When we created serial dilutions of the samples we found that the levels of aggregation 

were similar (Figure 2.S6C and D). Taken together, the results suggest that 

immunoglobulins may play some role in aggregation, but the presence of immunoglobulins 

are not required for aggregation to occur. 

Interestingly, there are some differences in the levels of aggregation in WT mice fed the 

autoclaved diet compared with the standard chow diet. The two diets are nutritionally the 

same, only the processing is different. When samples from the WT mice in the MUC2KO 

experiments are compared with samples from the WT mice in the Rag1KO experiments 

are compared, it is apparent that, compared with WT mice fed the normal chow diet, 

samples from WT mice fed the autoclaved diet had (i) a lower average concentration of 

polymers and (ii) polymers of lower overall MW (see “WT” samples in Tables 2.S1–S4). 

These observations suggested two hypotheses: (1) dietary polymers may play a role in 

aggregation and (2) aggregation may be controlled by changing the polymer composition 

of the diet. We tested these hypotheses next. 
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Figure 2.6: Quantification of the aggregation of particles in the small intestine (SI) in 
Immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) and wild-type (WT) mice. (A and B) Volume-
weighted empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) comparing aggregation of 
the particles in undiluted, 30-µm filtered samples from the upper (A) and lower (B ) SI of 
two separate groups of wild-type (WT) and immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) mice to 
the control (particles suspended in HBSS). Plotted on the vertical axis is the cumulative 
volume fraction of the total number of particles in solution in an aggregate of a given size. 
Plotted on the horizontal axis are aggregate sizes in number of particles. (C and D). 
Volume-weighted average aggregate sizes (Vol Wt Avg Size) for serial dilutions of 30-µm 
filtered samples from the upper (C) and lower (D) SI of two separate groups of WT and 
Rag1KO mice. The dilution factor is plotted on the horizontal axis, where a dilution factor 
of 1 is undiluted, ½ is a two-fold dilution, and so on. The vertical error bars are 95% 
empirical bootstrap CI using the bootstrapping procedure described in Materials and 
Methods. (E ) Western blots of 30-µm filtered samples from the SI of WT and Rag1KO 
mice. WT USI = WT upper SI; KO USI = KO lower SI; WT LSI = WT lower SI; KO USI 
= KO upper SI. (F and G) Chromatograms of samples from the upper (F) and lower (G) SI 
of groups of WT and Rag1KO mice. 
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Polymers in the diet control aggregation of PEG-coated particles in a manner consistent 

with depletion-type interactions 

As described in Figure 2.4, the extent of aggregation can be controlled by altering the 

polymer size and concentration of the polymer solution. Furthermore, as pointed out above, 

SI fluid from mice fed autoclaved and non-autoclaved diets induced different levels of 

aggregation. We hypothesized that aggregation behavior would differ between mice fed 

polymers of different sizes—even if the polymers were composed of similar chemical 

monomers and were present at the same polymer mass concentration. We hypothesized 

that mice fed short polymers would exhibit less aggregation in the SI (i.e., short polymers 

reduce the strength of the effect because depletion attractions are reduced). We predicted 

that the converse would be true for long polymers (i.e., long polymers increase the strength 

of the effect because depletion attractions are increased). 

We first identified two candidate dietary carbohydrate polymers; Fibersol-2, a “resistant 

maltodextrin” composed of D-glucose monomers (80,81), with a MW of ~3500 Da (see 

Table 2.S5) and apple pectin, composed of D-galacturonic acid and D-galacturonic acid 

methyl ester monomers (82,83), with a MW of ~230 kDa (Table 2.S5). Before feeding 

mice these polymers, we first tested their effects on aggregation in vitro at various 

concentrations in buffer (Figure 2.7A). We found similar trends to the PEG solutions in 

Figure 2.4. Pectin at low (~0.05 to ~1 mg/mL) and very high mass concentrations showed 

little aggregation (~7 mg/mL) and showed the most aggregation at an intermediate 

concentration (~1.5 to ~3 mg/mL). Fibersol-2 did not induce much aggregation up to a 

mass concentration of ~240 mg/mL. 

To test our hypothesis that we could use polymer size to control aggregation, we devised a 

simple experiment. One group of mice was fed a solution of Fibersol-2 and a second group 

was fed a solution of apple pectin for 24 h. The mass concentrations of the fibers in the two 

solutions were matched at 2% w/v and 5% w/v sucrose was added to each to ensure the 

mice consumed the solutions. Mesh-bottom cages were used to ensure that the mice did 
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not re-ingest polymers from fecal matter via coprophagy. According to the literature, 

neither of these two polymers should be broken down in the SI (81,84,85). As before, all 

samples were collected with a protease-inhibitor cocktail. 

As before, we created serial dilutions of the small intestinal luminal fluid and looked at the 

extent of aggregation in each sample. In the 30-µm-filtered samples from the upper SI we 

observed more aggregation in the pectin-fed mice compared with the Fibersol-2 fed mice 

(Figure 2.7E). For the undiluted 30-µm-filtered lower SI sample, the pectin-fed mice 

samples formed a gel-like material which we were unable to pipette and therefore could 

not use for aggregation experiments. This gelation is not too surprising considering that 

pectin can form a gel in certain contexts (83,86). We were able to dilute this gel four-fold 

and then compare the aggregation in serial dilutions of the pectin-fed LSI to the Fibersol-

2-fed LSI. We found, again, more aggregation in the pectin-fed mice than the Fibersol-2-

fed mice (Figure 2.7G). 

We again 0.45-µm-filtered these samples and ran them on GPC to test differences in the 

MW and size distributions of the polymers in these samples. The chromatograms from the 

refractometer (Figure 2.7C and D) suggest that there are differences in the polymeric 

distribution in the two groups of mice. Figure 7B shows chromatograms of just Fibersol-2 

and pectin in buffer. We see that pectin elutes between 14-18 min, which is where we see 

an enhancement of the concentration of high-MW polymers in the samples from the SIs of 

the group fed pectin. We also see that Fibersol-2 elutes between 18-22 min, which is where 

we see an enhancement in the concentration of low-MW polymers in the samples from the 

SI of the group fed Fibersol-2. We again made estimates of the physical parameters of the 

polymers in these samples which are summarized in Tables 2.S6 and 2.S7. The estimates 

also suggest that there are differences in the polymeric composition of the SI of the two 

groups. Overall, the data from GPC suggests that the pectin-fed mice have more high-MW 

polymers than the Fibersol-2-fed mice. Low-MW polymers appear to be more abundant in 

Fibersol-2 fed mice compared with pectin-fed mice. We observed visually that the SI 

contents of the pectin-fed mice formed a gel and pectin is also known to self-associate to 
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form a gel or aggregates in solution (83,86). We note, therefore, that by 0.45-µm-filtering 

these samples we may be removing these structures and decreasing the concentration of 

pectin in our samples. 

To test that these measured differences in polymeric composition are reflected in 

differences in aggregation, we tested aggregation in the 0.45-µm-filtered samples. We 

found that in both the upper and lower SI samples, the samples from the pectin-fed group 

showed more aggregation than the samples from the group fed Fibersol-2 (Figure 2.7F and 

H). When we created serial dilutions of these samples, we found that the samples from the 

mice fed Fibersol-2 showed almost no aggregation at any concentration whereas the 

samples from pectin-fed mice showed aggregation. We also observed that we needed to 

dilute the 30-µm-filtered samples more to achieve the greatest extent of aggregation 

(Figure 2.7E and G). We speculate that this shift in the aggregation behavior between the 

30-µm-filtered and 0.45-µm-filtered samples is due to some of the polymers being lost 

when 0.45-µm-filtering the samples as a result of the aforementioned self-association of 

pectin.  

These data taken together lead us to conclude that polymers in the diet can be used to 

control the aggregation of PEG-coated particles. This data further suggests that feeding 

higher MW polymers at the same mass concentration as lower MW polymers leads to an 

enhancement in aggregation. Due to the high polydispersity and complex chemical 

composition of SI luminal fluid as measured by GPC, it is unfeasible to apply the same 

theoretical analysis as was done in Figure 2.4 to these data. We can, however, note that 

visually the behavior is qualitatively consistent with the depletion-type interactions found 

in simple PEG solutions in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.7: Quantification of aggregation of PEG-coated particles in the small intestine (SI) 
of mice fed different polymers from dietary fiber. (A) Volume-weighted average aggregate 
sizes (Vol Wt Avg Size) for serial dilutions of apple pectin and Fibersol-2. Volume-
weighted average sizes are plotted on the vertical axis in terms of number of particles per 
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aggregate (N) against polymer concentration (mg/mL). The vertical error bars are 95% 
empirical bootstrap CI using the bootstrapping procedure described in Materials and 
Methods. (B) Chromatograms of apple pectin and Fibersol-2 in buffer. (C and D) 
Chromatograms of samples from the upper (E) and lower (F) SI of two separate groups of 
mice (fed pectin or Fibersol-2). (E-H) Volume-weighted average aggregate sizes (Vol Wt 
Avg Size) for serial dilutions of 30-µm-filtered samples from the upper (E) and lower (G) 
SI of two separate groups of mice (fed pectin or Fibersol-2) to the control (particles 
suspended in HBSS). (F and H) Serial dilutions of 0.45-µm-filtered samples from the same 
groups. The dilution factor is plotted on the horizontal axis, where a dilution factor of 1 is 
undiluted, and ½ is a two-fold dilution. The vertical error bars are 95% empirical bootstrap 
CI using the bootstrapping procedure described in Materials and Methods. 
 

Discussion 

This work shows that even PEG-coated particles, which have minimal biochemical 

interactions, form aggregates in the luminal fluid of the SI. It reveals a previously unknown 

way in which dietary polymers can impact, and be used to control, the structure of particles 

in the SI. We speculate that this phenomenon may play a role in the aggregation of other 

particles in the SI such as microbes, viruses, nanoparticles for drug delivery, and food 

granules. In these systems, other factors will also inevitably affect the formation of these 

aggregates (e.g. interactions with mucins and immunoglobulins); thus, it will be important 

to explore the interplay among all these factors. Another important next step is to 

investigate how mixing in the SI and the co-aggregation of different types of particles may 

affect aggregation. We speculate that the aggregation of particles in the SI could also have 

functional consequences, such as promoting colonization by microbes, affecting infection 

by pathogens, and altering clearance of microbes (2,6–8,10,11). Aggregation will also need 

to be considered when designing nanoparticles for drug delivery (3,4). 

We found that MUC2 and immunoglobulins, which have been found to aggregate microbes 

both in vivo and in vitro (12–25), are not required for the aggregation of PEG-coated 

particles. Instead, we found that by feeding mice dietary polymers with similar chemistry 

but very different sizes we could tune the extent of aggregation in the SI. These polymers 

(pectin and Fibersol-2) are forms of fiber commonly found in the human diet. We found 

that feeding long polymers induced aggregation, whereas short polymers did not. More 
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work needs to be done to understand the underlying mechanism, but surprisingly the 

observed aggregation behavior in the SI luminal fluid from mice fed dietary polymers of 

different sizes is qualitatively consistent with the aggregation behavior in simple PEG 

solutions, where aggregation is driven by depletion interactions. Overall, this suggests a 

simple dietary method for controlling aggregation in the gut. It will be important to extend 

this work to microbes and other particles commonly found in the gut and to measure the 

relative contributions of polymer-driven aggregation and chemical-driven aggregation. We 

note that mucins and immunoglobulins are polymers that can also self-associate into 

structures of very high MW (78,87,88), suggesting that they could cause aggregation via 

both physical and chemical mechanisms. Interestingly, during the review of this 

manuscript, a study was published with in vitro work done using model buffer solutions of 

mucins, DNA, and other biopolymers further implying that aggregation of bacteria by host-

polymers can be depletion-mediated (89). In vivo, it will also be important to consider the 

effects of flow, as it has been shown that flow in non-Newtonian fluids can induce particle 

aggregation (90–92). In particular, studies have suggested that the combination of flow and 

polymer elasticity can lead to aggregation (93) and that shear thinning viscosity can 

influence aggregation as well (94). In our work, we neglected flow effects for simplicity 

and thus our findings are most applicable to the initial formation of aggregates before 

aggregation is influenced by mechanical forces due to peristaltic mixing and the transit of 

food. A rudimentary estimate of the Weissenberg number (see Materials and Methods), 

which weighs the contributions of elastic and viscous forces, yields	Wi	~	0.3	to	10, 

suggesting that elasticity-induced effects may play a role in the SI and will be an important 

direction to pursue in follow-up studies. If flow-induced clustering does occur in vivo, the 

literature suggests it would aid in the process, perhaps enhancing particle aggregation. 

We note that current dietary guidelines do not differentiate between fibers of low and high 

MW (95,96). Our work implies that the MW of fiber, and the subsequent degradation of a 

high-MW fiber into a low-MW component (97), which we have discussed previously in 

the context of mucus compression, is important in defining the physicochemical 

environment of the gut. Further studies will be required to understand the effects of 
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industrial food processing on MW of the dietary polymers present in foods, and which 

processing methods preserve or produce high-MW polymers that impact mucus 

compression (97) and particle aggregation in the gut.   

 

Materials and Methods 

Table 2.1: Key Resources Table 
Reagent type 
(species) or 
resource 

Designation Source or 
reference 

Identifiers Additional 
information 

MUC2KO, 
C57BL/6 
mice (female) 

MUC2KO Eugene Chang Lab 
provided initial 
breeding pairs 
which were 
provided to them 
from Leonard H. 
Augenlicht at the 
Department of 
Oncology of 
Albert Einstein 
Cancer Center 

  Genotyping 
was performed 
by Transnetyx 
Inc.; Western 
blot was done 
to confirm lack 
of MUC2 (See 
Fig. 2.5E) 

Rag1KO, 
C57BL/6 
mice (male) 

Rag1KO Provided by 
Mazmanian Lab at 
Caltech 

  Western blot 
was done to 
confirm lack of 
IgA as 
explained in the 
text (See Fig. 
2.6E) 

C57BL/6 
mice (all 
male except 
for WT 
controls in 
MUC2KO 
experiments 
in Figure 5 
and S3) 

WT The Jackson 
Laboratory 

    

antibody MUC2 
polyclonal 
antibody 

Biomatik Cat No: 
CAU27315 
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(rabbit 
host) 

antibody Li-Cor 
IRDye 
800CW 
Goat Anti-
Rabbit IgG  

Li-Cor P/N 925-
32211 

  

antibody Li-Cor 
IRDye 800 
CW Goat 
Anti-Mouse 
IgG 

Li-Cor P/N 925-
32210 

  

antibody Li-Cor 
IRDye 800 
CW Goat 
Anti-Mouse 
IgM 

Li-Cor P/N 925-
32280 

  

antibody Goat Anti-
Mouse IgA-
unlabeled 

SouthernBiotech Cat No: 1040-
01 

  

antibody Li-Cor 
IRDye 800 
CW 
Donkey 
Anti-Goat 
IgG 

Li-Cor P/N 925-
32214 

  

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

apple pectin Solgar Inc. "Apple pectin 
powder"; 
SOLGB70120 
00B 

  

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

Fibersol-2 Archer Daniels 
Midland/Matsutani 
LLC 

Product code: 
013100, Lot 
#: 
CY4P28540 

  

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

USP grade 
sucrose 

Sigma-Aldrich     

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

Protease 
inhibitor 
cocktail 

Roche cOmplete, 
Mini, EDTA-free 
Protease-Inhibitor 
cocktail, Roche 

    

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

PEG 
100kDa 

Dow POLYOX 
WSR N-10 
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chemical 
compound, 
drug 

PEG 1 
MDa 

Dow POLYOX 
WSR N-12K 

  

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

PEG 3350 Bayer MiraLAX   

chemical 
compound, 
drug 

Hanks' 
Balanced 
Salt 
Solution 
(without 
calcium, 
magnesium, 
phenol red) 

GE Healthcare 
Life Sciences 

Product code: 
SH30588.02 

  

software, 
algorithm 

3D 
aggregate 
analysis 
pipeline 

This paper; source 
code available 
through Dryad 

  Description in 
Materials and 
Methods; 
source code 
provided on 
Dryad 

other mesh-
bottom (or 
wire-
bottom) 
floors 

 Lab Products, Inc. P/N: 75016   

other 1-μm 
diameter 
PEG 5kDa-
coated 
polysytrene 
beads 

This paper   Description of 
synthesis in 
Materials and 
Methods 

other 1-μm 
diameter 
PEG 5kDa-
coated 
polysytrene 
beads with 
PEG 1 kDa 
"back-
filling" 

This paper   Description of 
synthesis in 
Materials and 
Methods 

other standard 
chow diet 

PicoLab PicoLab 
Rodent Diet 
20; Product 
#5053 
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other autoclaved 

chow diet 
PicoLab Laboratory 

Autoclavable 
Rodent Diet 
5010 

  

 

Details of animals used  

All mice were male or female specific pathogen free (SPF) C57BL/6 mice between 8-16 

weeks old. Mice on a standard, solid chow diet were given food and water ad libitum. 

Immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) mice were maintained on an autoclaved chow diet 

due to their immunocompromised status. The control group of WT mice used as a 

comparison to this group was maintained on the same autoclaved chow diet for 48 h before 

euthanasia. Genotyping of MUC2 deficient (MUC2KO) and Rag1KO mice was done by 

Transnetyx (Transnetyx, Inc., Cordova, TN, USA). Mice given only apple pectin (Solgar, 

Inc., Leonia, NJ, USA) with sucrose (USP grade, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) or 

Fibersol-2 (Archer Daniels Midland/Matsutani LLC, Chicago, IL, USA) with sucrose were 

first raised on a standard chow diet and given water ad libitum, then were maintained on a 

restricted diet consisting of only 2% apple pectin + 5% sucrose or 2% Fibersol-2 + 5% 

sucrose for 24 h. For those 24 h, these mice were kept on mesh-bottom cages to prevent 

the re-ingestion of polymers from the standard chow diet via coprophagy. The MUC2KO 

colony was raised and maintained by the Ismagilov Lab. The Rag1KO mice were provided 

by the Mazmanian lab (Caltech). All other mice were from Jackson Labs (The Jackson 

Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA). All animal experiments were approved by the 

California Institute of Technology (Caltech) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC) and the U.S. Army’s Animal Care and Use Review Office (ACURO). Mice were 

euthanized via CO2 inhalation as approved by the Caltech IACUC in accordance with the 

American Veterinary Medical Association Guidelines on Euthanasia (98). 

Oral administration of particles  

Particles were gavaged at a concentration of 0.1–2% w/v in either 1x HBSS or 1x PBS. We 

used small fluid volumes (50 µL) to minimize volume-related artifacts (3). We chose 
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buffers isotonic to the SI because it has been shown that the isotonicity of the delivery 

medium can greatly affect the in vivo particle distribution (38). In some experiments, 

animals were food-restricted for 4 h prior to administration of particles. It has been 

previously demonstrated though that food-restriction has minimal effects on the in vivo 

distribution of PEG-coated particles (3). In all experiments animals were euthanized 3 h 

after administration of particles. 

Fluorescent scanner experiments  

Gastrointestinal tracts (GIT) were excised and laid out flat on petri dishes on ice. Drops of 

saline were then placed around the GIT and the petri dishes were sealed with parafilm. 

Samples were then immediately brought to the fluorescent laser scanner (Typhoon FLA 

9000) for imaging. Samples were scanned with an excitation wavelength of 473 nm and a 

530 nm bandpass filter. 

Imaging of luminal contents from mice orally administered particles  

Immediately after euthanization the small intestines of the mice were excised and divided 

into an upper and lower section. The luminal contents were collected by gently squeezing 

the intestines with tweezers. They were placed directly onto a glass slide and encircled by 

a ring of vacuum grease that did not touch the contents. A coverslip was then immediately 

placed on top to create an air-tight chamber. Samples were kept on ice during the collection 

process. The samples were then immediately taken for imaging. All imaging was 

performed using a Zeiss LSM 800 or a Leica DMI6000, using either bright-field 

microscopy, epifluorescence microscopy (GFP, L5 Nomarski prism), confocal 

fluorescence microscopy (488 nm excitation and 490-540 nm detection), or confocal 

reflectance microscopy (561 nm excitation and 540-700 nm detection). 

Collection of intestinal luminal fluid 

Immediately after euthanasia, the SI of each mouse was excised and divided into an upper 

and lower section. If luminal fluid was collected from the colon, then the colon was also 
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excised. The luminal contents were then collected from each section in separate tubes and 

kept on ice. The luminal contents from an individual mouse was insufficient in volume to 

perform all the required analyses (i.e. ex vivo aggregation, GPC, and sometimes Western 

blot), so contents were pooled from a group of three mice of the same age that were co-

housed. These pooled samples, kept divided by section, were then spun down at 17 kG at 

4 °C for 1 h to separate the liquid and solid portions of the contents. The supernatant of 

each sample was collected and then placed on 30 µm filters (Pierce Spin Columns – Snap 

Cap, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and spun down at 17 kG at 4 °C for 

1 h. Part of the filtrates of each sample were then collected, divided into aliquots, and frozen 

at -20 °C for future experiments. The remaining portion of the filtrates was then taken and 

placed on 0.45 µm centrifugal filters (Corning Costar Spin-X centrifuge tube filters; 

cellulose acetate membrane, pore size 0.45 µm, sterile) and spun down at 5 kG at 4 °C for 

1 h. For experiments in which a protease-inhibitor cocktail (Roche cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-

free Protease-Inhibitor Cocktail, Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA) was used, a 100x 

concentrated stock solution was prepared in HBSS (without calcium, magnesium, and 

phenol red; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Marlborough, MA, USA). The same procedure 

as detailed above were followed for the collection of luminal fluid, except immediately 

after the luminal contents were brought back from the animal facility on ice, 10 µL of the 

100x protease-inhibitor cocktail was added to each tube. The mixtures were then vortexed 

briefly to mix. The contents were then spun down at 17kG at 4 °C as described above to 

separate the solid from liquid contents. The liquid fraction collected from each group 

before 30 and 0.45 µm filtration was usually ~200–300 mL, so the additional 10 µL of 

protease-inhibitor cocktail only diluted the samples by ~5% at most. 

Ex vivo and in vitro aggregation assays 

We took 1-µm diameter PEG 5 kDa-coated polystyrene beads (with PEG 1 kDa “back-

filling”) and suspended them at 10 mg/mL in deionized water. Before use, they were 

vortexed to re-suspend in solution and then sonicated for 1 min. The particle solution was 

then added to the polymer solution or small intestinal luminal fluid at a ratio of 1:10. After 
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addition of particles, the mixture was vortexed for 10 seconds. Then, 2 µL of the mixture 

was then immediately pipetted into an imaging chamber created with a SecureSeal imaging 

spacer (0.12 mm depth and 9 mm diameter, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, 

USA) and a glass slide. The top of the imaging chamber was immediately sealed with a 

#1.5 coverslip. The samples were then imaged approximately 10 min later. In PEG solution 

experiments and serial dilution experiments, HBSS (without calcium, magnesium, phenol 

red; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) was used to dilute.  

In the 1 MDa PEG experiments conducted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with pH = 

6 (Figure 4 – figure supplement 1) the PBS solution was initially prepared with 138 mM 

sodium chloride, 7.5 mM monosodium phosphate dihydrate, 1.1 mM disodium phosphate 

heptahydrate, and deionized (DI) water (Milli-Q). The sodium chloride was added to 

ensure that the ionic strength matched that of Hank’s balanced salt solution. The pH was 

then measured using an Orion 2-Star Benchtop pH Meter (Thermo Scientific) with an 

Orion 9110DJWP Double Junction pH electrode (Thermo Fisher Scientific) after first 

calibrating the instrument using the following reference standard buffers: pH = 10 (VWR 

BDH5078-500 mL), pH = 7 (VWR BDH5046-500 mL), and pH = 4 (VWR BDH5024-500 

mL). The pH of the solution was then adjusted to pH = 6 using 1 M NaOH in DI water. 

Microscopy for ex vitro and in vitro aggregation assays 

All imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM 800, using confocal fluorescence 

microscopy (488 nm excitation, detection at 490-540 nm). We collected 3D stacks which 

were 200 x 200 x 40 µm in volume. 3D renders of aggregates were created using Imaris 

software from Bitplane, an Oxford Instruments Company. 

Imaging analysis 

All image analysis was done in FIJI (ImageJ 2.0.0) using an ImageJ macro written using 

the ImageJ macro scripting language. These macros are available in Dryad. Z-stacks were 

saved as 16 bit .czi files and were subsequently loaded into FIJI. Each z-stack extended 
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~40 µm deep into each sample in the z-direction and was composed of 113 slices. As a 

result of the depth of the stacks in the z-direction, we observed a significant drop-off in 

measured aggregate fluorescence between the first slice and the last slice, likely due to 

scattering from the intestinal fluid and the particles themselves. To ensure that aggregates 

throughout a given stack had a similar brightness, which is important for the 3D Object 

Counter plugin, the median pixel intensity for aggregates in every slice was set as the 

maximum pixel intensity value for every slice. To achieve this, first the 10th slice and the 

10th to last slice of the z-stack were selected and thresholded using the Otsu method (99), 

creating a binary image of the aggregates in the two slices. The binary images were used 

as masks to measure the median pixel intensity of each aggregate in the two slices as well 

as the mean and max pixel intensity values for the background of both images. The drop-

off in intensity was assumed to be approximately linear, so the median pixel intensity for 

aggregates in each slice was determined by interpolating between the median aggregate 

pixel intensity values from the 10th slice and 10th to last slice. The minimum pixel intensity 

value for each slice was determined by adding 1/3 of the mean background pixel intensity 

to 2/3 of the maximum background pixel intensity for the 10th and 10th to last slices (this 

was necessary to deal with the challenge determining background pixel intensities) and 

then interpolating to calculate the minimum for all other slices. The process of intentionally 

introducing image clipping in the z-stacks was justified by the manner in which aggregates 

were identified; aggregates were first measured by total volume instead of by particle 

count, thus being able to discern individual particles inside of each aggregate was 

unnecessary. 

The 3D Objects Counter plugin in FIJI was used to measure various parameters, including 

the volume of each aggregate. The plugin initially thresholds all slices in a stack using a 

single thresholding value, which requires objects in every slice of a stack to be roughly the 

same intensity (hence, the thresholding procedure described previously). The plugin takes 

the resulting now-binary z-stack and determines the number of voxels occupied by each 

aggregate and converts voxel volume to metric volume using metadata in each .czi file. A 

second macro was used to determine the average size of a singlet (single particle) for each 
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z-stack. In this macro, we identified 10 singlets by visually inspecting the sample to 

determine the average size of a singlet. This was then used to normalize differences in 

measured aggregate volume between samples by converting to a particle count per 

aggregate. This normalization step was necessary due to variations in the average 

measured singlet size between samples. It also helped account for any differences in the 

thresholding procedure from sample to sample. 

The accuracy of this method for determining aggregate sizes was validated by comparing 

empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of the cross-sectional area of the 

aggregates in a given z-stack determined by the ImageJ macro to ECDFs generated by 

visually inspecting the samples to measure the cross-sectional areas of aggregates. This 

comparison was done for at least three separate z-stacks. ImageJ macros will be made 

available upon request. 

Quantification of aggregate sizes 

The sizes of aggregates in solution were quantified in two ways. One was by comparing 

the volume-weighted empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) of the 

aggregate sizes of each sample to each other. The volume-weighted ECDF, vw, as follows 

(100): 

vw(K) =
1

∑Kd
yz(Kd

{

d|X

≤ K) (IJ. 2.6) 

z(Kd ≤ K) = 	 p
Kd	};	Kd ≤ K
0	};	Kd > K (IJ. 2. 7) 

where Ni is the number of particles per aggregate and n is the total number of aggregates 

in solutions (where single particles also count as aggregates). 

The other way in which the extent of aggregation was quantified was by creating bootstrap 

replicates of the ECDFs of the aggregate distributions of each sample and computing the 
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volume-weighted average aggregate size (〈K〉; given in number of particles per aggregate) 

for each bootstrap replicate. The volume-weighted average aggregate size is given by the 

following equation in units of “number of particles per aggregate”: 

〈K〉 = 	
∑ Kd

F{
d|X

∑ Kd
{
d|X

	 (IJ. 2.8) 

This allowed us to calculate 95% empirical bootstrap CI on the volume-weighted average 

aggregate size. We generated 10,000 bootstrap replicates from the original ECDF of each 

sample to generate these. The advantage of this approach is that we do not need to assume 

anything about the underlying probability distribution; it is non-parametric (100). The 

original ECDFs, from which the replicates were generated, each contained at least 300 

aggregates, in many cases containing ~1000 or more aggregates. The codes used for the 

analyses (volume-weighted ECDFs and 95% empirical bootstrap CIs) were written in 

Python 3.6.4 and are available on Dryad. 

Filtration with MW cut-off filters 

Small intestinal luminal fluid was collected and 0.45 µm-filtered as described in 

“Collection of Luminal Fluid”. It was then divided up and placed on MWCO filters (Pierce 

Protein Concentrators, Thermo Fisher Scientific) of with the following MWCOs: 100 kDa, 

30 kDa, and 3 kDa. The samples were then centrifuged at 15 kG at 4 °C for 2 h, checking 

every 15 min for the first hour if additional volume had flowed through. After the eluent 

from each was collected, they were diluted back to their original volumes with HBSS. 

pH measurements of luminal fluid 

Pooled samples of luminal fluid were collected from each section (stomach, upper small 

intestine, lower small intestine, cecum, and colon) and 30 µm-filtered as described in 

“Collection of Luminal fluid” (with use of the same protease inhibitor cocktail). Samples 

were collected from two separate groups of 2-month old B6 male mice on a standard chow 

diet. Each group had three mice. Because there was only ~25 µL of luminal fluid from the 
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colons of each group we did not 30 µm-filter the colonic fluid as there was concern all the 

fluid would be retained by the filter. The colonic contents were simply spun down at 17 

kG at 4 °C for 1 h to separate the liquid and solid portions of the contents. Then the 

supernatant (luminal fluid) was collected. Measurements were done using an Orion 2-Star 

Benchtop pH Meter. The instrument was first calibrated with three reference standard 

buffers: pH = 10 (VWR BDH5078-500 mL), pH = 7 (VWR BDH5046-500 mL), and pH 

= 4 (VWR BDH5024-500 mL). Measurements were conducted at T = 25 °C. There was at 

least 100 µL of sample from each section except for the stomach sample from one group 

of mice and from colon samples from both groups. Measurements were conducted with 

both a standard pH electrode (Orion 9110DJWP Double Junction pH Electrode) and a 

micro pH electrode (Orion 9810BN Micro pH Electrode, Thermo Fisher Scientific). This 

was done because the standard electrode is only accurate for samples with volumes of 200 

µL whereas the micro electrode is accurate for samples as small as 0.5 µL in volume. The 

results are consistent with other results for rodents (101,102) with the exception of a study 

conducted with mice of a different gender, strain, and fed an 18% protein diet (103). 

 For the pH measurement of HBSS, the pH was measured with both the standard and micro 

pH electrodes, and three technical replicates were done with each probe. The value for the 

pH reported in the main text is the average of all six measurements. 

Estimation of coverage and length of grafted PEG layer 

Based on our NMR measurements (see section NMR of PEG-coated particles with 

“backfill”) the grafting density (Γ) of the PEG polymer on our PEG 5 kDa-coated particles 

with PEG 1 kDa backfill should be approximately: Γ = 0.48	chains/nmF (to estimate this 

we assume that all of the PEG on the surface is PEG 5 kDa). One can estimate the grafting 

density at which the grafted chains transition from separate coils to overlapping coils or 

the brush regime by calculating the grafting density at which coils would just begin to 

overlap (104). This can be estimated as: 
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Γ∗ ∼
1

@%[
F (IJ. 2.9) 

where %[ is the radius of gyration of the grafted polymer. Using literature measurements 

of the hydrodynamic radius of PEG 5 kDa and the Kirkwood-Riseman relation, this can be 

estimated as %[~	3.45	nm. We therefore estimate that ã
ã∗
	~	5, meaning that the grafting 

density is such that the polymer coils on the surface should be overlapping and within the 

brush regime. To estimate the length and average volume fraction of the layer, we therefore 

made the assumption that the grafted polymer layer behaved as a brush and used the 

Alexander-deGennes brush approximation (63,105). This theory was originally developed 

for high-MW polymer coils, but has also been found, surprisingly, to quantitatively capture 

forces for grafted layers only a few segments long (105). We estimated the length (L) of 

the brush as (63):(62,95). This theory was originally developed for high-MW polymer 

coils, but has also been found, surprisingly, to quantitatively capture forces for grafted 

layers only a few segments long . We estimated the length (L) of the brush as: 

n	~	KΓ
X`å
Få ç

X
å (IJ. 2.10) 

where N is the number of monomers per grafted chain, é is the Flory exponent, and b is the 

Kuhn length of the grafted polymer. We used b = 0.76 nm based on literature measurements 

(106) and took é ≅ 0.588, because aqueous salt solutions are good solvents for PEG (107). 

Lastly, we estimated the number of monomers per chain by assuming the number of 

monomers is approximately equation to the number of Kuhn segments and the relationship 

between the radius of gyration, the Kuhn length and the number of Kuhn segments (63): 

K	~	D
êë
í
E

ì
î.ïññ ~	13.	We therefore estimate that n	~	6.4	óò. 

 The Alexander–de Gennes approximation assumes a step profile for the volume fraction 

of the grafted polymer (i). We can estimate this using the following equation (63): 
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i	 ≈ 	 ö(Γç
F)

Yå`X
Få 	;<!	õ < n

0	;<!	õ > n
(IJ. 2.11) 

where z is the distance from the bare particle surface. Using the same approximations as 

above we find i ≈ 0.43. 

Western blot of luminal contents 

 30-µm filtered small intestinal luminal fluid was reduced in sample buffer with 100 mM 

dithiotreitol DTT at 95 °C for 5 min (the luminal fluid was diluted 10-fold in the sample 

buffer). Gel electrophoresis was then run on 4–15% SDS/PAGE gels. The transfer was 

performed using wet electroblotting to a nitrocellulose membrane. For detection of MUC2, 

the primary antibody was diluted 1:1,000 (MUC2 polyclonal antibody, rabbit host, 

Biomatik, Wilmington, DE, USA) as a 1:10,000 in Odyssey blocking buffer (Li-Cor, 

Lincoln, NE, USA) with 0.2% Tween 20. The secondary antibody (Li-Cor IRDye 800CW 

Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG, Li-Cor) was diluted 1:10,000. For the detection of IgG and IgM, 

1:10,000 dilutions of Li-Cor IRDye 800 CW Goat Anti-Mouse IgG and Li-Cor IRDye 

800CW Goat Anti-Mouse IgM were used respectively. For detection of IgA, a 1:10,000 

dilution of SouthernBiotech Goat Anti-Mouse IgA-unlabeled was used as the primary and 

a 1:10,000 dilution of Li-Cor IRDye 800CW Donkey Anti-Goat IgG was used as the 

secondary. All membranes were visualized using a Li-Cor Odyssey scanner. 

Gel permeation chromatography 

We used a Malvern OMNISEC RESOLVE connected to two Malvern A6000M columns 

(Malvern, Westborough, MA, USA) equilibrated with 1x PBS with 0.02% sodium azide, 

flow rate: 0.75 mL/min. For detection of the polymers, the OMNISEC REVEAL was used 

with a refractometer, UV detector, dual-angle light scattering detector, and a capillary 

viscometer. Luminal contents were 0.45-µm filtered as described above, and then diluted 

10-fold in the running buffer (1x PBS with 0.02% sodium azide) before injection into the 

system. Prior to injection, samples were kept on the autosampler at 4 °C. 
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Synthesis of PEG-coated particles 

We amended a previously published protocol (3) to synthesize PEG-coated particles; 

briefly, 2 mL of 1-µm fluorescent carboxylic-acid-terminated polystyrene beads 

(FluoroSpheres, Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 2% v/v with 2 mM NaN3 

were rinsed at 3900g for 40 min using a centrifugal filter (Millipore Amicon Ultra-4 mL 

100 K MWCO). Particles were removed from the filter using 4 mL of a solution of 15 

mg/mL 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC, Sigma-Aldrich) and 15 

mg/mL N-hydrosuccinimide (NHS, Aldrich), an excess concentration of NH2-PEG-OMe 

(5 kDa, Creative PEGworks, Chapel Hill, NC, USA) in 1 mL increments using 100 mM 

borate buffer, pH 8.4. By an excess concentration of NH2-PEG-OMe we mean ten-fold the 

concentration of PEG required to enter the polymer brush regime (see “Estimation of 

coverage and length of grafted PEG layer” section for details of calculation). This solution 

was tumbled on a rotary tumbler for 4 h at room temperature in a 15 mL falcon 

tube. Particles were washed three times to remove starting materials with 4 mL Milli-Q 

water in a centrifugal filter and re-suspended in 2 mL in Milli-Q water. 

Synthesis of PEG-coated particles with “backfill.”  

12 mL of 1-µm fluorescent carboxylic-acid-terminated polystyrene beads at 2% v/v with 2 

mM NaN3 (FluoroSpheres 1-µm; 505/515, Invitrogen) were centrifuged to a pellet at 

12,000g for 10 min. Beads were pelleted and rinsed three times with Milli-Q water. To the 

final pellet of particles, 12 mL of a solution of 6 mM EDC (10 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) 

and 5 mM Sulfo-NHS (1.08 mg/mL, ThermoFisher), with 50x excess of the number of 

chains needed to enter the brush regime (see “Estimation of coverage and length of grafted 

PEG layer” for details of calculation) of NH2-PEG-OMe (mPEG-Amine 2kDa; mPEG-

Amine 5kDa; Creative PEGWorks) in 10x PBS, pH 7.4 (100 mM), was added. This 

solution was tumbled on a rotary tumbler for 4 h at room temperature. Tubes were vented 

every 30 min to release gas produced by the reaction. Particles were then pelleted and 

rinsed three times with Milli-Q water. The 12 mL sample was divided into four 3 mL 

aliquots for the remaining conditions. For condition without backfill, beads were quenched 
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with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4 overnight at room temperature with slow tilt rotation prepared 

from 10x Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20, pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich). For particles with 

backfill, the 3-mL aliquot was re-suspended in with 50x excess of the number of chains 

needed to enter the brush regime (see “Estimation of coverage and length of grafted PEG 

layer” for details of calculation) of NH2-PEG-OMe (mPEG-Amine 350; mPEG-Amine 1 

kDa; mPEG-Amine 5kDa, Creative PEGWorks) in 100 mM PBS, pH 7.4 containing 6 mM 

EDC and 5 mM Sulfo-NHS for 4 h before quenching overnight with 50 mM TRIS buffered 

Saline with Tween 20, pH 7.5. All beads were washed three times with Milli-Q water 

before suspending in 3 mL sterile filtered PBS, pH7.4 with 1% BSA for storage. 

NMR of PEG-coated particles with “backfill.”  

We took 400 µl of 2% w/v samples and lyophilized (~8 mg), then dissolved in deuterated 

chloroform (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury, MA, USA) with 0.01% 

tetramethylsilane (Aldrich) immediately before measurement. Data were collected on a 

Varian Innova 600 MHz spectrometer without spinning, using a 45o pulse width and 1 sec 

relaxation delay between scans. The concentration of PEG in each sample was determined 

by integrating the singlet at 3.64 pm and normalizing the integral to TMS internal standard 

at 0.0 ppm. 

Zeta potential measurements on PEG-coated particles with “backfill.” 

Each particle solution was 0.1 mg/mL of particles in 1 mM KCl. Measurements were done 

on a Brookhaven NanoBrook ZetaPALS Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments 

Corporation, Holtsville, NY, USA). Three trials were done where each trial was 10 runs 

each and each run was 10 cycles. Values reported are the average zeta potential for the 30 

runs. 
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Estimate of Weissenberg number for small intestine  

The Weissenberg number (Wi), which weighs the relative contributions of elastic and 

viscous forces, can be written as (108): 

R} = 	ú̇û (IJ. 2.12) 

where ú̇ is the shear rate (in ü`X) and λ is the fluid relaxation time (in s). The shear rate in 

the human small intestine during peristaltic contractions has been estimated as ú̇	~	29	ü`X 

(109). For dilute aqueous polymeric solutions of polyacrylamide with MWs ranging from 

104 to 107 Da, it has been found that û = 0.009 to 0.45 s, with the relaxation time increasing 

with MW as û	†	QRF/Y(110). Using these values, we can estimate the Weissenberg 

number to be Wi ~ 0.3 to 10. 
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Supplementary Information 

Supplemental Figures 

 
Figure 2.S1: Overview of image processing for fluorescent scanner images in Figure 2.1. 
(A) Unmodified fluorescent scanner images of the gastrointestinal tract of a mouse gavaged 
with 1 µm-diameter PEG-coated particles (prior to the contrast and color-adjustments 
shown in Figure 2.S1A–B). Scale bar is 0.5 cm. Boxes indicate the regions that are shown 
in panels C and D. (B) Unmodified fluorescent scanner image of the gut of a mouse that 
has not been gavaged with particles. Scale bar is 0.5 cm. (C and D). The contrast and color-
adjusted images that appear in Figure 2.S1A–B. (E) Contrast-adjusted image of Figures 
2.S1A-B that was used to trace the outline of the gut shown in Figure 2.S1A–B (and panel 
C and D of this figure). Outline of gut is shown in grey on both C, D, and E.  
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Figure 2.S2: pH measurements of luminal fluid from different sections of the 
gastrointestinal tract. Measurements were conducted on pooled samples of luminal fluid 
collected from two groups of mice. Each measurement was repeated three times, and the 
error bars are the standard deviation across the six trials (three trials per group). Micro 
(blue) indicates measurements that were conducted using a micro pH electrode. Standard 
(orange) indicates measurements that were conducted using a standard pH electrode. For 
the stomach and colon samples there was insufficient luminal fluid from both groups to 
submerge the tip of the standard pH electrode, so measurements were only taken with the 
micro pH electrode. Stm = stomach, USI = upper small intestine. LSI = lower small 
intestine, Cec = cecum, and Col = colon. 
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Figure 2.S3: Ex vivo aggregation in 0.45 µm-filtered luminal fluid from the small intestines 
(SI) of wild-type (WT) and MUC2 knockout (MUC2KO) mice. (A and B) Volume-
weighted empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) comparing aggregation of 
the particles in undiluted, 0.45-µm-filtered samples from the upper (A) and lower (B ) SI 
of two separate groups of WT and MUC2KO mice to the control (particles suspended in 
HBSS). The vertical axis is the cumulative volume fraction of the total number of particles 
in solution in an aggregate of a given size. The horizontal axis is aggregate size in number 
of particles per aggregate (N). (C and D) Volume-weighted average aggregate sizes (Vol 
Wt Avg Size) for serial dilutions of 0.45 µm-filtered samples from the upper (C) and lower 
(D) SI of two separate groups of WT and MUC2KO mice. Volume-weighted average sizes 
are plotted on the vertical axis in terms of number of particles per aggregate (N). The 
dilution factor is plotted on the horizontal axis, where a dilution factor of 1 is undiluted and 
½ is a two-fold dilution. The control (particles suspended in HBSS) is plotted as a dilution 
factor of 0. The vertical error bars are 95% empirical bootstrap CI using the bootstrapping 
procedure described in Materials and Methods. 
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Figure 2.S4: Western blots of 30 µm-filtered samples from the small intestine (SI) of wild-
type (WT) and Rag1 knockout (Rag1KO) mice. WT USI = WT upper SI; KO USI = KO 
lower SI; WT LSI = WT lower SI; KO USI = KO upper SI. For the detection of IgG, 
1:10,000 dilutions of Li-Cor IRDye 800 CW Goat Anti-Mouse IgG was used. Because the 
Anti-IgG antibody appears to be binding to just the light chains (around 25 kDa), we 
suspect that it is mostly binding to IgA. Li-Cor’s published validation 
(https://www.licor.com/bio/products/reagents/secondary_antibodies/irdye_800cw.html) 
found that the antibody binds to the heavy and light chains of IgG and just the light chains 
of IgA. Because we see binding of the antibody to both the heavy and light chains in the 
IgG standard, but only binding to a light chain in the SI samples and the IgA control, this 
suggests that we are detecting the light chains of IgA in the SI samples. 
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Figure 2.S5: Western blots of 30 µm-filtered samples from the small intestine (SI) of wild-
type (WT) and Rag1 knockout (Rag1KO) mice. WT USI = WT upper SI; KO USI = KO 
lower SI; WT LSI = WT lower SI; KO USI = KO upper SI. For detection of IgM, 1:10,000 
dilution of Li-Cor IRDye 800CW Goat Anti-Mouse IgM was used. We do not detect IgM 
in any of the SI samples.  
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Figure 2.S6: Ex vivo aggregation in 0.45-µm-filtered luminal fluid from the small intestines 
(SI) of wild-type (WT) and Rag1 knockout (Rag1KO) mice. (A and B) Volume-weighted 
empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) comparing aggregation of the 
particles in undiluted, 0.45-µm-filtered samples from the upper (A) and lower (B ) SI of 
two separate groups of WT and immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) mice to the control 
(particles suspended in HBSS). Plotted on the vertical axis is the cumulative volume 
fraction of the total number of particles in solution in an aggregate of a given size. Plotted 
on the horizontal axis are aggregate sizes in number of particles per aggregate (N). (C and 
D). Volume-weighted average aggregate sizes (Vol Wt Avg Size) for serial dilutions of 
0.45-µm-filtered samples from the upper (C) and lower (D) SI of two separate groups of 
WT and Rag1KO mice. Volume-weighted average sizes are plotted on the vertical axis in 
terms of number of particles per aggregate (N). The dilution factor is plotted on the 
horizontal axis, where a dilution factor of 1 is undiluted and ½ is a two-fold dilution. The 
control (particles suspended in HBSS) is plotted as a dilution factor of 0. The vertical error 
bars are 95% empirical bootstrap CI using the bootstrapping procedure described in 
Materials and Methods. 
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Supplemental Tables 

Table 2.S1: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from the upper small intestine of MUC2 
knockout (MUC2KO) and wild-type (WT) mice. 

 
Retention 

volume (mL) 
11 to 16 16 to 20 >20 

Mouse type WT MUC2KO WT MUC2
KO 

WT MUC2
KO 

Mw (kDa) 3,560±410 5,420±620 162±20 147±17 4.05±0.4
6 

2.96±0
.34 

Mw/Mn 1.36 1.59 2.16 2.43 3.59 10.9 
Rh (nm) 49.1 45.5 6.31 5.95 1.18 1.02 

Fract. Conc. 
(mg/mL) 

2.52±0.29 1.18±0.13 24.6±2.8 21.9±2.
5 

88.7±10.
1 

86.0±9
.8 

We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range values ± the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = Concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. 
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Table 2.S2: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from the lower small intestine of MUC2 
knockout (MUC2KO) and wild-type (WT) mice 

 

Retention 
volume 
(mL) 

 

11 to 16 

 

16 to 20 

 

>20 

Mouse 
type 

WT MUC2KO WT MUC2KO WT MUC2KO 

Mw (kDa) 4,730±540 5,180±590 219±25 155±18 13.7±1.6 5.93±0.6
8 

Mw/Mn 1.24 1.80 1.91 1.84 1.88 2.03 

Rh (nm) 57.0 49.2 8.45 7.58 1.89 1.35 

Fract. 
Conc. 

(mg/mL) 

3.42±0.39 2.36±0.27 23.0±2.6 22.8±2.6 54.8±6.3 63.3±7.2 

We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range values +/- the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = Concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. 
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Table 2.S3: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from the upper small intestine of 
immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) and wild-type WT mice. 
 
Retention 

volume 
(mL) 

11 to 16 16 to 20 >20 

Mouse 
type 

WT Rag1KO WT Rag1KO WT Rag1KO 

Mw (kDa) 1,480±170 2,140±250 108±12 74.2±8.5 2.84±0.3
2 

1.91±0.2
2 

Mw/Mn 1.09 1.14 2.62 2.42 1.59 1.54 
Rh (nm) 31.8 39.8 4.77 2.51 1.078 0.936 
Fract. 
Conc. 

(mg/mL) 

1.07±0.12 1.13±0.13 14.3±1.6 13.9±1.6 66.1±7.6 70.5±8.1 

We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range value +/- the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = Concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. 
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Table 2.S4: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from the lower small intestine of 
immunoglobulin-deficient (Rag1KO) and wild-type WT mice. 
 

Retention 
volume 
(mL) 

11 to 16 16 to 20 >20 

Mouse type WT Rag1KO WT Rag1KO WT Rag1KO 
Mw (kDa) 1,080±120 2,490±290 66.9±

7.7 
91.6±10.5 3.64±0.42 3.72±0.4

3 
Mw/Mn 1.18 1.05 1.71 1.98 2.09 1.98 
Rh (nm) 34.6 47.1 4.67 4.85 1.116 1.09 

Fract. Conc. 
(mg/mL) 

1.52±0.17 1.89±0.22 15.8±
1.8 

14.1±1.6 49.5±5.7 55.1±6.3 

We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range values +/- the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = Concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. 
 

Table 2.S5: Gel permeation chromatography of 
Fibersol-2 and pectin in phosphate-buffered saline 

Sample Fibersol-
2 

Pectin 

Mw (kDa) 3.48 232 

Mw/Mn 10.5 1.97 

Rh (nm) 1.24 25.4 

Both fiber types were analyzed with dn/dc = 0.147 for polysaccharides. Mw = weight-
average molecular weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius 
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Table 2.S6: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from upper small intestine of pectin and 
Fibersol-2 fed mice 
 
Retention 

volume 
(mL) 

11 to 16 16 to 20 >20 

Mouse 
type 

Pectin Fibersol-2 Pectin Fibersol-
2 

Pectin Fibersol-
2 

Mw (kDa) 267±31 686±79 40.0±4.5 35.3±4.0 1.39±0.1
6 

1.67±0.1
9 

Mw/Mn 1.50 1.08 2.15 2.64 2.45 1.48 
Rh (nm) 31.8 N/C** 5.52 2.88 0.819 N/C** 
Fract. 
Conc. 

(mg/mL) 

1.62±0.19 0.516±0.059 9.00±1.03 23.3±2.7 53.7±6.1 77.0±8.8 

 
We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range values +/- the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = Concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. N/C** denotes values for which the concentration 
was too low to calculate. 
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Table 2.S7: Estimates of physical parameters of polymers from gel permeation 
chromatography for liquid fractions from lower small intestine of pectin and 
Fibersol-2-fed mice 
Retention 

volume 
(mL) 

11 to 16 16 to 20 >20 

Mouse 
type 

Pectin Fibersol-2 Pectin Fibersol-
2 

Pectin Fibersol-
2 

Mw (kDa) 282±32 1680±190 30.2±3.5 18.8±2.2 1.12±0.1
3 

2.32±0.2
7 

Mw/Mn 7.37 1.64 1.70 2.78 2.89 1.14 

Rh (nm) 29.0 26.4 5.28 2.16 0.724 1.06 

Fract. 
Conc. 

(mg/mL) 

2.48±0.28 0.839±0.096 9.43±1.1 53.6±6.1 42.7±4.9 88.3 
±10.1 

 
We calculated values with both dn/dc = 0.185 (for proteins) and dn/dc = 0.147 (pullulan). 
When the value varied with dn/dc, it is reported in the table as the mid-range values +/- the 
absolute deviation between the two calculated values. Mw = the weight-average molecular 
weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius; Fract. Conc. = concentration 
of a given molecular weight fraction. 
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Table 2.S8: Zeta potential and NMR measurements of PEG-coated particles 

Surface Modification of PS 
particles 

Zeta 
potential 

(mV) 

Nanomoles PEG/mg particles 

mPEG 5 kDa -18.87 
±1.78 

5.5 

mPEG 5 kDa w/ mPEG 1 kDa 
backfill 

-7.66 
±2.12 

4.6 

mPEG 5 kDa w/ mPEG 350 Da 
backfill 

-9.99 ± 
1.65 

4.3 

mPEG 5 kDa w/ mPEG 5 kDa 
backfill 

-14.56 ± 
1.78 

4.0 

mPEG 2 kDa -39.59 ± 
2.41 

9.4 

Carboxylate-coated (no PEG) -61.36 ± 
12.40 

0.0 

For the zeta potential measurements, each particle solution was 0.1 mg/ml of particles in 1 
mM KCl. Measurements were done on a Brookhaven NanoBrook ZetaPALS Potential 
Analyzer. Three trials were done where each trial was 10 runs each and each run was 10 
cycles. Values reported are the average zeta potential for the 30 runs. NMR measurements 
were performed as described in Materials and Methods. Values are estimates of the 
nanomoles of polyethylene glycol (PEG) per milligrams of particles. To calculate this, we 
have to assume all the PEG on the surface is a single MW. It is therefore assumed all the 
PEG on the surface is PEG 5 kDa. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

POLYMERS IN THE GUT COMPRESS THE COLONIC MUCUS 
HYDROGEL 

1. S. S. Datta, A. Preska Steinberg, and R. F. Ismagilov. 2016 "Polymers in the 
gut compress the colonic mucus hydrogel." PNAS 113(26):7041-7046. doi: 
10.1073/pnas.1602789113 

Abstract 

Colonic mucus is a key biological hydrogel that protects the gut from infection and physical 

damage and mediates host-microbe interactions and drug delivery. However, little is 

known about how its structure is influenced by materials it comes into contact with 

regularly. For example, the gut abounds in polymers like dietary fibers or administered 

therapeutics, yet whether such polymers interact with the mucus hydrogel, and if so, how, 

remains unclear. While several biological processes have been identified as potential 

regulators of mucus structure, the polymeric composition of the gut environment has been 

ignored. Here, we demonstrate that gut polymers do in fact regulate mucus hydrogel 

structure, and that polymer-mucus interactions can be described using a thermodynamic 

model based on Flory-Huggins solution theory. We found that both dietary and therapeutic 

polymers dramatically compressed murine colonic mucus ex vivo and in vivo. This 

behavior depended strongly on both polymer concentration and molecular weight, in 

agreement with the predictions of our thermodynamic model. Moreover, exposure to 

polymer-rich luminal fluid from germ-free mice strongly compressed the mucus hydrogel, 

while exposure to luminal fluid from specific-pathogen-free mice—whose microbiota 

degrade gut polymers—did not; this suggests that gut microbes modulate mucus structure 

by degrading polymers. These findings highlight the role of mucus as a responsive 

biomaterial, and reveal a new mechanism of mucus restructuring that must be integrated 

into the design and interpretation of studies involving therapeutic polymers, dietary fibers, 

and fiber-degrading gut microbes.  
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Significance statement 

Hydrogels are critical components of biological systems; however, how these structures 

are impacted by polymers abundant in their environments—e.g. dietary fiber in the gut, 

soluble glycoproteins in tissues—remains unknown. Here we find that the colonic mucus 

hydrogel (a protective barrier and mediator of microbe-host interactions) is compressed by 

gut polymers. Surprisingly, the predictions of a simple thermodynamic model are able to 

describe our experiments on this complex biological system, providing insight into the 

underlying physics. Moreover, we find that gut microbes modulate mucus structure by 

degrading dietary polymers into smaller, non-compressing fragments. These findings 

reveal a new mechanism of mucus restructuring, and illustrate an unexpected interplay 

between diet, gut microbiota, and the biological structures that protect a host. 

Introduction 

Biological hydrogels (including mucus, blood clots, and the extracellular matrix) provide 

critical functions, yet little is known about how their structure is influenced by materials 

they come into contact with regularly. For example, the environments of many hydrogels 

abound in polymers, such as dietary fibers (1, 2) or administered therapeutics (3–5) in the 

gut and soluble glycoproteins in tissues. Whether such polymers interact with these 

hydrogels, and if so, how, remains unclear. An important example is the case of colonic 

mucus, which protects the gut from infection and physical damage (6–8), mediates drug 

delivery (9), and mediates host-microbe interactions (10) in a structure-dependent manner; 

for example, a “tighter” mesh could impede the infiltration of microorganisms from the 

intestinal lumen (6, 11–13). Mucus restructuring is typically attributed solely to changes in 

secretion (14–16), or to the activity of specific enzymes (8, 17), detergents (18), or dextran 

sulfate sodium-induced inflammation (19). However, the physicochemical properties of 

the gut environment itself—particularly its polymeric composition—have not been 

considered as a potential regulator of mucus structure. We therefore sought to characterize 

the structure of the colonic mucus hydrogel in the absence and in the presence of polymers.  
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Results 

In vivo thickness of the colonic mucus hydrogel 

To probe the in vivo thickness of murine colonic mucus, we developed a label-free 

technique that eliminates evaporation and avoids the use of any washing, fixative, labeling, 

or dehydrating agents that could alter mucus structure (SI Materials and Methods). We 

used freshly-excised colon explants obtained from mice at least 8 weeks old—whose 

mucus hydrogel has been found to be fully-developed and stable (20) — and gently 

removed the luminal contents using FC-40 oil, a fluorocarbon fluid that is immiscible with, 

and denser than, water. We opened each explant along the intestinal axis and mounted it 

flat, with its luminal surface facing upward and coated with FC oil. We then used an upright 

confocal microscope equipped with a dry objective lens to image, in three dimensions, the 

exposed epithelial surface and the oil overlying the adherent mucus hydrogel (Figure 3.1a). 

We first identified both the epithelial surface (Figure 3.S1a-b) and the oil-mucus interface 

using confocal reflectance microscopy (Figure 3.1b-c); the distance between the two 

provided a measure of the mucus hydrogel thickness. We measured a comparable mucus 

thickness of 67 ± 7 μm or 55 ± 5 μm (mean ± SEM, n = 6 or 3, P = 0.3) for control mice 

fed a standard chow diet or a sucrose solution (Figure 3.1d), consistent with previous 

measurements (8). To investigate the role of polymers in altering mucus structure, we then 

fed mice the same sucrose solution, with added polyethylene glycol (PEG), an uncharged 

polymer that is well-characterized, is often used as a therapeutic in the gut (3, 4), and has 

minimal chemical interactions with biomolecules (21). We used PEG of an average 

molecular weight ~200 kDa and average radius of gyration Rg,p ≈ 22 nm, denoted as PEG 

200k. Unexpectedly, the mucus hydrogel was significantly thinner for these mice, 14 ± 2 

μm (mean ± SEM, n = 6, P = 2 x 10-4; Fig. 1d). This finding demonstrates that such 

polymers can in fact alter the structure of mucus. 
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Ex vivo characterization of colonic mucus hydrogel  

To better understand this phenomenon, we modified our imaging approach so we could 

directly image the mucus hydrogel ex vivo while simultaneously controlling the 

physicochemical composition of the aqueous solution to which mucus is exposed (SI 

Materials and Methods). We again used freshly-excised murine colon explants, cut open 

along the intestinal axis and mounted flat; instead of using FC oil as the test solution, we 

cleared the luminal contents and coated the luminal surface with cold saline to remove 

soluble components, including any polymers. We used a water-immersion objective lens 

to identify the epithelial surface (Figure 3.2a) and corroborated this with lectin staining 

(Figure 3.S1c-d). To identify the luminal surface of the mucus hydrogel, we deposited a 

solution of 1 μm diameter microparticle probes onto the explant surface. These probes did 

not penetrate, but instead settled on top of, the mucus hydrogel, indicating that they were 

larger than its mesh size (Figure 3.2c). Previous studies have validated that this region of 

probe exclusion corresponds to the adherent mucus hydrogel (11, 19, 22, 23); we further 

Figure 3.1: Polymers compress colonic mucus hydrogel in vivo. (a) Schematic 
depicting visualization of adherent colonic mucus hydrogel. (b) Sideview confocal 
micrograph showing FC oil-mucus interface (magenta) separated from the epithelial 
surface (green) by the adherent mucus hydrogel (depicted in black). Scale bars, 30 μm. 
(c) Schematic of sideview shown in (b). (d) FC oil mucus thickness measurements for 
colonic explants taken from SPF mice fed ad libitum on either a standard chow diet, 
5% w/v sucrose in 1x PBS, or 5% w/v sucrose with 7% w/v PEG 200k in 1x PBS. 
Data show means ± SEM. 
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confirmed this using lectin staining (Figure 3.S2). Measuring the distance between the 

excluded probes (Figure 3.S3) and the underlying epithelial surface thus provided a 

measure of the mucus thickness, 75 ± 30 μm (mean ± SD), consistent with the distance 

measured when we imaged using FC oil and consistent with other reported measurements 

(8). Hydrogel thickness did not change appreciably over an observation time of 2.5 h. We 

found similar results using probes of other sizes (Figure 3.S5a–b): all probes 250 nm in 

diameter or larger were excluded from the mucus, and yielded comparable mucus thickness 

values (Figure 3.2e). By contrast, probes 100 nm in diameter or smaller (Figure 3.S5c–d) 

penetrated the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium, indicating that they were 

smaller than the mesh size (Figure 3.2b, e). We concluded that the mesh size of the adherent 

mucus hydrogel was between 100–250 nm, in good agreement with measurements of the 

mesh size of other mucus hydrogels (24, 25). 

Having established a method for characterizing mucus hydrogel structure ex vivo, we next 

tested the influence of polymers. We placed a solution of the same PEG onto the explant 

surface, continually monitoring the mucus hydrogel thickness using the deposited 

microparticles. The PEG penetrated the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium 

(Figure 3.S6) and this penetration was reversible, suggesting that strong PEG-mucus 

chemical interactions—such as complexation, which can play a role under different 

conditions than those explored here (SI Materials and Methods)—were absent (Figure 

3.S7). Nevertheless, the mucus hydrogel compressed by approximately 50–60% of its 

initial thickness within ~5–20 min (Figure 3.2e), and the level of compression appeared to 

be stable over an observation time of at least ~100 min. We verified that any optical effects 

induced by the polymer solution did not appreciably affect the z measurements (Figure 

3.S8). Interestingly, compression was at least partly reversible; the mucus hydrogel re-

expanded to approximately 90% of its original thickness after PEG was removed by 

washing the explant. These findings suggest that the polymer-induced compression 

observed in the FC oil experiments could be reproduced and investigated further ex vivo. 
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Figure 3.2: Polymers compress colonic mucus hydrogel ex vivo. (a) Bright-field (top), 
confocal reflectance (middle), and two-photon (bottom) micrographs of epithelial 
surface. Image levels were adjusted for clarity (SI Materials and Methods). Scale bars, 
30 μm. (b, c, e) Left shows schematics, right shows sideview confocal micrographs. 
Scale bars, 10 μm. (b) Penetration of mucus by low concentration (0.05% w/v) of 
mPEG-FITC 200k. (c) Exclusion from mucus of 1 μm microparticle probes. (d) 
Schematic depicts mucus mesh structure, with penetrating probes on the left and larger 
non-penetrating probe on the right. (e) Top shows probe size distributions measured 
using dynamic light scattering (left axis, arrows to the left) or optical microscopy (right 
axis, arrows to the right). Bottom panel shows minimal probe separation from 
epithelial surface. Horizontal positions and error bars show geometric mean ± 
geometric SD of lognormal fits to size distributions. Vertical positions and error bars 
show mean ± SD. Grey bar shows mean of FC oil measurements of in vivo thickness 
for mice fed chow. Penetration measurements used fluorescently labeled polymers at 
concentrations below those that cause mucus compression. (f) Compression of colonic 
mucus by 3.5% w/v PEG 200k.  
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Flory-Huggins theory of polymer-induced compression 

Large non-penetrating polymers have been used to osmotically compress synthetic 

hydrogels (26) and even the periciliary brush after mucus removal in the mammalian lung 

(27). However, the possibility that even polymers small enough to penetrate a hydrogel 

could compress it was first recognized by Brochard in 1981 (28), and was subsequently 

investigated both theoretically and experimentally (29, 30), further references are provided 

in SI Materials and Methods). In this case, hydrogel compression arises from a combination 

of enthalpic and entropic effects. For example, the polymers can reduce the effective 

solvent quality of the hydrogel environment, due to enthalpic interactions with the hydrogel 

network strands, forcing the hydrogel to reduce its hydrated volume and compress. Another 

effect arises from the free energy penalty associated with penetrating the hydrogel mesh: 

this can lead to an elevated polymer concentration, and therefore, an elevated osmotic 

pressure, outside the hydrogel, which similarly forces the hydrogel to compress. Clarifying 

the role of these, and other, different effects remains unresolved, even for the case of 

synthetic hydrogels; however, such effects can be described collectively using the classic 

Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions (29, 30). We therefore asked whether this 

physical framework could also describe polymer-induced compression of the colonic 

mucus hydrogel. Indeed, while the predictions of this theory have been experimentally 

verified using a few model synthetic hydrogels (30, 31), its applicability to the more 

complex case of biological hydrogels like colonic mucus is unclear. One signature of this 

form of compression is its tunability: more concentrated polymer solutions should induce 

more hydrogel compression (29, 30). Consistent with this prediction, we found that mucus 

compression was tunable by PEG concentration (green points, Figure 3.3b).  

To test the applicability of Flory-Huggins theory, we used the same theoretical framework 

(30) to describe our experimental system (details and limitations of this theory are 

described in SI Materials and Methods). We first modeled the mucus as a swollen, cross-

linked hydrogel. We then considered how the addition of polymers changes the extent to 

which the mucus hydrogel is swollen and its equilibrium thickness. We made the 
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simplifying assumption (30, 31) that the mucus behaves as an elastic gel on the timescale 

of our experiments, even though hydrogels, including colonic mucus, are known to be 

viscoelastic—they relax stresses over long times. This assumption is supported by our 

observations that the hydrogel thickness remained stable in either the uncompressed or 

polymer-induced compressed states (over observation times of at least ~100 min). It is 

further supported by the reversibility of the observed compression. We therefore calculated 

the total free energy of the ternary solvent-mucus-polymer system, G, as the sum of the 

elastic free energy, which accounts for deformations of the individual mucus network 

strands, and the free energy of mixing the polymer and the solvent with the mucus 

hydrogel. We then used this total free energy to calculate the chemical potentials of both 

the added PEG and the solvent, °B ≡ £§/£ó4 and °• ≡ £§/£ó•, respectively, both inside 

and outside of the mucus network; óB and ó• are the respective numbers of moles: 
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Here, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, éd is the volume fraction of species i, é¶ß  

is the mucus hydrogel volume fraction in its initial preparation state, ¥ ≡ éBN™´ is the 

volume fraction of the free polymer in external solution, K¶ is the average number of 

segments in a mucus network strand, y is the number of segments in a polymer molecule, 

and mdµ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, which quantifies enthalpic interactions, 

between species i and j; we denoted solvent, mucus and free polymers as i = S, M, P, 

respectively. At thermodynamic equilibrium, °•d{ = °•N™´and °Bd{ = °BN™´; these equalities 

enabled us to numerically calculate the equilibrium mucus thickness for a given PEG 

concentration (details of calculations, parameters used, and sensitivity to parameters are 

described in SI Materials and Methods). Consistent with our experimental observations, 

the Flory-Huggins model predicted that exposure to PEG compresses the adherent mucus 

hydrogel. Moreover, the model predicted (green curve, Figure 3.3a) a similar dependence 

of mucus compression on PEG concentration as we measured in our experiments using 

microparticles (green points, Figure 3.3b).  

Another key prediction of the model is that the extent of mucus compression should depend 

on the polymer molecular weight: for a given PEG concentration, smaller polymers should 

compress the mucus hydrogel less (Figure 3.3a). One intuitive explanation for this is the 

free energy penalty paid by PEG to penetrate the mucus, which is smaller for smaller 

polymers; thus, even though they can exert a larger osmotic pressure, smaller polymers are 

less likely to be excluded from the mucus hydrogel (Figure 3.S9e), and are expected to 

compress it less (Figure 3.3c). To test this prediction, we measured the extent of mucus 

compression induced by two smaller polymers, PEG 6k and PEG 400, characterized by 

Rg,p ≈ 3 nm and 0.7 nm, respectively. These polymers again compressed the mucus 

hydrogel within 5 min, and the compression level appeared to be stable over an observation 

time of up to several hours. Despite the mean-field nature of the Flory-Huggins model, 
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which is not expected to capture the full complexity of the experiments, we observed 

qualitative similarities between the calculations (Figure 3.3a) and the experimental data 

(Figure 3.3b). We also found similar results for varying values of the model parameters 

(Figure 3.3a, Figure 3.S9a-d). Moreover, the observed compression was similar for mice 

of different genders and strains, for washed explants originating from germ-free or 

microbe-colonized mice, for different buffers, in the presence and the absence of Mg2+ 

ions, for buffers also containing protease inhibitor, for polymer solutions prepared using 

the liquid fraction of SPF mice colonic contents instead of buffer, for experiments 

performed at 22 ºC or 37 ºC, and for a similar, but charged, polymer, demonstrating that 

our results were not an artifact of the choice of the animal model or details of experimental 

conditions. The similarity between the theoretical predictions and the experimental data 

suggests that Flory-Huggins theory provides a physical description of the concentration 

and molecular weight-dependence of the polymer-induced compression of colonic mucus, 

and provides a foundation for more sophisticated modeling to better characterize the full 

complexity of this phenomenon (SI Materials and Methods). 
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Figure 3.3: Tunable compression of colonic mucus hydrogel can be qualitatively 
described by Flory-Huggins theory. (a) Theoretically-predicted and (b) 
experimentally-measured (using 1 μm microparticles) mucus compression for varying 
polymer concentrations and molecular weights. Bold curves in (a) show model results 
for parameter values (SI Materials and Methods) χSM = 0 and  χMP = 0.3; less opaque 
and dashed curves show sensitivity to variations in these parameters (upper and lower 
less opaque curves, χSM = 0.1 and -0.1; upper and lower dashed curves, χMP = 0.2 and 
0.4). All mice, except for those indicated by upward triangles, were male. Symbols in 
(b) indicate different mouse types and experimental conditions: squares, C57BL/6 
mice; circles, BALB/c mice; upward triangles, female C57BL/6 mice; vertical 
diamond, washed explants from GF mice; downward triangles, all solutions have 
added 2x Roche protease inhibitor cocktail; pentagons, all solutions have added 5mM 
MgSO4; horizontal diamonds, experiments performed at 37ºC instead of 22 ºC using 
a heated microscope stage; stars, polyacrylic acid of ~8 kDa average molecular weight 
instead of PEG; hexagons, HEPES buffer instead of PBS for all solutions. Each data 
point represents the mean of a series of five measurements on a single explant; error 
bars represent measurement uncertainty. (c) Schematic showing one effect potentially 
underlying mucus compression: molecular weight-dependent partitioning of the 
polymer. 
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Microbes can modulate mucus compression 

Given the diversity of polymers abundant in fruits, vegetables, and food additives, we next 

asked whether dietary polymers could also compress colonic mucus. We tested three 

common dietary polymers: dextrin, pectin, and pullulan. Exposure to each of these polymer 

solutions caused the colonic mucus hydrogel to compress in a concentration-dependent 

manner (Figure 3.4A). Moreover, as with PEG, for a given polymer concentration, the 

larger polymers, pectin and pullulan, compressed the mucus more than the smaller 

polymer, dextrin. These observations demonstrate that, similar to the case of PEG, dietary 

polymers present in the gut can also induce mucus compression in a manner that depends 

on the physical properties of the polymers themselves. 

Given our results indicating that mucus compression can depend on the polymer molecular 

weight, we hypothesized that microbial degradation of polymers into smaller fragments (1, 

2) may actively modulate compression in vivo. Indeed, we found that while pectin strongly 

compressed the colonic mucus hydrogel (Figure 3.4a, blue points), a small molecule, 

acetate—a typical product of pectin degradation and fermentation by gut microbes—did 

not (500 mM acetate compressed the mucus only by ≈10%). Moreover, using the wash-

free FC oil methodology as in Figure 3.1, we found that the adherent mucus of germ-free 

(GF) mice was only ≈25% as thick as that of specific-pathogen-free (SPF) mice in vivo 

(Figure 3.4b), consistent with previous observations (8, 32). Thicker SPF mucus was 

previously attributed solely to altered mucus secretion by the host in response to the 

presence of microbes, and not to the difference in polymeric composition of the gut fluid. 

Given our results, however, we hypothesized that mucus compression by intestinal 

polymers may also contribute to this phenomenon: these polymers remain intact in GF 

mice, which lack the gut microbiota that normally degrade these polymers into smaller 

non-compressing fragments. In agreement with this hypothesis, washing the GF explant 

with excess cold saline, which should dilute out any polymers present in the sample, 

restored the mucus to the thickness observed in SPF mice (Figure 3.4b). This result was 

surprising, because it could not have been the result of a host response to the presence of 
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microbes. To further test the effect of intestinal polymers on mucus compression, we 

isolated and analyzed the liquid fractions of the colonic contents of GF and SPF mice. As 

expected (Figure 3.S10), the GF contents were enriched in higher molecular weight 

polymers compared to the SPF contents, reflecting polymeric degradation by the SPF gut 

microbiota. We therefore predicted that the GF contents would compress colonic mucus 

more than the SPF contents. In agreement with this prediction, while SPF contents did not 

appreciably compress colonic mucus, the GF contents compressed colonic mucus by ≈70% 

of its initial washed thickness, for washed explants obtained from either SPF or GF mice 

(Figure 3.4c). This finding indicates that gut microbes, by modifying the polymeric 

composition of intestinal contents, can actively modulate the compression state of the 

colonic mucus hydrogel (Figure 3.4d).   
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Figure 3.4: Gut microbes can modulate mucus compression by modifying the 
polymeric composition of intestinal contents. (a) Mucus compression induced by 
dietary polymers, determined using the ex vivo microparticle method. Each data 
point represents the mean of a series of five measurements on a single explant; error 
bars represent measurement uncertainty. Inset shows data for pectin and pullulan 
with semilogarithmic axes. (b and c) Mucus (b) thickness or (c) compression 
measurements determined using (purple) ex vivo microparticle method or (grey) FC 
oil method, for explants from SPF or GF mice. Last bar in (b) shows measurements 
for washed GF explants. Data are presented as means ± SEM. We also found using 
our ex vivo method that SPF contents only compressed mucus on a GF explant by 5 
± 2% (n=1). (d) Schematic depicting how microbial degradation of polymers alters 
mucus compression. 
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Discussion 

This work highlights the role of mucus as a dynamic biomaterial that responds to the 

polymeric composition of its environment. Our experiments reveal a previously unknown 

mechanism by which polymers in the gut—including dietary fibers abundant in our diet 

and therapeutic polymers ingested to relieve intestinal distress—alter the structure of the 

colonic mucus hydrogel. We speculate that this phenomenon may play a role in studies 

involving dietary fibers or therapeutic polymers, or their metabolism by microbes, in the 

gut. This could potentially have considerable physiological consequences—e.g. altering 

the access of pathogens or endotoxins to the epithelium. Investigating these effects will be 

a valuable direction for future work.  

The work presented here focused on mucus compression induced by PEG, an uncharged 

polymer that has minimal chemical interactions with biomolecules and is often used as a 

therapeutic in the gut. We also observed similar behavior for several dietary polymers, 

suggesting that exploring a wider range of gut polymers will be a useful direction for future 

experiments. Polymers are also commonly used for the fundamental characterization of 

mucus itself, with the assumption that they do not alter the hydrogel structure. For example, 

a polymer solution (e.g. “OCT” compound) is frequently used in cryosection experiments 

that seek to preserve mucus structure e.g. (33–36). The polymer-induced compression that 

we describe in this paper may impact such experiments; indeed, in preliminary 

experiments, we have found that OCT compound actually alters mucus structure 

considerably. Our work thus highlights the importance of understanding polymer-mucus 

interactions, and their resultant biological effects, in experimental design and 

interpretation.  

Our data show that the extent of compression is strongly dependent on polymer 

concentration and molecular weight; this behavior is remarkably similar to the compression 

of synthetic hydrogels, which is known to arise from a combination of enthalpic and 

entropic effects. The role played by these different effects remains to be elucidated, even 

for the case of simple synthetic hydrogels. However, our data suggest that, similar to the 
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synthetic case, polymer-induced compression of mucus—a complex biological hydrogel—

can be described using Flory-Huggins theory. Our results thus motivate further work 

studying the physics underlying hydrogel compression, and the theoretical description 

presented here provides a basis for more sophisticated biophysical modeling that could 

incorporate effects such as non-isotropic structure of the mucus network (37), viscoelastic 

relaxation of the mucus hydrogel, or electrostatic interactions (further outlined in SI 

Materials and Methods). This could lead to new strategies for designing polymer-based 

therapeutics to controllably and predictably alter the morphology of gut mucus. Moreover, 

this work provides a general biophysical framework for investigating similar, previously 

overlooked, polymer-induced effects in other biological hydrogels, such as airway mucus, 

cervico-vaginal mucus, or extracellular matrix in tissues.  

Materials and Methods 

Details of animals used. Except where otherwise noted, all mice were male or female 

specific pathogen free (SPF) or germ-free (GF) C57BL/6 mice between 2-6 months of age, 

fed a standard solid chow diet and given water ad libitum. The mice given only sucrose or 

only sucrose + PEG were first raised on a standard solid chow diet and given water ad 

libitum, then maintained on a restricted diet consisting only of 5% w/v sucrose or 5% w/v 

sucrose + 7% w/v PEG 200k in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4, without calcium 

and magnesium, Corning, Corning, NY, USA) given ad libitum for the 24 h period 

preceding euthanasia. All animal experiments were approved by the Caltech  IACUC. 

Details of microscopy  

All imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM 510 upright confocal microscope, or a Zeiss 

LSM 880 upright confocal microscope, using either brightfield microscopy, confocal 

fluorescence microscopy (543 nm excitation / 560 nm long-pass filter, or 488 nm excitation 

/ 505 nm long-pass filter), confocal reflectance microscopy (514 nm excitation / 505 nm 

long-pass filter), or two-photon microscopy (800 nm excitation / 650 nm long-pass filter). 

We collected 3D stacks consisting of multiple xy slices at different z positions.  
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Imaging of unwashed tissue  

We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon and immediately flushed it gently with 

Fluorinert FC 40 oil (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA), which is immiscible with the aqueous 

contents of the colon. We then immediately cut the colon segment open along the 

longitudinal axis, and mounted the opened tissue (luminal surface facing upward) onto a 

glass slide or a Petri dish using GLUture topical tissue adhesive (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL, 

USA). We then gently deposited ~0.5-2 mL of additional FC 40 oil onto the exposed 

luminal surface. The FC 40 is immiscible with water and with the mucus hydrogel; this 

procedure thus retained the adherent mucus in its in vivo “unwashed” state and prevented 

it from dehydrating.  

Imaging of washed tissue  

We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon and immediately flushed it gently with ice-

cold 1x PBS, and placed ~1 cm long segments of the mid-colon in ice-cold PBS. We then 

cut and mounted the colon segments as described for unwashed tissues, always ensuring 

the explant surface was covered in PBS to prevent any dehydration. We then gently 

deposited the test solution onto the explant.   

Thickness measurements of washed mucus hydrogel 

In each experiment, after placing a suspension of 1 μm diameter microparticles onto the 

exposed luminal surface, we incubated the tissue at 4 ºC for 1-2 h. We simultaneously 

imaged both the epithelium and the deposited microparticles using confocal or two-photon 

reflectance microscopy, and determined the mucus thickness by measuring the distance 

between the epithelial surface and the deposited microparticles.  

Quantifying polymer-induced compression of washed mucus hydrogel 

After measuring the initial washed mucus thickness, we gently deposited ~ 0.2-2mL of the 

test polymer solution onto the exposed luminal surface, then collected the same 3D stacks 
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at the same xy fields of view, and re-measured the distance between the epithelial surface 

and the deposited microparticles.   

Flory-Huggins model of compression  

We used the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions to describe polymer interactions 

with the mucus hydrogel, treating the mucus as a cross-linked hydrogel swollen in a good 

solvent. First, we calculated the total free energy of the ternary solvent-mucus-polymer 

system, §, given by the sum of the elastic free energy, §3∂, which accounts for deformations 

of the individual mucus network strands, and the free energy of mixing the polymer and 

the solvent with the mucus hydrogel, §c. The total change in free energy is then Δ§ =

Δ§c + Δ§3∂  where Δ§c is given by the Flory-Huggins (30, 38, 39) free energy of mixing 

and Δ§3∂  is given by rubber elasticity. At equilibrium, the chemical potentials of both the 

solvent and the free polymer, °• ≡ £§/£ó• and °B ≡ £§/£óB, must be equal inside and 

outside of the mucus network; these equalities provided Eqs. 3.1-4 shown in the main text, 

which represent the central result of the Flory-Huggins model and have been successfully 

used to describe polymer-induced compression of synthetic hydrogels (30).  

Experiments using liquid fraction of colonic contents. Immediately after euthanizing a 

mouse, we collected its colonic contents in a polypropylene spin column with a 30 μm pore 

size filter (Thermo Scientific Pierce, Waltham, MA, USA), always kept on ice, and 

centrifuged at 17,000g for 100 min at 4 ºC. We then collected the liquid supernatant from 

the collection tube. For each of the experiments shown in Fig. 4c, we incubated a washed 

explant with 1 μm microparticles and used two-photon microscopy to first measure the 

initial, washed mucus thickness. We then gently deposited 100 μL of the liquid fraction of 

colonic contents on the exposed luminal explant surface, and re-imaged to measure the 

change in mucus thickness.  
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Supporting Information  

Details of animals used 

Except where otherwise noted, all mice were male or female specific pathogen free (SPF) 

or germ-free (GF) C57BL/6 mice between 2-6 months of age, fed a standard solid chow 

diet and given water ad libitum. The GF chow was autoclaved and was formulated to have 

similar nutritional profile after autoclaving as the SPF chow. The mice given only sucrose 

or only sucrose + PEG were first raised on a standard solid chow diet and given water ad 

libitum, then maintained on a restricted diet consisting only of 5% sucrose or 5% sucrose 

+ 7% PEG 200k in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4, without calcium and 

magnesium, Corning, Corning, NY, USA) given ad libitum for the 24 h period preceding 

euthanasia. Four hours after we started administering each of the restricted liquid diets, we 

moved each test mouse to a new, clean cage to minimize the effects of coprophagy.  

Details of microscopy 

All imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM 510 upright confocal microscope, or a Zeiss 

LSM 880 upright confocal microscope, using either brightfield microscopy, confocal 

fluorescence microscopy (543 nm excitation / 560 nm long-pass filter, or 488 nm excitation 

/ 505 nm long-pass filter), confocal reflectance microscopy (514 nm excitation / 505 nm 

long-pass filter or 505-735 nm detection), or two-photon microscopy (800 nm excitation / 

650 nm long-pass filter). We collected 3D stacks consisting of multiple xy slices at 

different z positions.  

Imaging of unwashed tissue  

We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon and immediately flushed it gently with 

Fluorinert FC 40 oil (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA), which is immiscible with the aqueous 

contents of the colon. We then immediately cut the colon segment open along the 

longitudinal axis, and mounted the opened tissue (luminal surface facing upward) onto a 

glass slide or a Petri dish using GLUture topical tissue adhesive (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL, 
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USA). We then gently deposited ~0.5-2 mL of additional FC 40 oil onto the exposed 

luminal surface. The FC 40 is immiscible with water and with the mucus hydrogel; this 

procedure thus retained the adherent mucus in its in vivo “unwashed” state and prevented 

it from dehydrating. We imaged the explant with two-photon microscopy. For some mice, 

we took multiple explant samples, and for some explant samples we collected multiple 3D 

stacks at different fields of view.  

We determined the mean mucus thickness (grey bars in Figures 3.1 and 3.4) for each stack 

obtained from an explant by measuring the distance between the epithelial surface (Figure 

3.S1a-b) and the FC oil-hydrogel interface at five random positions in xy. In some cases 

this was repeated for multiple fields of view. When multiple colonic explants were obtained 

from a single mouse, we calculated the mean mucus thickness of an individual mouse. In 

Figures 3.1 and 3.4, the thickness values reported are the mean values of the individual 

mice thicknesses. The error bar on each value reported in Figures 3.1 and 3.4 is the standard 

error of the mean (SEM), calculated by taking the standard deviation of mucus thickness 

for a single mouse and dividing by √ó (n, number of different mice).  

Imaging of washed tissue  

We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon and immediately flushed it gently with ice-

cold 1x PBS, and placed ~1 cm long segments of the mid-colon in ice-cold PBS, ensuring 

that the ionic composition was homogenized throughout the mucus hydrogel environment. 

We then cut and mounted the colon segments as described for unwashed tissues, always 

ensuring the explant surface was covered in PBS to prevent any dehydration or ionic 

imbalance, and surrounding (but not contacting) the tissue with >10 ~10 μL drops of water 

to maintain a humid environment. The measured mucus hydrogel thickness was consistent 

with the distance measured when we imaged using FC oil and consistent with other 

reported measurements (8), did not change appreciably over an observation time of 2.5 h, 

and was similar for probes of other sizes (250 nm in diameter or larger) as discussed in the 

main text, further confirming the validity of our approach. We then gently deposited an 

additional ~10-200 μL drop of test solution containing the fluorescent probes onto the 
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explant. We imaged the explant with confocal reflectance or two-photon microscopy. For 

some mice, we took multiple explant samples and for some explant samples, we collected 

multiple 3D stacks at different fields of view. The levels of the images in Figure 3.2a were 

non-linearly adjusted in Adobe Illustrator for clarity in print using the following input and 

output levels: 82, 1, 246 / 0, 255 (bright field), 34, 0.78, 172 / 0, 205 (confocal reflectance), 

51, 0.91, 140 / 0, 255 (two-photon). 

Thickness measurements of washed mucus hydrogel 

In each experiment, after placing a suspension of 1 μm diameter microparticles onto the 

exposed luminal surface, we incubated the tissue at 4 ºC for 1-2 h, longer than the time 

required for the microparticles to diffuse across the vertical extent of the mucus in free 

solution (40 min). This ensured that the microparticles deposited onto the mucus hydrogel 

surface. We simultaneously imaged both the epithelium and the deposited microparticles 

using brightfield, confocal reflectance, or two-photon reflectance microscopy.  

To determine the mean mucus thickness for tissue obtained from a single mouse (green, 

light blue, dark blue and pink points in the bottom graph of Figure 3.2d), for each stack on 

a washed explant, we measured the distance between the epithelial surface and the center 

of the deposited microparticles at five random positions in xy spanning the entire field of 

view. In some cases this process was repeated for multiple fields of view. If multiple 

colonic explants were obtained from the same mouse, the thickness was measured in the 

same way. We then took each of these individual thickness measurements at each xy 

position from all the individual mice, explants and fields of view and calculated the mean 

and standard deviation. The thickness values reported in Figure 3.2d are these mean values, 

and the error bars are the associated standard deviation. The washed values and error bars 

reported Figure 3.4 (purple bars), were determined as described in the section of the 

Methods: “Imaging of unwashed tissue.”  

Experiments with probes of different sizes. We used (all in 1x PBS): Methoxyl 

polyethylene glycol-FITC (mPEG-FITC, Nanocs, Boston, MA, USA), weight averaged 
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molecular weight 350, 1.2 x 10-2 mg/mL; mPEG-FITC (Nanocs), weight averaged 

molecular weight 5 kDa, 3.3 x 10-2 mg/mL; mPEG-FITC (Nanocs), weight averaged 

molecular weight 200 kDa, 0.6 mg/mL; FITC–dextran (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 

USA), average molecular weight 2 MDa, 0.1 mg/mL; Fluorescent polystyrene 

microparticles (micromer, from micromod GmbH, Rostock, Germany), coated with PEG 

300 to render them chemically inert (40), 0.02-0.2% volume fraction of manufacturer-

reported average diameters 100 nm, 250 nm, 500 nm, 1 μm, or 5 μm. Penetration 

measurements used fluorescently labeled polymers at concentrations below those that 

cause mucus compression. 

We characterized probes or polymers 500 nm or smaller using dynamic light scattering 

performed on 200-500 μL of each sample with a Wyatt Dynapro NanoStar instrument. The 

data were collected and analyzed using Wyatt DYNAMICS software 7.1. Hydrodynamic 

radii were determined by fitting the data using a regularization analysis. The wavelength 

of the laser was 658 nm and the scattering angle was 90º. The microparticle solutions were 

unfiltered, while we filtered the polymer solutions using either a 0.2 μm Fisherbrand (PEG 

400, PEG 6 kDa, PEG 200 kDa, fluorescent PEG 200 kDa, fluorescent dextran 2 MDa, 

fluorescent PEG 5 kDa) or a 0.45 μm Puradisc (pullulan, dextrin) syringe filter. All samples 

were dispersed in 1x PBS, and we used the following concentrations or volume fractions: 

3 mg/mL (fluorescent PEG 200 kDa), 1 mg/mL (fluorescent dextran 2 MDa), 0.1% v/v 

(100 nm particles), 0.01% v/v (250 nm particles), 0.02% v/v (500 nm particles), 100 

mg/mL (PEG 400), 10 mg/mL (PEG 6 kDa), 0.5 mg/mL (PEG 200 kDa), 10 mg/mL 

(pullulan), 10 mg/mL (dextrin), 0.25 mg/mL (fluorescent PEG 5 kDa). The acquisition time 

was 5 s, and 10-20 acquisitions were taken for each sample. We characterized the 1 μm 

and 5 μm microparticles using optical microscopy. 

Polymers used for compression measurements. We used (all in 1x PBS): PEG 400, weight-

averaged molecular weight 380-420 Da (Acros Organics, Pittsburgh, PA, USA); PEG 6k, 

weight-averaged molecular weight 5.6-6.6 kDa (Acros Organics); PEG 200k, viscosity-

averaged molecular weight 200 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich); Dextrin, average molecular weight 
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between ~1-70 kDa (41–44) (Walgreens, Deerfield, IL, USA); Pullulan from 

Aureobasidium pullulans, average molecular weight between ~50 kDa – 4 MDa (45–49) 

(Sigma-Aldrich); Pectin from apple, weight averaged molecular weight ~100 kDa (50) 

(Sigma-Aldrich). We estimated the average radius of gyration, Rg,p, of the PEG 400, 6k, 

and 200k as ≈ 0.7 nm, 3 nm, and 22 nm, respectively, using published measurements (51) 

and our own dynamic light scattering measurements. 

Quantifying polymer-induced compression of washed mucus hydrogel 

After measuring the initial washed mucus thickness, we gently deposited ~ 0.2-2mL of the 

test polymer solution onto the exposed luminal surface and then collected the same 3D 

stacks at the same xy fields of view. To measure the “percent compression”, or the overall 

percentage change in the thickness, of the colonic mucus after exposure to the polymer 

solution, we measured the thickness before and after exposure to the solution at the same 

five xy positions, using the distance between the epithelial surface and the deposited 

microparticles in the 3D stacks. To calculate the percentage compression, we calculated 

the percentage change in the thickness measured, as well as the measurement uncertainty 

(using the optical slice thickness as the experimental uncertainty in the measured 

thickness), at each of these five xy positions. We then calculated the percentage 

compression as the mean of these five measured values. The error bars show the uncertainty 

in the percentage compression measurement, which was calculated using the experimental 

uncertainty in each of the five strain measurements.  

To explore the generality of the observed compression, we tested a number of different 

conditions, and found similar behavior (as shown in Figure 3.3b) for mice of different 

genders and strains, for washed explants originating from germ-free or microbe-colonized 

mice, for different buffers (PBS or HEPES), for buffers also containing protease inhibitor, 

for polymer solutions prepared using the liquid fraction of SPF mice colonic contents 

instead of buffer, for experiments performed at 22ºC or 37ºC, for a similar, but charged, 

polymer, and in the presence and the absence of Mg2+ ions. We note that other multivalent 

cations (e.g. Ca2+) have been found to induce additional structural changes in mucins, 
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although no measurable changes were reported for Mg2+ (52). We also note that, in vivo, 

water may be absorbed from the lumen into the epithelium depending on the delivery 

medium e.g. as reported in (53). We speculate that this could concentrate the polymer in 

the lumen, possibly enhancing the mucus compression we measured ex vivo.  

Flory-Huggins model of compression  

We used the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions to describe polymer interactions 

with the mucus hydrogel. The adherent mucus is a hydrogel with a network (10, 37, 54) 

comprised of MUC2 proteins having alternating hydrophilic, densely-glycosylated regions, 

which make up the strands of the hydrogel network, and hydrophobic, non-glycosylated 

regions, which help to cross-link the network, which is also cross-linked via physical 

entanglements, electrostatic interactions, and chemical cross-links such as disulfide bonds 

(55, 56). We therefore modeled the mucus as a cross-linked hydrogel swollen in a good 

solvent. For simplicity, we treated this hydrogel as being structurally isotropic; our model 

does not incorporate any possible supramolecular structuring of the colonic mucus 

hydrogel (37). We made the simplifying assumption that the mucus behaves as an elastic 

gel; while hydrogels, including colonic mucus, are known to be viscoelastic—they relax 

stresses over long times—the reversibility of the observed polymer-induced compression, 

and the observed unchanging thickness of the hydrogel after compression, suggest that the 

colonic mucus is elastic on the timescale of our experiments. This idea is supported by 

rheological measurements on a scraped porcine colonic mucus hydrogel, which exhibits 

elastic behavior for timescales of at least ~100 s (57). Moreover, this assumption has been 

successfully used to describe the compression of synthetic hydrogels that also contain 

chemical cross-links (30, 31). However, we note that the exact details of mucus hydrogel 

rheology remain unknown; we therefore chose to describe the mucus hydrogel as 

“viscoelastic” in the text for the sake of generality, thereby including any possible elastic 

or viscous response. Incorporating further details of mucus hydrogel rheology into our 

theoretical model, such as any possible viscous relaxation at long timescales and the 
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relative importance of the different forms of cross-linking in the network, will be an 

important direction for future work. 

First, we calculated the total free energy of the ternary solvent-mucus-polymer system, §, 

given by the sum of the elastic free energy, §3∂	—which accounts for deformations of the 

individual mucus network strands, thus inhibiting the unphysical case of full mixing of the 

mucins and solvent—and the free energy of mixing the polymer and the solvent with the 

mucus hydrogel, §c. The buffered aqueous solutions are characterized by a high ionic 

concentration (ionic strength ≈ 170 mM) and therefore a Debye screening length ≈ 0.7 nm, 

over two orders of magnitude smaller than the hydrogel mesh size, suggesting that 

electrostatic interactions may not play a significant role in our system. Indeed, theoretical 

predictions for charged semidilute polymer solutions reduce to those for uncharged 

semidilute polymer solutions when the solvent has a high ionic concentration such as ours 

e.g. (58). This idea is also supported by experimental measurements of charged particle 

diffusion in a mucus hydrogel, which show results similar to the case of uncharged particles 

at high ionic concentrations similar to ours (59). We therefore did not consider electrostatic 

effects (58, 60–63) in our work; considering these effects will be an interesting direction 

for future work.  

The total change in free energy can thus be written as 

Δ§ = Δ§c + Δ§3∂ 

(Eq. 3.5) 

and Δ§c is given by the Flory-Huggins (30, 38, 39) free energy of mixing, 

Δ§c = %Pπyód®óéd +yódéµmdµ
d∫µd

ª 

 (Eq. 3.6) 
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where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, ód is the number of moles of species i, éd  

is the volume fraction of species i, and mdµ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 

between species i and j; here, we denote solvent, mucus and free polymers as i = S, M, P, 

respectively. To describe the free energy of elastic deformation we used rubber elasticity, 

assuming affine deformation of the network (30, 38):  

Δ§3∂ =
Y
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(Eq. 3.7) 

where é¶  is the mucus hydrogel volume fraction, é¶ß  is the mucus hydrogel volume 

fraction in its initial preparation state, ƒ• is the molar volume of the solvent, and K¶ is the 

average number of mucin Kuhn segments, the stiff segments making up each mucin 

network strand, between cross-links of the network. More sophisticated forms of the elastic 

free energy would be interesting to explore in future work; we note that the exact choice of 

the elastic energy may not impact the calculated hydrogel compression trends considerably 

(29, 30).  

At equilibrium, the chemical potentials of both the solvent and the free polymer, °• ≡

£§/£ó• and °B ≡ £§/£óB, must be equal inside and outside of the mucus network: 

 °•d{ = °•N™´ 

(Eq. 3.8) 

°Bd{ = °BN™´ 

(Eq. 3.9) 

By substituting equations 3.6 and 3.7 into equation 3.5, and differentiating with respect to 

the number moles of solvent and free polymer, we obtained Eqs. 3.1-4 shown in the main 
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text, which represent the central result of the Flory-Huggins model and have been 

successfully used to describe polymer-induced compression of synthetic hydrogels (30). 

These equations are also subject to the constraints é•d{ + é¶ + éBd{ = 1  and é•N™´ + ¥ = 1. 

We first treated the polymer-free case (i = 0), which describes the initial swollen state of 

the mucus hydrogel. The system is described by Eq. 1 with °•d{ = °•N™´ = 0  and éBd{ = 0; 

this provided us with a relationship between é¶ß  , m•¶, K¶, and the mucus volume fraction 

in this initial swollen state, which we denote as é¶a  . Direct measurements of é¶a   are 

lacking; we chose a value of é¶a = 0.01 , well within in the range of estimates (64–68) of 

the volume fraction of swollen mucus, and tested the sensitivity of our results to variations 

in the numerical parameters used, with the constraint relating é¶ß  ,  m•¶,  K¶,  and é¶a  

(Figure 3.S9). As a simplifying assumption, we took é¶ß  to be approximately equal to the 

mucin volume fraction when initially packed in secretory granules, before being released 

into the intestinal lumen to form the swollen, cross-linked adherent hydrogel. We found in 

our sensitivity analysis (Figure 3.S9) that our results are only weakly sensitive to the choice 

of the value of  é¶ß . We therefore chose a value é¶ß = 0.13, within the range of published 

measurements (69–71) for mucin and other similar secretory granules. However, more 

work is required to quantitatively determine the exact value of é¶ß . We expect water to be 

a good solvent for the mucin network strands, due to the preponderance of hydroxyl, 

carboxyl and sulfate groups in the glycosylated domains; we therefore chose m•¶ = 0. We 

estimated K¶  using published measurements in two different ways. In the first approach, 

we used measured values (64, 72–75) of the MUC2 radius of gyration,%[,¶, and Kuhn 

length, ç¶, combined with the relationship for mucus strands swollen in a good solvent 

(39, 67, 76, 77), %[,¶ ≈ ç¶K¶
Y/≈. In the second approach, we used our direct measurements 

of the mucus hydrogel mesh size, combined with the published measurements of ç¶, to 

estimate K¶. In both cases, we found K¶ ≈ 20 − 10,000. The values of é¶ß , m•¶, and é¶a , 

together with Eq. 3.1, yielded K¶ ≈ 1000, in this estimated range; we therefore chose 

K¶ ≈ 1000. Again, we found qualitatively similar results for different values of K¶  

(Figure 3.S9).  
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We next investigated how added polymer (i > 0) changed the extent to which the mucus 

hydrogel is swollen, and therefore, its equilibrium thickness. We numerically solved Eqs. 

3.8-9 for é¶ and éBd{, varying i; this yielded the curves presented in Figure 3.3a. We 

focused on the case in which the added polymer is PEG 400, 6k, or 200k, as used in our 

experiments. We took the number of segments of each PEG, y, to be the number of PEG 

Kuhn segments, and estimated this (39) using the relationship %[,B ≈ çB©∆, where %[,B 

and çB are the PEG radius of gyration and Kuhn length, respectively, choosing † = 0.58, 

consistent with the measured range (39, 51, 78–81) † = 0.537 − 0.588. Published 

measurements (82–84) yield çB ≈ 0.76 − 1.8	óò; we therefore chose çB = 1.28	óò, in 

this range. We estimated  %[,B using our measurements of the PEG 400, 6k, and 200k 

hydrodynamic radii, and converted these to radii of gyration using the Kirkwood-Riseman 

relationship (85–87). The relationship between %[,B, çB, and y thus yielded y = 1, 4, and 

146 for PEG 400, 6k, and 200k, respectively, which we used for the main simulations (Fig. 

3a). Based on published measurements for PEG (30, 88), we set m•B = 0.45. The chemical 

interactions between PEG and mucins are thought to be slightly attractive or neutral. We 

therefore estimated m¶B to be between 0 and 0.5, and chose m¶B = 0.3. 

This Flory-Huggins framework has been successfully applied to qualitatively describe 

polymer-induced compression of a number of synthetic hydrogels (30, 31, 89–93). 

However, it is a simple mean-field theory, does not take into account correlations between 

monomers, and assumes affine deformation of a homogeneous gel. We therefore did not 

expect strong quantitative agreement between the experiments and numerical calculations. 

However, we observed similar behavior between the two, using parameters that are 

consistent with experimentally measured values. In particular, the Flory-Huggins 

calculations showed that the free polymer does induce compression of the network, even 

though in the calculations the polymer could penetrate into the mucus hydrogel, and the 

trends we observed experimentally are qualitatively similar to those predicted by the 

model. Moreover, we found that polymers of higher molecular weights required a lower 

monomer volume fraction to compress the network, consistent with our experimental 

observations. One reason for this is the entropic penalty paid by PEG to penetrate the 
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mucus; because this penalty is larger for larger polymers, they are more likely to be 

excluded from the mucus hydrogel, and therefore can compress it more by elevating the 

difference between external and internal osmotic pressure. Consistent with this 

expectation, we found that the higher molecular weight PEG was more likely to be 

excluded from the mucus hydrogel (Figure 3.S9e). 

More sophisticated modeling could build on the work presented here by incorporating 

effects such as structuring of the colonic mucus hydrogel (37), viscoelastic relaxation of 

the mucus network, chemical adhesion (40) or electrostatic interactions, or polymer 

complex formation. For example, PEG has been observed to form complexes with 

polycarboxylic acids (30, 94–98), via hydrogen bonding between the ether oxygen of PEG 

and un-dissociated carboxylic groups; similar effects could play a role in our experimental 

system. We note, however, that at the physiological pH explored in our work, the carboxyl 

groups found on the sialic acid residues of mucins are negatively charged (54, 56) and 

complexation is unlikely (Figure 3.S7).  

Experiments using liquid fraction of colonic contents. Immediately after euthanizing a 

mouse, we collected its colonic contents in a polypropylene spin column with a 30 μm pore 

size filter (Thermo Scientific Pierce, Waltham, MA, USA), always kept on ice, and 

centrifuged at 17,000g for 100 min at 4ºC. We then collected the liquid supernatant from 

the collection tube. We combined the liquid fraction thus obtained from multiple mice, 

both male and female, 3-4 months in age, to obtain enough sample for the experiments, 

and stored aliquots at -20 ºC until experimental use.  

To test whether luminal contents could affect the polymer-induced mucus compression 

reported here, we used our ex vivo approach to also test compression induced by polymer 

solutions prepared in the thawed liquid fraction of SPF mice colonic contents instead of 

buffer. We tested both 3.1% w/v PEG 200k and 48.5% w/v dextrin, using the SPF liquid 

fraction as the solvent in both cases. In both cases, we verified that addition of the polymer 

to the SPF liquid fraction did not result in the formation of precipitates. In each case, we 

incubated a washed explant with 1 μm microparticles and used confocal reflectance 
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microscopy to first measure the initial, washed mucus thickness. We then gently deposited 

65-75 μL of the test solution on the exposed luminal explant surface, and re-imaged to 

measure the change in mucus thickness. We found that the mucus hydrogel compressed by 

55 ± 2% in the case of PEG 200k and 52 ± 2% in the case of dextrin, similar to the 

compressed measured for the same polymers in saline (as shown in Figures 3.3b and 3.4a). 

This result suggests that additional luminal contents do not mask the effect of polymers in 

the gut. Further investigations along these lines will be an interesting extension of our 

work. 

For each of the experiments shown in Figure 3.4c, we incubated a washed explant with 1 

μm microparticles and used two-photon microscopy to first measure the initial, washed 

mucus thickness. We then thawed the frozen liquid fraction of colonic contents, gently 

deposited 100 μL of it on the exposed luminal explant surface, and re-imaged to measure 

the change in mucus thickness. We then obtained successive 3D stacks to verify that the 

thickness did not change in time over a time period of ~10-30 minutes. We also collected 

multiple 3D stacks at different fields of view on the same tissue explant, and for different 

tissue explants obtained from multiple mice. The difference between the SPF and GF 

chromatograms in Figure 3.S10a-b suggested that, as expected (99–103), the GF contents 

were enriched in polymers of higher molecular weight compared to the SPF contents, and  

that these polymers were comparable in size to ~200-700kDa pullulan standards. As 

described in the main text, we found that the SPF contents did not appreciably compress 

colonic mucus, indicating that any residual polymers present in the SPF contents (after 

microbial degradation) were insufficient to compress the hydrogel; this result is also 

consistent with our observation that SPF mice and mice maintained on a sucrose diet had 

colonic mucus hydrogels of comparable thickness (Figure 3.1, p = 0.3). By contrast, we 

found that the GF contents compressed colonic mucus by ≈70% of its initial washed 

thickness, for washed explants obtained from either SPF or GF mice (Figure 3.4c). This 

finding indicates that gut microbes, by modifying the polymeric composition of intestinal 

contents, can actively modulate the compression state of the colonic mucus hydrogel 

(Figure 3.4d). 
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Supplemental Figures 

 

  

Figure 3.S1:  Images of murine epithelium in the xy and xz planes. (a) Two-photon and 
(b) bright-field micrographs of unwashed epithelium from a mouse fed standard chow, 
imaged under FC oil. (c, d) Sideviews of lectin-stained epithelium washed with saline 
and imaged under aqueous solutions. Staining was performed by incubating a colon 
explant with 200 μL of a test solution of 2 mg/mL Rhodamine Ulex Europaeus 
Agglutinin I (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), which stains α-L-fucose 
residues on the surface of epithelial cells, in HEPES buffer in a sealed petri dish for 10 
min at 4 ºC, then washing the exposed luminal side with several milliliters of ice-cold 
1x PBS. We then immediately imaged the explant surface using (c) confocal 
fluorescence microscopy (543 nm excitation / 560 nm long-pass filter) and (d) confocal 
reflectance microscopy (514 nm excitation / 505 nm long-pass filter). Epithelial surface 
is indicated by green arrows, confirming that the position of the epithelium agrees 
between the different imaging modalities. The adherent mucus hydrogel overlies the 
epithelium in the direction of increasing z above the green arrows. All scale bars, 30 
μm. 
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Figure 3.S2: False-color sideview showing WGA-stained adherent mucus hydrogel. 
We first deposited 1 μm diameter microparticles onto the explant surface of a freshly 
excised, washed, and mounted colonic explant. After incubating for 1 h at 4 ºC, we 
then stained the colonic mucus with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), a fluorescent 
lectin that specifically binds to sialic acid sugar residues in the mucins. We prepared 
10 μg/mL of WGA-Oregon Green (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) in 1x PBS, 
placed a ~0.5 mL drop on the exposed surface of the explant and incubated the sealed 
petri dish for 5 min at room temperature. We then washed the exposed surface with 
several milliliters of ice-cold 1x PBS and immediately imaged the explant surface 
(lower magenta surface) and the deposited 1 μm microparticles (upper magenta 
circles) using confocal reflectance microscopy, and the stained mucus hydrogel using 
confocal fluorescence microscopy (488 nm excitation / 505 nm long-pass filter). 
Image is a superimposition of two separate, parallel sideviews taken at two 
neighboring positions in the xy plane. We observed that the position of the deposited 
microparticles agrees with the top of the stained mucus hydrogel. Scale bars, 30 μm. 
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Figure 3.S3: Co-localization of signal from microparticle probes and epithelium from 
different imaging modalities. (a) Brightfield, (b) fluorescence excitation and (c) 
reflectance images of 1 μm probes of the same xy slice. (d) An xz sideview of 
fluorescence signal from 1 μm probes. (e) The same xz sideview as in panel d but of 
the reflectance signal from 1 μm probes and epithelial surface. (f) Brightfield and (g) 
reflectance images of the epithelial surface of the same xy slice. The arrow linking 
panel (c) to panel (e) indicates the vertical position of the xy slice shown in panels (a)-
(c). The arrow linking panel (g) to panel (e) indicates the vertical position of the xy 
slice shown in panels (f)-(g). Scale bars, 30 μm. This confirms that the positions of the 
microparticles given by confocal reflectance and confocal fluorescence microscopy 
agree.  
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Figure 3.S4: Overview of image processing of confocal sideviews. To eliminate 
artifacts associated with staining and accelerate image acquisition, we used label-free 
confocal reflectance microscopy to simultaneously image the underlying epithelium 
(lower surface) and the microparticles deposited on the adherent mucus hydrogel 
(upper bright spots). To obtain the false-color sideviews, we first thresholded each 
sideview; (a) shows a representative xz sideview before processing, while (b) shows 
image after thresholding, with uniform enhancement of brightness and contrast across 
the entire image. The image was then split into two parts, and the epithelium was false-
colorized green (c) and the deposited microparticles or oil-mucus interface (for 
imaging of unwashed tissues with FC oil) were false-colorized magenta (d). Dashed 
lines indicate where images (c)–(d) were split. Merging these two channels produced 
the sideview images shown, exemplified by (e). Scale bars, 30 μm. Unless otherwise 
noted, all of our experiments mapped z ranges spanning from below the epithelial 
surface to well above the mucus hydrogel surface. Each of the sideview images 
presented in this paper was cropped and scaled in xz for clarity (indicated by the x and 
z scale bars), to focus on the region corresponding to the mucus hydrogel. 
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Figure 3.S5: False-color sideviews (xz plane) of 3D stacks showing probes excluded 
from (top row) or penetrating (bottom row) the mucus hydrogel. (a) Mixture of both 
250 nm and 1 μm microparticles and (b) 500 nm particles were excluded from the 
adherent mucus hydrogel. The probes (magenta) were unable to diffuse through the 
mucus, and instead deposited on top of the hydrogel. The probes and the epithelium 
were simultaneously imaged using (a) 514 nm excitation / 505 nm long-pass filter 
and (b) 800 nm excitation / 650 nm long-pass filter. (c) Fluorescent PEG 200 kDa, 
(d) fluorescent dextran 2 MDa, (e) fluorescent 100 nm microparticle probes all 
penetrate the hydrogel. Note that polymers in (a) and (b) were used at concentrations 
below those that cause mucus compression. The probes (magenta) diffused through 
the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium (green), except for some isolated 
regions immediately adjacent to the epithelium observed in some experiments (dark 
patches). The probes were imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy (488 nm 
excitation / 505 nm long-pass filter) and the epithelium was imaged using confocal 
reflectance microscopy. The adherent mucus hydrogel overlies the epithelium in the 
direction of increasing z above the green arrows; solid and dashed white lines in 
panel (c) indicate the approximate average and maximal positions of the top of the 
mucus, measured using 1 μm microparticles. Scale bars, 30 μm. In each experiment 
using probes of different sizes, after placing the test solution onto the exposed 
luminal surface, we incubated the tissue at 4 ºC for 1–2 h before imaging the 
explant. We estimated the time required for probes 100 nm or smaller to diffuse 
through the mucus as being < 10 min, and the time required for the 250 nm probes 
to diffuse across the vertical extent of the mucus in free solution as being ~10 min, 
both much shorter than the incubation time. We thus deduce that the fluorescent 
probes smaller than the measured mucus mesh size had sufficient time to diffuse 
through the mucus to the underlying epithelium, and that the measured exclusion of 
the larger probes reflects the presence of the adherent mucus hydrogel. 
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Figure 3.S6: Sideview showing penetration of mucus hydrogel by polymers. 
The polymer self-diffusion coefficient in the free solution outside the mucus, 
«»…33, is represented by «ß for the dilute polymer solutions, and can be 

estimated as «»…33 ≈ «ß D
 
 ∗
E
`À/Ã

 for the polymer solutions that were above 
their overlap concentration c*. Our experiments spanned D0 ≈ 10-11 to 3 x 10-

10 m2/s and c/c* ≈ 0-10, therefore Dfree ≈ 2 x 10-13 – 3 x 10-10 m2/s. The 
characteristic time taken for the polymers to diffuse through the mucus can 
thus be estimated as ranging from ~ 1 s to 1 h, shorter than the time taken to 
perform the experiments. We thus assume that the polymer molecules were 
able to diffuse through the mucus hydrogel before imaging commenced in all 
of the experiments. To study the steady-state penetration of the PEG into the 
adherent mucus hydrogel, we imaged two representative test solutions: (a) 
13% w/v PEG 6k spiked with 0.5 mg/mL FITC-PEG 5k, and (b) 3% w/v 
PEG 200k spiked with 0.6 mg/mL FITC-PEG 200k. Consistent with our 
expectation, in both cases, the polymer penetrated through the adherent 
mucus hydrogel and reached the underlying epithelium. Traces show the 
spatial variation of the x-averaged probes fluorescence intensity for the 
region indicated by the dashed black box. The probes (magenta) diffused 
through the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium (green). The 
probes were imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy and the 
epithelium was imaged using confocal reflectance microscopy. The adherent 
mucus hydrogel overlies the epithelium in the direction of increasing z above 
the epithelium; solid and dashed white lines show the average and maximal 
positions of the top of the mucus, measured using 1 μm microparticles. Scale 
bars, 30 μm. 
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Figure 3.S7: Fluorescence profiles of test solutions deposited on mucus hydrogel, 
before and after washing. We expect that the carboxyl groups on the mucin sialic 
acid residues were negatively charged in our experiments (pH ~ 7), and therefore, 
complexation between the added PEG and the mucins is minimal. Moreover, we took 
care to not expose PEG solutions to light and keep them at low temperatures when 
not in use, to minimize oxidation. To confirm that labeled PEG molecules were not 
chemically cross-linked to the mucus hydrogel as they diffused through the hydrogel, 
we performed four sets of fluorescence measurements, using as test solutions (a) 5μM 
fluorescein, (b) 15μM FITC-PEG 350, (c) 6 μM FITC-PEG 5k, (d) 15μM FITC-PEG 
350 in 60% w/v PEG 400. Four different explants were incubated with 1μm 
microparticles for >1 h, then imaged using confocal reflectance (to identify epithelial 
surface and microparticles on mucus) and confocal fluorescence (to quantify 
fluorescence of deposited test solution). Curves show fluorescence profiles of test 
solutions: horizontal axis shows measured fluorescence, averaged over a 450 μm x 
450 μm xy field of view, while vertical axis shows z position. Green and magenta 
arrows show average positions of epithelial surface and probes deposited on the 
mucus hydrogel surface. We first used PBS as the test solution to provide a measure 
of background fluorescence (blue curves). We then deposited dyed test solution on 
the mucus (orange curves). We then washed the explant with saline (green curves). 
Fluorescence profiles returned to background levels after washing, suggesting that 
strong chemical interactions (such as covalent reactions) between the labeled PEG 
and the mucus hydrogel do not occur. We used the same gain settings before and 
after. 
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Figure 3.S8: Optical properties of polymer solutions do not appreciably affect z 
measurements. (a) Schematic showing set up of control experiments, measuring 
separation between two parallel glass plates using the same confocal reflectance 
microscopy approach. The test solution infiltrated the open gap between the two 
plates. (b) We first quantified separation using PBS as the test solution filling the 
space between the two plates, and then used either 10% PEG 200k (test case 1), or 
60% PEG 400 (test case 2) as the test solution. Introduction of the polymer solution 
did not change the measured z separation appreciably, indicating that optical effects 
due to the presence of the polymer solution did not significantly affect the z 
measurements. 
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Figure 3.S9: Sensitivity of model predictions to variations in numerical parameters. Each 
panel shows numerical calculations (Materials and Methods) of the mucus hydrogel 
compression for different concentrations of PEG 400 (orange), 6k (blue), and 200k (green). 
Note that due to the constraint derived in the initial polymer-free case, some of the 
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parameters are coupled and cannot be varied independently. (a) ν0M values are varied and 
corresponding values of NM are adjusted to satisfy the initial polymer-free constraint. Light, 
solid traces correspond to ν0M = 0.07 and NM = 628, and light, dashed traces correspond to 
ν0M = 0.35 and NM = 2026. Note the overlap between the solid and dashed traces. (b) χSM 
values are varied and corresponding values of NM are adjusted to satisfy the initial polymer-
free constraint. Light, solid traces correspond to χSM =-0.2 and NM = 715, and light, dashed 
traces correspond to χSM =0.45 and NM = 9425. Upper and lower less opaque curves in 
Figure 3.2A, which correspond to χSM = 0.1 and -0.1, were characterized by NM = 1247 and 
NM = 833. (c) The number of Kuhn segments y for each PEG molecule is varied. Light, 
solid traces correspond to y = 1, 2, and 76, and light, dashed traces correspond to y = 1, 11 
and 611 for PEG 400, 6k, and 200k respectively. (d) χMP is varied. Light, solid traces 
correspond to χMP = 0 and light, dashed traces correspond to χMP = 0.5. In each panel, the 
dark solid traces are the simulations presented in Fig. 2a. In all cases, we observed similar 
trends of compression with polymer concentration and molecular weight as in the 
experiments. (e) Numerical calculations showing the partitioning between the hydrogel and 
solution phase for PEG 400 (orange), 6k (blue), and 200k (green). The ratio of PEG inside 
and outside the hydrogel (éd{B /i, denoted “Partitioning”) is plotted against the PEG 
concentration outside the hydrogel. Consistent with our expectation, the higher molecular 
weight polymer is more likely to be excluded from the mucus hydrogel.  
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Figure 3.S10: Gel permeation chromatography of luminal contents from SPF and GF 
mice. We used an Agilent 1100 HPLC with a binary pump and auto-sampler, which 
was connected to a Tosoh TSKgel G3000SWxl column equilibrated with 1x PBS, 
pH 7.4, flow rate: 0.7 ml/min. For detection of the polymers, a Wyatt DAWN 
HELEOS light scattering instrument with a Wyatt Optilab Rex refractive index 
detector was used. Detected peaks were analyzed using ASTRA V software. For the 
pullulan standards, the Agilent PL 2090-0101 Pullulan polysaccharide calibration kit 
(Agilent, Wilmington, DE, USA) was used. An injection volume of 50 μL was used 
for each. All samples were prepared in 1x phosphate buffered saline and run through 
a sterile syringe filter (Polyvinylidene Fluoride, 13 mm diameter, pore size of 0.22 
μm, Fisherbrand, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) before injection. For luminal contents, on the 
day of the experiment, frozen liquid fractions were warmed to room temperature for 
10–20 min, then diluted two-fold with 1x PBS. Samples were centrifuged at 12,000 
g at 4 ºC for 2 h in sterile centrifugal filters (Polyvinylidene Fluoride, pore size 0.22 
μm, from EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). After centrifugation, samples were 
allowed to equilibrate to room temperature for 30 min before injection. For all liquid 
fraction samples, an injection volume of 10 μL was used. If multiple runs were 
performed on the same sample, the remaining sample volume was stored at 4 ºC until 
prior runs were complete. (a) Chromatograms of luminal contents from four, 3-
month-old SPF males (purple) and two male and one female, 4-month-old GF (green) 
mice. Differential refractive index (dRI) is plotted against time (min). Both runs were 
run on the same day. (b) Chromatograms of luminal contents of GF mice (green) and 
pullulan standards (grey). Differential refractive index (dRI) is plotted against time 
(min). Concentrations and peak average MWs of the standards used were: (i) 5 mg/ml 
180 Da, (ii) 8 mg/ml 667 Da, (iii) 4 mg/ml 6,100 Da, (iv) 4 mg/ml 9,600 Da, (v) 1 
mg/ml 47,100 Da, (vi) 1 mg/ml 107,000 Da, and (vii) 1 mg/ml 194,000 Da, 344,000 
Da and 708,000 Da.  
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C h a p t e r  4  

FOOD POLYELECTROLYTES COMPRESS THE COLONIC MUCUS 
HYDROGEL BY A DONNAN MECHANISM 

1. A. Preska Steinberg, Z.-G. Wang, R. F. Ismagilov. 2019 “Food polyelectrolytes 
compress the colonic mucus hydrogel by a Donnan Mechanism”. Submitted. 

Abstract 

Systems consisting of a polyelectrolyte solution in contact with a cross-linked 

polyelectrolyte network are ubiquitous (e.g., biofilms, drug-delivering hydrogels, and 

mammalian extracellular matrices), yet the underlying physics governing these interactions 

is not well understood. Here, we find that carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), a 

polyelectrolyte commonly found in processed foods and associated with inflammation and 

obesity, compresses the colonic mucus hydrogel (a key regulator of host-microbe 

interactions and a protective barrier) in mice. The extent of this polyelectrolyte-induced 

compression is enhanced by the degree of polymer negative charge. Through animal 

experiments and numerical calculations, we find that this phenomenon can be described by 

a Donnan mechanism. Further, the observed behavior can be quantitatively described by a 

simple, one-parameter model. This work suggests that polymer charge should be 

considered when developing food products because of its potential role in modulating the 

protective properties of colonic mucus. 
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Introduction 

In this work, we sought to understand how polymer charge influences polymer-driven 

mucus compression. The colonic mucus hydrogel is a critical barrier in the colon—it is the 

nexus of host-microbe interactions and it protects against microbial infiltration and 

physical insults.1 This hydrogel, which lines the walls of the colon, is composed primarily 

of high molecular weight (MW) glycoproteins (~1.2 MDa) known as mucins and is held 

together by physical entanglements, chemical cross-links, and electrostatic interactions.2,3 

Although the microbiology and chemical-biology communities have exhaustively studied 

how microbes interact with this hydrogel and its biochemical composition,1,2,4,5 the 

underlying physics that governs the structural features of the colonic mucus hydrogel has 

only recently begun to be explored.6 In particular, it is vital to understand what influences 

the de-swelling or compression of this hydrogel, because several studies have found 

correlations between changes in the mesh size and thickness of colonic mucus and changes 

in host health.7,8 Our recent work has found that neutral or uncharged polymers can 

compress the colonic mucus hydrogel by a mechanism that can be described using a simple, 

first-principles thermodynamics model based on Flory-Huggins solution theory.6 It was 

shown that for these uncharged polymers, the extent of polymer-induced mucus 

compression is increased by either increasing the polymer concentration or by increasing 

the polymer MW at a given polymer concentration. However, the human diet contains 

many charged polymers (i.e. polyelectrolytes) which are predominately negatively 

charged.9,10 

One polyelectrolyte that is commonly placed in food and is “generally regarded as safe” 

(GRAS) by the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) is carboxymethyl cellulose 

(CMC).11 This polyelectrolyte is a cellulose-derivative that has a negative charge in the gut 

due to carboxymethyl groups attached to some of its monomer units.12 Interestingly, 

although many charged versions of CMC exist, the FDA allows only up to a degree of 

substitution (DS) of 9 charged groups per 10 monomers (abbreviated as “DS 0.9”). There 
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is no existing literature explaining how changing the charge of these polymers affects the 

design of food products. CMC is added to processed foods because of its ability to enhance 

the viscosity of food and to stabilize emulsions by slowing droplet coalescence,9,13 which 

leads to it often being mistakenly called an “emulsifier” even though it is not a surfactant 

but a high-MW polyelectrolyte. Recent biological studies found that feeding mice CMC 

resulted in low-grade inflammation and obesity. CMC feeding was also correlated with a 

thin mucus layer that allowed for microbial encroachment upon the host.14,15 In addition, 

it has been shown that acute exposures to CMC (by direct injection into the small intestine) 

can alter the structure of the small-intestine mucus layer in rats.16 However, mechanistic 

understanding of these effects is lacking; it is unclear if, in vivo, colonic mucus is thinner 

because it is disrupted or compressed. We hypothesize that the thin colonic mucus layer in 

mice fed CMC was the result of mucus compression. 

Many studies have covered the physical chemistry of polyelectrolyte solutions,17,18 

polyelectrolyte hydrogels,19,20 complex coacervation between oppositely charged 

polyelectrolytes,21,22 and complexation between polyelectrolytes with oppositely charged 

objects.23,24 In contrast, the interactions between systems composed of polyelectrolyte 

solutions and polyelectrolyte gels  remain vastly understudied,25 both experimentally and 

theoretically. Here, we seek to untangle the physical interactions between colonic mucus 

(a biological polyelectrolyte gel) and CMC (a polyelectrolyte). 

Materials and Methods 

Details of animals used. All mice were 2-6 months old, male or female specific pathogen 

free (SPF) C57BL/6 mice (RRID: IMSR_JAX:000664). In our previous study, we did not 

observe any differences in mucus compression related to age (in the same age range as this 

study) or gender.6 We justified the use of both male and female mice because an 

experimental study found that ~3 month old C57BL/6 mice had similar mucus thickness 

and morphology regardless of sex.26 We justified the use of a range of ages of mice 
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because, although it has been reported that 19 month old C57BL/6 mice had thinner colonic 

mucus compared to 2.5-3 month old C57BL/6 mice, 19 months old is well outside the age 

range of this study.26,27 Mice used in ex vivo experiments in Figure 4.2-4 and Figure 4.S1 

were maintained on a solid chow diet (PicoLab Rodent Diet 20) and were given food and 

water ad libitum. Mice used in experiments in Figure 4.1 were maintained on chow diet 

until the day of the experiment. Starting 23 h before euthanization, these mice were 

restricted (no chow or water) to a solution of 1% w/v carboxymethyl cellulose 

(carboxymethylcellulose sodium, USP grade, medium viscosity, PN: C9481-500G) with 

5% w/v sucrose (USP grade, PN: S3929) in water or a solution of 1% v/v Tween 

(Polysorbate 80, Food Grade, Sigma Aldrich, PN: W291706) with 5% sucrose in water. 

For these 23 h, mice were kept on mesh-bottom cages to prevent re-ingestion of chow-

derived polymeric contents from fecal matter. All mice were obtained from Jackson Labs 

(The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and were then housed at Caltech’s animal 

facility. All animal experiments were approved by the California Institute of Technology 

(Caltech) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC; protocol #1691) and the 

U.S. Army’s Animal Care and Use Review Office (ACURO; protocol #70905-LS-

MUR.03). Mice were euthanized via CO2 inhalation as approved by the Caltech IACUC in 

accordance with the American Veterinary Medical Association Guidelines on 

Euthanasia.28 

Details of Microscopy. Images were acquired by taking z-stacks on a Zeiss LSM 880 

upright confocal microscope using confocal fluorescence to image particles (488 nm 

excitation/505-736 band pass filter), confocal reflectance to image the epithelium (561 nm 

excitation/505-736 nm band pass filter), bright-field for epithelium and particles, or two-

photon for FC-oil layer and epithelium (700 or 750 nm excitation/650-758 nm band pass 

filter). 

Imaging of samples using “FC-oil approach.” Sample preparation and imaging were 

carried out as described previously in ref. 6 (in ref. 6, see SI Materials and Methods, section 

“Imaging of Unwashed Tissue”). 
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Imaging of samples using “micro-particle approach.” Sample preparation and imaging 

were carried out as described previously in ref. 6 (in ref. 6, see SI Materials and Methods, 

sections “Imaging of Washed Tissue” and “Thickness Measurements of Washed Mucus 

Hydrogel”). The protocol was modified such that the fluorescent 1-°ò-diameter 

polystyrene beads coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a molecular weight (MW) 

of 5kDa were used as the micro-particles (created as described in ref. 29). These were 

imaged using fluorescence in addition to confocal reflectance (488 nm excitation/505-736 

band pass filter). For the thickness measurements obtained using the “micro-particle 

approach” appearing in Figure 4.1, determination of mucus thickness was done in the same 

way as the “FC oil approach”. 

Compression measurements. Compression measurements were carried out as described 

in ref. 6 (in ref. 6, see SI Materials and Methods, section “Quantifying Polymer-induced 

Compression of Washed Mucus Hydrogel”). In this work, we define “% compression” 

as: % compression = [Δt/t0]*100%, where Õß is the initial mucus thickness and ŒÕ = Õß −

Õ», and Õ» is the final mucus thickness. We modified the protocol such that each 

compression measurement in this work represents the mean of compression measurements 

taken on colonic explants from three separate mice. The compression value from each 

individual explant is the average of compression measurements in five different positions 

on that explant. The error bars are standard error of the mean with n = 3. For measurements 

done with 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS), we diluted 10x PBS (Corning 10x PBS, pH 

7.4±0.1, without calcium and magnesium, RNAse-/DNAse- and protease-free, Product 

No. 46-013-CM) ten-fold with Milli-Q water. In the compression experiments in Figure 

4.4 with polymers in 10x PBS, the tissue was incubated with microparticles in 1x PBS for 

~1 hour before placing on the polymers in 10x PBS. Final thickness was then measured 

after 10 min. This was done to prevent prolonged exposure (1 hour or longer) to 10x PBS 

(which after long times could cause tissue deterioration due to the salt imbalance) while 

the microparticles sedimented down on top of the mucus hydrogel. 
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Polymers Used for Compression measurements. We used carboxymethyl cellulose 

(CMC) with a degree of substitution (DS) of 7 charged monomers per 10 monomers (DS 

0.7) (Sigma Aldrich, PN: 419311), CMC DS 0.9 (Sigma Aldrich, PN: 419303), and 

hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) (Sigma, PN: 308633).  

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) of polymers. GPC was used to measure the 

MW and hydrodynamic radii (%œ) was used to confirm that the CMC used in the mouse 

feeding experiements in Fig. 1 and the CMC and HEC used in all other figures were 

approximately the same MW and %œ (measurements shown in Figure 4.S3 & Table 4.S1). 

GPC measurements were conducted as described in ref. 29. CMC derivatives were 

analyzed using a refractive index increment (dn/dc) of  2{
2 

= 0.163.30 HEC was analyzed 

using 2{
2 

= 0.150.31 

Curve Fitting in Figure 4.3. For the curve fitting presented in Figure 4.3, we used the 

“scipy.optimize.curve_fit” function in Python 3.6.4, which is included as a supplemental 

file to the manuscript. 

Results and Discussion 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) compresses mucus reversibly in vivo. We first sought 

to test two hypothesis: (1) the colonic mucus hydrogel is thin when mice are fed CMC 

because the mucus hydrogel is compressed; and (2) the mechanism by which CMC 

interacts with mucus is different than that of an emulsifier—Polysorbate 80 (Tween 80)—

because of the differences in their physicochemical properties (CMC is a high-MW 

polyelectrolyte whereas Tween is a low-MW, non-ionic surfactant).  

To test these two hypotheses, we devised a simple experiment, in which we fed one group 

of specific-pathogen-free (SPF) mice a solution of 1% w/v CMC and another group 1% 

w/v Tween 80 for 23 h and then measured the thickness of the mucus hydrogel. We justified 

the removal of the standard chow diet because our previous work with different dietary 

polymers suggested that the components of chow do not contribute to mucus compression 
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in SPF mice.6 We tested this in ref. 6 by measuring mucus compression on colonic explants 

using polymers in buffer and comparing it to compression induced by the same polymers 

prepared in extracted luminal fluid from chow-fed SPF mice. In these experiments, we 

found similar amounts of compression in both sets of samples. Additional evidence 

supporting this in ref. 6 was that the addition of luminal fluid from chow-fed SPF mice to 

colonic explants did not induce mucus compression and that, for chow-fed SPF mice, the 

mucus thickness on explants remained the same when luminal contents were removed. In 

this work, for our experiment to test the differences between feeding 1% w/v CMC and 1% 

w/v Tween 80, we first measured the thickness of the mucus hydrogel using our 

“fluorocarbon (FC) oil approach” (Figure 4.1A,B; see ref. 6 for further details). In brief, 

this method allows us to avoid washing colonic explants with buffer (which could cause 

the loss of polymeric contents that are in contact with the mucus hydrogel) and it eliminates 

the use of a fixative (which could alter mucus structure). Instead, we remove luminal 

contents with FC-40 oil, which is immiscible with and denser than water, and coat the 

explant with FC-40 oil, which sits on top of mucus. The FC oil approach has the further 

advantage of preventing dehydration of the mucus layer, allowing us to measure the extent 

of compression as it would be in vivo. The thickness is then obtained by measuring the 

difference in position of the epithelial cells under mucus (identified using bright-field and 

confocal reflectance) and the position of the FC oil–hydrogel interface (identified using 

confocal reflectance). We found that both the CMC and Tween 80 groups had a thin mucus 

layer (Figure 4.1D, gold bars) compared with previous thickness (t) measurements we had 

done with groups of mice fed a standard chow diet, where we measured Õ = 67 ±

7	°ò	(ref. 6; Figure 4.1D, grey bar).  

The FC oil approach allows us to measure the mucus thickness in an environment that 

approximates the “native state” of the adherent, colonic mucus hydrogel when it is in 

contact with in vivo gut contents (see ref. 6 for further details and validation of this 

approach). However, we wanted to test whether the mucus was thin because it was 

disrupted or whether it was compressed. We therefore used a different tissue-preparation 

approach that allowed us to measure the mucus thickness after washing out the in vivo gut 
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contents (including polymers or and other molecules that could disrupt or compress 

mucus). We took two more groups of mice and fed them the same solutions, but this time 

before imaging we washed the tissue with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to remove any 

colonic polymeric contents that could compress mucus. We then quantified the mucus 

thickness using the “microparticle approach” (Figure 4.1B,C; Materials and Methods). 

This and similar approaches have been used previously to quantify the thickness of the 

adherent, inner colonic mucus layer ex vivo.6,7,32 Briefly, in the microparticle approach, 

after removing all gut contents, a solution of microparticles (in PBS) with a diameter (^) 

larger than the mucus mesh size (–) is allowed to sediment down on top of the mucus 

hydrogel. These microparticles were coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG), as PEG-

coating has been previously shown to reduce the mucoadhesivity of particles.33 Because 

^ > –, the microparticles are excluded from the hydrogel (which we confirmed in our 

previous work6), and we can determine the thickness by measuring the difference in the 

position of the epithelium (using confocal reflectance and bright-field) and the position of 

the microparticles (using fluorescence). Using the microparticle approach, we observed 

that the mucus layer was substantially thicker in the CMC group than in the Tween group 

(Figure 4.1D, blue bars). Furthermore, we observed that the mucus in the “washed” CMC-

fed group was substantially thicker than the mucus in the “unwashed” CMC-fed group. 

This suggests that the mucus hydrogel in CMC-fed groups is compressed reversibly, 

springing back when “compressive” polymeric contents are washed out with buffer. 

Another potential factor is that the gut microbiota has been shown to degrade colonic 

mucus in different contexts.4 However, because the mucus thickness in the “washed” 

CMC-fed group agreed with our previous measurements of the inner mucus layer in chow-

fed mice (i.e., the “normal” mucus thickness in healthy, SPF mice) it suggests that the 

colonic mucus hydrogel is not degraded by the gut microbiota over the course of our 

experiments. For the Tween-fed groups, our data showed that both the washed and 

unwashed Tween-fed groups had thinner mucus compared with the washed CMC-fed 

group (Figure 4.1D) and our previous measurements of mucus in chow-fed mice. Because 

the “normal” thickness of the inner mucus layer cannot be recovered, it suggests that in the 
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Tween-fed groups, mucus is irreversibly “thinned.” In total, these experiments suggest that 

not only does CMC compress the colonic mucus hydrogel reversibly in vivo, but the 

physical mechanism by which it interacts with mucus is different than that of Tween. This 

observation was unexpected because polyelectrolytes and emulsifiers have been 

considered to be similar in previous gut studies.14,15,34 We therefore sought to understand 

the mechanism by which CMC compresses the colonic mucus hydrogel. 

 

Figure 4.2: Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) compresses the colonic mucus hydrogel in 
vivo. (A–B) Cartoon side-view depicting the fluorocarbon (FC) oil imaging setup (A) 
which retains polymeric contents in contact with colonic mucus, prevents dehydration, and 
maintains mucus at a similar thickness (t) to that of initial in vivo thickness (Õß). In vivo 
(B), the mucus hydrogel is in contact with polymeric contents that can compress mucus. 
(C) Cartoon side-view depicting the microparticle imaging setup in which polymeric 
contents are washed away with buffer and particles with a diameter (d) greater than the 
mucus mesh size (–) are used to measure mucus thickness. Mucus thickness increases (ŒÕ) 
from in vivo when “compressive” polymers are absent. (D) Mucus thickness measurements 
from mice fed either a solution of 1% CMC + 5% sucrose (1% CMC) or a solution of 1% 
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Tween + 5% sucrose (1% Tween) for 23 h. Mucus thickness is plotted on the vertical axis 
(in µm) for different groups of mice. Measurements using the microparticle approach 
(”washed (gut contents removed)”) are blue; thickness measurements obtained using the 
FC-oil approach (“unwashed”) are orange (see ref. 6 for details and validation of approach). 
Thickness measurements represent the average thickness measured on explants from 
individual mice. Error bars are standard error of the mean (SEM) where n = the number of 
mice. All groups contained at least 3 mice. P-values were obtained using Welch’s t-test. 
Grey bar across figure indicates mucus thickness measured for chow-fed mice using FC 
oil approach from our previous study,6 where we measured Õ = 67 ± 7	°ò	(mean ± SEM). 
Bottom of bar is Õ = 60	°ò, top of bar is Õ = 74	°ò. 

Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) degree of charge increases extent of mucus 

compression. We next sought to understand the mechanism by which CMC compresses 

the colonic mucus hydrogel. Here, we aimed to test whether modulating the amount of 

charge on CMC could influence the extent of mucus compression. We first tested if CMC 

compressed mucus ex vivo. We used our microparticle approach to measure the initial 

thickness of mucus (Õß) on a colonic explant, then placed the explant in a solution of 1% 

w/v CMC DS 0.7 (Figure 4.2A), waited 10 min, and measured the thickness (Õ») (Figure 

4.2B). We found that CMC compressed the mucus hydrogel (Figure 4.2A) and that the 

extent of compression remained constant over the course of 30 min (Figure 4.S2), 

suggesting that the system had reached a steady state. Similarly, in our previous study, we 

found compression by an uncharged polymer (polyethylene glycol) was constant over the 

course of 60 min.6 Additionally, for CMC, the compression was reversible—by washing 

out the CMC solution with buffer, the hydrogel returned to its initial thickness (Figure 

4.S2).  

To understand how polymer negative charge affects the extent of compression, we next 

compared how mucus compression differed as a function of polymer concentration for 

CMC DS 0.7, CMC DS 0.9 (a derivative of CMC that is more charged than CMC DS 0.7), 

and hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC, a cellulose derivative with the same chemical backbone 

but no charge). Each polymer was added in a range of concentrations that are approved by 

the FDA for addition to food11 and commonly used in processed foods.9  
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Generally, the extent of mucus compression increased with increased polymer 

concentration for all three polymers (Figure 4.2C). We found that at most polymer 

concentrations, the more highly negatively charged polymer (CMC DS 0.9) induced the 

most compression (Figure 4.2C). In contrast, the neutral polymer (HEC) generally induced 

the least compression at any given polymer concentration (Figure 4.2C). These data 

suggest that, generally, the negative charge of the polymer increases the extent of mucus 

compression. 

 

Figure 4.3: Negatively charged CMC compresses mucus ex vivo more than uncharged 
polymers. (A-B) Cartoons (left) and images (right) in side-view show the 1-μm-diameter 
particles (purple) sitting on top of the mucus before (A) and after (B) the addition of 1% 
w/v CMC solution. Epithelium is shown in green. (C) Plot of mucus compression (where % 
compression = [Δt/t0]*100%, further details in Materials and Methods) as a function of 
polymer concentration (% w/v). Each data point represents the average of compression 
measured on three independent replicates (three explants from different mice), where the 
compression from an individual replicate is the average of 5 compression measurements at 
lateral positions on the explant. Error bars are SEM with n = 3. HEC = hydroxyethyl 
cellulose, CMC DS 0.7 = CMC with a degree of substitution of 7 negatively charged groups 
per 10 monomers, and CMC DS 0.9 = CMC with a degree of substitution of 9 negatively 
charged groups per 10 monomers. Images shown in side-views were processed as described 
in ref. 6 and Figure 4.S1. 

Mucus compression due to charged polymers is consistent with a Donnan mechanism. 

We knew from previous studies with the colonic mucus hydrogel and the perciliary brush 
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that the polymer-induced compression of biological polymer networks can be driven by 

the differences in osmotic pressure between the external polymer solution and the solution 

phase within the cross-linked polymer network.6,35 In such scenarios, the osmotic pressure 

difference (ΔΠ) drives the flux of water out of the polymer network, causing the network 

to shrink or compress; the equilibrium gel volume is determined by the balance between 

ΔΠ on one hand, and the mixing pressure (due to the change in free energy from mixing 

the gel with solvent and free polymer) and the pressure associated with the elastic 

deformation of the network chains on the other.36 Polyelectrolyte solutions and gels can 

also preferentially partition ions between phases,19,37,38 causing an increase in the osmotic 

pressure of the polyelectrolyte phase compared with the external solution phase with which 

it is in contact. This is what is known as Donnan partitioning or a Donnan mechanism. 

Given that both CMC and the colonic mucus hydrogel itself are both negatively charged, 

we therefore hypothesized that the theory of Donnan partitioning could be used to explain 

the enhancement of mucus compression we observed with increased polymer charge. 

Before testing our hypothesis with numerical calculations, we first wanted to understand if 

mucus exhibits Donnan partitioning in a simple scenario, when the colonic mucus hydrogel 

is placed in a buffered solution without CMC. First, we write down the condition of 

electroneutrality for both the external buffer solution (—“Õ) and inside mucus (}óÕ):39,40 

S”3e´ = 	 S`3e´ = Sß 

(4.1) 

S”d{´ = S`d{´ + ò 

(4.2) 

where S” denotes the molar concentration of mobile cations, S` is the molar concentration 

of mobile anions, Sß is the concentration of monovalent salt, and m is the molar 

concentration of charges on mucus (this analysis assumes that the polyelectrolyte 
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counterions are the same as the salt cations. In this case the cation for CMC is Na+ and the 

cation in the buffer is predominantly Na+, as explained below). Invoking the equality of 

electrochemical potential for the mobile ions and combining eq 4.1-2 gives us: 

S”d{´

Sß
= 	

ò
2Sß

+ ‘\
ò
2Sß

_
F
+ 1 

(4.3) 

Eq 4.3 gives the fractional increase of positively charged ions inside the mucus hydrogel 

due to Donnan partitioning. In our experiments, we use PBS as the buffer, which by molar 

concentration is ~90% NaCl. Therefore, we approximated the ionic strength to be equal to 

the molar concentration of NaCl: Sß = 137	òQ. We can estimate the molar concentration 

of negative charges on mucus by estimating the volume fraction of mucus (ic) to be 

ic	~	1% (this is consistent with results from the literature: refs. 6,41–43) which, 

combined with the amount of charged groups per mucin,40 yields ò	~	5	òQ. This yields: 

 ÷
◊ÿ±

 î
≅ 1.02. We can therefore assume that any differential salt partitioning by the colonic 

mucus hydrogel itself at physiological ionic strengths is negligible.  

Our previous numerical results for polymer-induced mucus compression6 suggested that 

an uncharged polymer of a similar MW and radius of gyration (%[) to the polymers used 

in this study (PEG 200 kDa with %[	~	22	óò) is mostly excluded from mucus—the ratio 

of polymers inside mucus to the polymers in the external solution was at most ~0.3 and 

approached 0 as the polymer concentration increased. The HEC and CMC used in this 

study are slightly larger than PEG 200 kDa; the measured hydrodynamic radius (%œ) of 

HEC and CMC from our gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements (see Table 

4.S1, Figure 4.S3) is %œ	~	20	óò, which we can use in conjunction with the Kirkwood–

Risemann relation44 to estimate %[ ~	30	óò. In addition, the charged polymers should 

experience electrostatic repulsions with the mucin strands (which also have some negative 
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charge). We would therefore expect that HEC and CMC should be even more excluded 

from mucus than PEG 200 kDa. If we then take as a second simplifying assumption that 

the polymer is completely excluded from mucus, we can write down ΔΠ (in units of Pa) 

as:17 

ΔΠ = ΔΠdN{ + Π4N∂ 

(4.4) 

where ΔΠdN{ is due to Donnan partitioning of the small ions between the external 

polyelectrolyte solution and the mucus network and can be written as (see Supporting 

Information for derivation): 

ΔΠdN{

%P
= 2Sß + & − 2ŸSß(Sß + &) 

(4.5) 

where % is the gas constant, T is the temperature (in kelvin), and p is the molar 

concentration of charges from the charged polymer (which we know because the number 

of charges per monomer is given by the manufacturer and we determined the polymer MW 

by GPC, Table 4.S1, Figure 4.S3). The polymer osmotic pressure (Π4N∂) for an uncharged 

polymer can be written as:45 

Π4N∂

%P
=

S4
QR

(1 + U
S4
S4∗
W
X.Y

) 

(4.6) 

where S4 is the polymer concentration (in O⁄/òY), MW is the polymer molecular weight 

(in Da), and S4∗  is the polymer overlap concentration (in O⁄/òY), which can be estimated 

as:45 
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S4∗ =
QR

4@
3 KjMN%[

Y
 

(4.7) 

where KjMN is the Avogadro number, and %[ is the polymer radius of gyration (in m). The 

polymer MW, based on our GPC measurements, is ~150 kDa (Table 4.S1, Figure 4.S3). 

We can use this along with the polymer %[ and eq. 4.7 to calculate S4∗ ≈ 1.9	O⁄/òY. This 

justifies the use of eq 4.6 for the polymer osmotic pressure instead of the osmotic pressure 

for a dilute polymer solution (which would simply be the first term of eq 4.6) because the 

polymer concentrations we test in this study all exceed the polymer overlap concentration, 

meriting the inclusion of the second term in eq 4.6 which accounts for the behavior above 

overlap concentration. Using eq 4.4-7, we estimated ΔΠ for both the neutral and charged 

polymers used in Figure 4.2C. For the charged polymers, the ionic contribution to the 

osmotic pressure (eq 4.5) is substantially greater than that of the polymer contribution (eq 

4.6) at all polymer concentrations, suggesting the Donnan mechanism contributes more to 

ΔΠ (see Figure 4.S4). We plotted the extent of mucus compression against ΔΠ in Figure 

4.3B. We found that the extent of compression generally increases with ΔΠ. Furthermore, 

the relationship between mucus compression and ΔΠ has a similar functional form to the 

classical stress—elongation relation for uniaxial deformations from the affine network 

model, which has been used previously to describe the compression of hydrogels composed 

of biopolymers46,47 and synthetic polymers,48,49 and can be written as:45 

€3{[ = −§(û −
1
ûF
) 

(4.8) 

where €3{[ is the engineering stress or the applied stress on the network (which in this case 

is ΔΠ), G is the modulus of rigidity (or shear modulus) of the network (in Pa), and û is the 

deformation factor, which is related to % mucus compression through: û = 1 −
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%	c™ ™a	 Nc4…3aadN{

Xßß
.  The negative sign is included because the stress is compressive.  A fit 

to eq 4.8 is plotted as the dashed line in Figure 4.3B. We take G as the one free parameter 

in this fit, which yields §	~	750	‹C. We are not aware of directly measured values for G 

for colonic mucus.  However, this fitted value is of the same order of magnitude as that 

estimated using available literature data (see Supporting Information for details). 

Ultimately, it is both the collapse of the mucus compression data largely onto a single curve 

in Figure 4.3B and the functional form of this curve which suggest that the mucus hydrogel 

is undergoing a form of uniaxial deformation induced by ΔΠ. 

Overall, this analysis suggests that it is the difference in osmotic pressure between the 

external polyelectrolyte solution phase and the solution phase within the mucus hydrogel 

which drives the compression of mucus by CMC. It further suggests that the difference in 

osmotic pressure and the concomitant compression is increased for polyelectrolytes via a 

Donnan mechanism. 

Figure 4.4: The extent of mucus compression plotted against the difference in osmotic 
pressure (Œ›) due to the added polymer. (A) Cartoon depicting the theoretical picture of 
Donnan partitioning by charged polymers (labeled “CMC”). Mobile ions are preferentially 
partitioned outside of mucus by the charged polymers. (B) Extent of mucus compression 
plotted against the theoretical calculation of Œ›. Compression values are the same 
experimental data as Fig. 2C. Dashed line is a fit to the classical stress-elongation relation, 
where Œ› = §(û − X

fi¡
), and û = 1 − %	c™ ™a	 Nc4…3aadN{

Xßß
. G (the modulus of rigidity) was 
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used as a free parameter and in the fit is G = 749 Pa. HEC = Hydroxyethyl cellulose, CMC 
DS 0.7 = carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of substitution of 7 charged monomers per 
10 monomers, CMC DS 0.9 = carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of substitution of 9 
charged monomers per 10 monomers.  

 

Increasing ionic strength decreases mucus compression by polyelectrolytes. Because 

our data in Figure 4.3B suggested that the increase in the amount of compression we see 

for polyelectrolytes is due to a Donnan mechanism, we devised a simple set of experiments 

to test this hypothesis further. It is known that the amount of Donnan partitioning decreases 

with increasing salt concentration (this can be seen by inspection of eq 4.3 and 4.5). We 

therefore formulated two hypotheses: (i) Polyelectrolyte-induced compression will be 

reduced by high ionic strength because ΔΠdN{ is reduced (see Figure 4.4A,B). (ii) For 

uncharged polymers, the amount of compression will remain the same when the ionic 

strength is increased because there is no contribution from ΔΠdN{ at any ionic strength. 

We expect the most significant increase in compression due to Donnan partitioning to occur 

in the 1% w/v CMC DS 0.9 solution, which has the highest molar concentration of charges. 

By solving eq 4.5, we find that for 1% CMC DS 0.9 in a 1x PBS solution (Sß	~	0.137	Q), 

ΠdN{	~	6000	‹C. If we increase the ionic strength ten-fold to Sß	~	1.37	Q by using a 10x 

PBS solution, this decreases to ΠdN{	~	700	‹C. We would therefore anticipate that such an 

increase in the ionic strength would reduce the compression caused by 1% CMC DS 0.9.  

We then tested our hypothesis experimentally by comparing the measured compression for 

1% CMC DS 0.9 in 1x PBS to that of 1% CMC DS 0.9 in 10x PBS and found, consistent 

with our first hypothesis, that there was more compression in the 1X PBS solution (Figure 

4.4C). We then tested if the high ionic strength treatment (10X PBS) affected the amount 

of compression for 1% HEC (an uncharged polymer) and found, consistent with our second 

hypothesis, that compression was the same for the 1X and 10X PBS treatments (Figure 

4.4C). As a control, to ensure that the high ionic strength was not disrupting the integrity 

of the mucus hydrogel and eliminating its compressibility, we tested for compression on 
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colonic explants with 10X PBS at a high concentration of HEC (5% w/v). We found the 

mucus compressed to equal amounts in both the 1X and 10X PBS treatments (Figure 4.4C), 

suggesting that high ionic strength does not disrupt the integrity of the colonic mucus 

hydrogel. 

Overall, these data suggest that the increase in mucus compression observed in response to 

polyelectrolytes, compared with uncharged polymers, is due to the preferential partitioning 

of mobile ions into the external solution (i.e., a Donnan mechanism). The concomitant 

increase in the osmotic pressure difference between the solution and mucus hydrogel 

results in this increase in compression. 

 
Figure 4.5: Increasing the ionic strength decreases the extent of polyelectrolyte-induced 
mucus compression, consistent with a Donnan mechanism. (A-B) Schematic depicting the 
decrease in polyelectrolyte-induced mucus compression in buffer solutions with high ionic 
strength. (A) When ionic strength is low, there is a greater difference in the concentrations 
of mobile ions in the external phase (the polymer solution) and internal phase (the mucus 
gel). Subsequently, there is a greater difference in the external osmotic pressure (›3e´) 
compared to the internal osmotic pressure (›d{´). (B) When ionic strength is high, 
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polyelectrolytes still partition mobile ions, but there is a smaller difference in the 
concentrations of mobile ions between the polymer solution and the mucus hydrogel. 
Therefore, there is a smaller difference in ›3e´ compared to ›d{´. (C) Extent of mucus 
compression as determined via the microparticle imaging approach. Each bar represents 
the mean of compression measurements from three biological replicates (each replicate is 
a colonic explant from a mouse). The compression value from each individual replicate is 
the average of compression measurements acquired at 5 different lateral positions on that 
explant. Error bars are SEM with n = 3. P-values were computed using the Welch’s t-test; 
1% CMC = 1% w/v carboxymethyl cellulose with DS 0.9, 1% HEC = 1% w/v hydroxyethyl 
cellulose, 5% HEC = 5% w/v hydroxyethyl cellulose, 10x PBS = phosphate buffered saline 
at 10-fold its normal concentration, 1x PBS = phosphate buffered saline at its normal 
concentration. 

 

Conclusions 

There is considerable interest in understanding how diet impacts the composition and 

spatial structure of the gut microbiota and any concomitant effects that may impact the 

physical structure of the gut (e.g. mucus) and its physiology.4,14,15 However, few studies 

have focused on understanding the underlying physics behind how the polymeric additives 

in food directly interact with gut structure and physiology.6 Food science has traditionally 

focused more narrowly on aspects of food design such as the packaging, preservation, 

processing, and safety of food.9,50 Yet research is showing that, at least in animal models, 

even in approved concentrations, some GRAS food additives are correlated with markers 

of disease (such as inflammation and obesity14,15). Thus, it is important to improve our 

quantitative understanding of how these food additives interact with the host and modify 

gut physiology. In particular, there is a need to understand how food additives interact with 

mucus, the critical barrier in the colon that mediates host-microbe interactions and protects 

the host against physical damage.1 Changes to the thickness and mesh size of the colonic 

mucus barrier have been associated with dramatic changes in host health.7,8,14 

In this work, we found that a polyelectrolyte, CMC, compresses mucus reversibly in vivo, 

in contrast to an emulsifier (Tween), which appeared to irreversibly disrupt mucus. We 
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found that the amount of mucus compression induced by CMC increased as a function of 

the degree of polymer charge, which is a characteristic that has not been considered in the 

design of food products. Furthermore, we found that the increase in the amount of 

compression due to polymer charge is consistent with a Donnan mechanism. A simple, 

one-parameter model was found to be sufficient to quantitatively capture the observed 

behavior. We have offered a potential explanation for the phenomenon observed in this 

work using the theoretical framework of Donnan partitioning; however, more 

comprehensive theoretical models need to be developed and tested to completely 

understand this mechanism and explicitly account for the possible penetration of 

polyelectrolytes into the mucus hydrogel.  

Our work so far has not considered how fluid flow, possible rheological effects such as 

viscous relaxation of mucus on longer timescales,42,51 and possible anisotropy in the 

structure of the colonic mucus hydrogel2 affect polymer-induced compression. 

Additionally, another factor in vivo is the regulation of isotonicity between the gut lumen 

and epithelium by the active transport of water and salts.52 It is unclear how much this last 

factor would impact the observed phenomenon for two reasons: (i) small changes in the 

flux of water and salts will affect the base osmotic pressure (i.e., the osmotic pressure both 

inside the hydrogel and in the lumen) but not the difference in osmotic pressure inside and 

outside the hydrogel, and (ii) our experiments and calculations suggest that the described 

Donnan effects disappear at ten-fold physiological ionic strength which is unlikely to occur 

in vivo.  However, all of these effects will be important areas to investigate in future work 

to understand how different polymers compress mucus in vivo. 

The system we have considered in this work is an example of a class of systems consisting 

of a polyelectrolyte solution directly interacting with a biological, polyelectrolyte network. 

Such systems can be found throughout nature; other examples include biofilms in contact 

with extracellular DNA,53 medical hydrogels in contact with gut polymers,54 ECM in 

contact with interstitial fluid,55 and hyaluronic acid-lubricin networks (which lubricate our 

joints) in contact with synovial fluid.56 Our work begins to unravel this physics in the 
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context of polyelectrolyte-induced mucus compression, which could lead to new, safer 

design of food products that do not alter the structure of colonic mucus. 
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Supporting Information 

Derivation of the ionic contribution to osmotic pressure due to Donnan partitioning. 

We imagine a negatively charged polyelectrolyte solution with added salt to be in contact 

with the mucus layer. We take the volume of the polyelectrolyte solution (ƒB) to be much 

larger than that of the mucus layer (ƒ¶), which is true in our ex vivo set-up. In our ex vivo 

experiments, the polyelectrolyte solution volume is ƒB	~	200	°n, and we can estimate ƒ¶ 

using the average thickness of colonic mucus measured in ref. 6 (Õ	~	70	°ò) and the xy 

dimensions of the explants (~1 by 1 cm), which gives ƒ¶	~	7	°n. Therefore, æÆ

æΩ
~	30, and 

we can assume that the salt and polyelectrolyte concentrations in the polyelectrolyte 

solution are unaffected by any partitioning of ions into the mucus layer. 

The total concentration of salt cations in the polyelectrolyte solution from the condition of 

electroneutrality is simply (assuming the counterion of the polyelectrolyte is the same as 

the cation from salt, which is the case in our system): 

S”
4 = Sß + & 

(4.S1) 

where S”
4 is the total concentration of salt cations in the polyelectrolyte solution phase, Sß 

is the salt concentration, and & is the charge concentration from the polyelectrolyte 

backbones. The concentration of the salt anions (S`4) is just: 

S`4 = Sß 

(4.S2) 

This gives an osmotic pressure due to the small ions in the polyelectrolyte solution phase 

as: 

ΠdN{
B = 	%P(2Sß + &) 
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(4.S3) 

where % = KjMNO is the gas constant.   

Now consider the small ion concentrations in the mucus layer. The mucus network 

contributes a fixed polyelectrolyte charge density of m. Electroneutrality then dictates: 

S”c = S`c +ò 

(4.S4) 

where S”c and S`c are the small cation and small anion concentrations, respectively. Let fl 

be the potential difference between the mucus layer and the polyelectrolyte solution, then 

equality of electrochemical potential for the small ions entails:39 

—fl + %P®óS”c = %P®óS”
4 

(4.S5) 

−—fl + %P®óS`c = %P®óS`4 

(4.S6) 

Eq 4.S5 and 4.S6 can be combined to give: 

S”cS`c = S”
4S`4 

(4.S7) 

Combining eq 4.S1, 4.S2, 4.S4, and 4.S7 then gives: 

S”c =
1
2
‡ŸòF + 4Sß(Sß + &) + ò· 

(4.S8) 
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and: 

S`c =
1
2
‡ŸòF + 4Sß(Sß + &) − ò· 

(4.S9) 

The osmotic pressure from the small ions in the mucus layer is thus: 

ΠdN{
c = %PŸòF + 4Sß(Sß + &) 

(4.S10) 

The osmotic pressure difference between the polyelectrolyte solution and the mucus layer 

due to ions (ΔΠdN{) is obtained by subtracting eq 4.S10 from eq 4.S3: 

ΔΠdN{ = %P ‡2Sß + & − ŸòF + 4Sß(Sß + &)· 

(4.S11) 

In the limit of ò ≪ Sß, the expression simplifies to: 

ΔΠdN{ = %P ‡2Sß + & − 2ŸSß(Sß + &)· 

(4.S12) 

 

Estimation of modulus of rigidity for the colonic mucus hydrogel. The simplest model 

for uniaxial deformations of a polymer network can be derived from the “affine network 

model”, which assumes affine deformation of the polymer network. The driving physics 

behind deformations in this model is the entropic elasticity of the chains.45 This model 

gives the classical stress-elongation relation as (also eq 4.9 in main text): 
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€3{[ = −§(û −
1
ûF
) 

(4.S13) 

where €3{[ is the engineering stress or the applied stress on the network (which in this case 

we took to be ΔΠ), G is the modulus of rigidity (or shear modulus) of the network (in Pa), 

and û is the deformation factor. The negative sign in front of G is due to the fact that we 

are applying a compressive stress. In this model, G can be written as: 

§ =
„%P
Qa

 

(4.S14) 

where „ is the mass concentration of network strands (O⁄/òY) and Qa is the MW of a 

network strand (in O«C). If we take the MW of a MUC2 network strand to be the MW of 

the polymer between network cross-links (often referred to as a “MUC2 monomer” in the 

biology literature), we can estimate Qa	~	400 − 600	O«C.2,57 There are not existing 

literature values for the mass concentration of the murine colonic mucus hydrogel, but for 

porcine gastrointestinal mucus it is: „	~	19 − 30	ò⁄/òn.43,51 Taking the arithmetic mean 

of these values and inserting them into eq S14 yields §	~	120	‹C. We speculate that eq 

4.S14 may be lower than the value for G obtained by the curve fitting done in Figure 4.3 

because eq 4.S14 assumes that the network strands are non-interacting. 
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Figure 4.S1: Description of image processing for side-views presented in Figure 2. (A-B) 
False-colored confocal fluorescence (A) and confocal reflectance (B) xz side-views 
presented in Figure 2B. Brightness and contrast was not enhanced from the original images 
in either panel. (C) The confocal fluorescence image in A but with enhanced brightness and 
contrast. (D) The confocal reflectance image in (B) but with enhanced brightness and 
contrast. (E) The confocal reflectance image from D but with the top part of the image, 
above the dashed line, removed. Because the particles also scatter light, we split the image 
below the position of the particles, which were located in the fluorescence image (shown 
in C) for clarity. The dashed line in C, D, and E are at the exact same z-position (right 
below the particles). (F) Combination of C and E presented in Figure 4.2B. Scale bars are 
30 μm. 
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Figure 4.S2: Compression with carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) is reversible. Plot of 
mucus thickness over time before and after adding CMC with a degree of substitution of 
0.7 to a murine colonic explant. The following time-points were taken: Before adding CMC 
(time = 0 min), 10 and 25 min after adding CMC (time = 10 and 25 min), and then 10 min 
to an hour after washing the explant three times with 1 mL of ice-cold 1x PBS to remove 
the CMC from the explant (time = 35 to 85 min). Mucus thickness was measured using the 
“microparticle method” (see Materials and Methods) and each data point represents the 
average thickness measured at 5 points on the explant. Error bars are SEM with n = 5. 
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Figure 4.S3: Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements of charged and 
uncharged polymers. Chromatograms of polymers used in the study. Method of detection 
is right-angle light scattering which is plotted on the vertical axis (unitless).  CMC DS 0.9 
= carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of substitution of 0.9, USP CMC = U.S.P. grade 
carboxymethyl cellulose fed to mice in Figure 1, CMC DS 0.7 = carboxymethyl cellulose 
with a degree of substitution of 0.7, HEC = hydroxyethyl cellulose. 
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Figure 4.S4: Polymer contribution and ionic contribution to the osmotic pressure. The 
contributions to the osmotic pressure (eq 4.4) from ionic effects (i.e., Donnan partitioning) 
which is given by eq 4.5 and from the polymer osmotic pressure which is given by eq 4.6. 
The polymer osmotic pressure (black) is equal for all polymers (both carboxymethyl 
cellulose [CMC] derivatives and hydroxyethyl cellulose [HEC]). There is no ionic 
contribution for HEC as it is uncharged. Dashed line indicates the polymer overlap 
concentration (S∗), where S∗ = 0.19	%]/‰. “Ionic for CMC DS 0.7” is the ionic 
contribution to the osmotic pressure for carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of 
substitution of 0.7. “Ionic for CMC DS 0.9” is the ionic contribution to the osmotic pressure 
for CMC with a degree of substitution of 0.9. 
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Table 4.S1: Gel permeation chromatography of polymers in phosphate-buffered 

 saline. 

Sample HEC USP CMC CMC DS 0.9 CMC DS 0.7 

Mw (kDa) 152 148 150 146 

Mw/Mn 3.17 2.19 2.25 2.10 

Rh (nm) 18.8 20.6 22.2 19.9 

Carboxymethyl cellulose derivatives were analyzed using a refractive index increment 
(dn/dc) of  2{

2 
= 0.163.30 Hydroxyethyl cellulose was analyzed using 2{

2 
= 0.150 .31 HEC 

= hydroxyethyl cellulose, USP CMC = U.S.P. grade carboxymethyl cellulose (fed to mice 
in Fig. 1), CMC DS 0.9 = carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of substitution of 0.9, 
CMC DS 0.7 = carboxymethyl cellulose with a degree of substitution of 0.7. Mw = weight-
average molecular weight; Mw/Mn = the dispersity; Rh = hydrodynamic radius.  

 


